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Translator’s Foreword

All Praise is due to Allah, the Creator of the heavens with its stars,
moon and sun, the Creator of the earth with its mountains and
seas, trees and rivers, and all those who inhabit it. May the peace
and blessings of Allah be upon the best of creation, His slave
and final Messenger Muhammad, his family, companions and all
those who follow in their footsteps until the Day of Accounting.
To Proceed:
Indeed Allah the Most High created us all for His worship. He
has promised those who fulfil His commandments with the most
eternal and pleasing of rewards, and has warned those who
choose a path other than His that their abode will be in the most
evil and dreaded of places. The one who chooses to tread the
Straight Path will without doubt face many challenges and have
to overcome many trials, as Allah says:
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Alif Lam Mini. Do people think that they will be left alone
because they say: “We believeand will not be tested. And
we indeed tested those who were before them. And Allah will
certainly make (it) known (the truth of) those who are true, and
will certainly make (it) known (the falsehood of) those who
are liars, (although Allah knows all that before putting them to
test).
Surah al-'Ankabut, Verses 1-3

From the greatest of these trials is the constant planning and
plotting of Satan and his helpers from the devils of jinn and men,
who tirelessly stand in the way of the believer and obstruct him
from taking the path of good, and urge him to take the path
of desires and evil. The successful one is he who knows with
certainty that they only call to that which has harmful results,
and will only succeed in causing a person to distance himself
from his Lord.
The use of magic and its likes by people who only wish to cause
harm has become widespread in our times. It is rare to find a
person who does not know someone who has been inflicted with
these problems, or at the very least heard about these incidents.
Problems related to the spirits and the unknown cause more grief
to its victims than most physical ailments, for in most cases people
are unaware of how to cure such illnesses. Modern medicine
rejects the notion of evil spirits possessing others. Instead, these
are considered to be psychological illnesses; this may be the case
in some cases but not in all instances.
It is important for the Muslim in general to know what Islam
mentions as being the truth with regards to the jinn, magic, evileye and such similar affairs. It is especially important for those
who have been afflicted with such illnesses to know what the
sharTah says concerning the causes and cures to these illnesses.
This will mean that a person is fully aware of what he is dealing
with, is able to use the lawful means which have been prescribed
by Allah in seeking a cure, and is not in need of those deceivers
and impostors from the fortune tellers, soothsayers and their likes
6

who claim to have knowledge of the unseen, and who will only
cause a person to fall into the major sins when approached.
Due to their not being, to the best of my knowledge many
Muslims, especially in the West, who have sufficient insight
into these topics, nor many suitable sources of information in
the English language, many Muslims are at a loss as to what to
do in the event of such a calamity befalling. In times like this,
many people refer to those who have no more experience in these
cases than the afflicted. This is why it is important that something
simple and comprehensive is made available to everyone, so that
the rulings of the sharTah are made clear to the Muslims. So,
when I heard of the increase in the amount of cases of this type,
I asked Allah that He assist me in bridging this gap and filling
this hole.
This book is perhaps one of the most comprehensive, simple
and practical books on this subject, as the authors have tried
their utmost in not only mentioning the theoretical aspects of
the issues discussed, but also the practical steps one can take in
the prevention, protection and removal of these illnesses. Also,
the book was read to and recommended by the late Shaykh Ibn
Baz, which gives the book more weight. He placed additional
footnotes in the book, as well as adding two small treatises of his
own, which can be found at the end.
It should be noted here, that due to there not being a direct
translation for some of the Arabic terminology, I have sufficed
with using a rough translation in the book and placed footnotes
in the appropriate places (at the beginning of the chapters on
convulsions and possession). I have mentioned what is meant by
the Arabic in detail; the following words are from this category:
‘al-sar° which is referred to as convulsions, and ‘al-mass’ which
is referred to as possession. In both cases what is being referred
to in the translations is what comes about from the possession
and touching of the jinn, and not conventional convulsions and
insanity. The reader should therefore bear this in mind throughout
the book.
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It is only appropriate here that I thank Allah the Most High
for enabling me to undertake and complete this project, for He
is the One who grants success. I would also like to thank the
authors for their assistance in the translation, and for allowing
me to add certain footnotes and summarise certain parts of the
book. These were all necessary in making the translation more
understandable; any mistakes in the translation are mine and not
the authors. May Allah reward all those who in any way assisted
in this book.
Finally, I ask Allah that He makes this work sincerely for His
sake, beneficial to the Muslims, and that He bestows faith and
health upon us and all the Muslims, guides us to the truth, keeps
us firm upon this religion, and gathers us all in Paradise on the
Day when the successful will rejoice and the disbelievers will
wish they were dust.

Ahsan Hanif
City of the Prophet
Al-Madinah al-Nabawiyyah
17/5/1427 AH
13/6/2006 AD
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Recommendation
By
Shaykh ‘AbduPAzIz bin ‘Abdullah bin Baz
(May Allah have mercy upon him)
[Below are two of the three letters the Shaykh wrote to the
authors. The third is a recommendation for the title of the book,
which the authors agreed to.]
All Praise is due to Allah alone, and may the peace and blessings
of Allah be upon the final Prophet. To proceed:
I have read the book written by Shaykh ‘Abdullah al-Tayyar
and Shaykh Sami al-Mubarak. I consider it to be a beneficial
book on the topic in which the authors have gathered evidence
from the shariah with regards to the cures of that which they
have mentioned. May Allah reward them both, make this book
beneficial and cure the Muslims from all evil. I recommend this
book to all those who want to prepare themselves to cure these
illnesses.
To Shaykh ‘Abdullah al-Tayyar: I request that you place my two
treatises entitled: 'The clarification of the truth regarding the jinn
entering humans, and the refutation of those who deny it,* and
‘Seeking cures from magicians and fortune tellers poses a great
danger for Islam and the Muslims/ into your book. May Allah
reward you.
‘Abdul-‘AzIz bin ‘Abdullah bin Baz
Grand Mufti, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Head of the Institute of Research, Fatawa and Guidance.
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Introduction

All praise is due to Allah, the One who cures and gives health,
the One who benefits and harms, the One, the Majestic, the
One who is unique in His Oneness (tawhld). He is the One who
creates and to Him all things return. He created everything with
His power, and arranged all affairs by His will. We testify that
none has the right to be worshipped except Allah, and we testify
that Muhammad is His slave and messenger. He conveyed the
message, fulfilled his obligation, and strove for the sake of his
Lord, so may the peace and blessings of Allah be upon him, his
family, companions and all those who follow him until the Last
Day. To proceed:
Indeed the conscious and familiar world is known to a person’s
soul; he is accustomed to it, and hence is only surprised by that
which is new or strange. On the other hand a person is driven to
explore that which is unknown and unseen to him, and for this
reason the world of the jinn is a world that the soul wishes to
learn about, and to know what has been mentioned regarding
it from the texts of the Qur’an and Sunnah, and that which the
scholars have mentioned in their books. It is for this reason that
some scholars dedicated books to this topic and in particular to
the possession of people by the jinn. Allah says:
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And verily, t/?ere u/ere mew among mankind who took shelter
with the males among the jinn, bw£ £/?ey (jinn) increased them
(mankind) in sin and transgression.
Surah Jinn, verse 6

From that which is well known and accepted is that a person
is vulnerable to dangers and illnesses; very few people live their
whole lives without afflictions. These afflictions do not befall
a person except by the will of Allah, and due to His infinite
wisdom which may or may not be known to the afflicted. For
every affliction there is reward if that person is patient and seeks
the reward from Allah. This is why the Prophet (3£) said: “How
amazing is the affair of the believer. Verily, all his affairs are
good for him; if some good comes to him he is grateful and that
is better for him, and if some evil befalls him he is patient and
that is better for him. ”l
However, this affliction may be prevented or lifted or eased by
the will of Allah; this occurs when the Muslim takes the necessary
steps to prevent such afflictions from befalling, such as:
1. The protection of Allah for His servant, as is in the hadith:
“Preserve Allah (by constantly remembering him) and He will
preserve you”1
2. Remembering Allah in times of ease by following His orders
and staying away from His prohibitions. The Prophet (3§) said:
“Remember Allah in times of ease and He will remember you in
times of hardship”1

1 Collected by Imam Muslim in his Sahih 2999.
2 Authentic, collected by al-TirmidhT, see Sahih Surtan al-Tirmidhi, no. 2043.
J Authentic, collected by al-TirmidhT.
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3. Giving in charity, for charity prevents misfortunes from befalling
or eases them: “Good actions protect from evil hardships”4
4. Turning to Allah, trusting in Him, entrusting all your affairs
to Him knowing that He alone possesses benefit and harm. To
realise no matter how much strength mankind possesses it will
not benefit or harm him unless it has been decreed by Allah.
However, when a person is befallen by an illness, he begins to
seek a cure using all means [possible]. This may be obligatory
upon him, recommended or allowed, as long as that cure does
not harm others, and is something lawful in the sharTah and not
haram. The Prophet ($5) said: “Cure yourselves O servants of
Allah, but do not cure with that which is haram”5
He also said (%): “Allah has not sent an illness except that he has
sent with it a cure. Know it those who know it and be ignorant
of it those who are ignorant of it.”6
Reasons for choosing this topic:
1. The thought of writing this book first came whilst sitting with
Shaykh ‘Abdul-'AzIz ibn ‘Abdullah ibn Baz in his house and
discussing the topic of incantations (ruqyah), and how to cure
magic and the evil eye (eayn). The shaykh requested that I write
something on this topic; I considered that an honour. May Allah
gather us with him in Paradise.
I was then visited by my friend, Shaykh Sami al-Mubarak, and
we discussed this topic. I mentioned to him what the shaykh had
recommended, and he proposed that he and I should both write
this book together. This increased my desire to embark upon this
project, especially since he has a lot of valuable experience with
this topic.

4 Authentic, collected by al-Tabaranl.
5 Authentic, collected by Abu Dawud and al-Tirmidhl, no. 2039.
‘ Sahlh al-Bukharl no. 5678.
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2. This topic is of the utmost importance, especially since the
jinn are a living and intellectual creation who live with us on this
earth and mix with us in our lives. For this reason they have been
mentioned in the texts of the Qur’an and Stinnah. Indeed, the
Qur’an has dedicated a whole Surah to them. This book then,
is like a foundation in this topic. In it we have tried to mention
everything with its evidence and we have left out that which is
exaggerated by people and has no truth to it.
3. Indeed the knowledge of the plans and plots of Shaytan
and his army from the impious and the evil jinn is a means of
protecting oneself from their harm. This is done by fearing Allah
and turning to Him, obeying His commands and refraining from
His prohibitions, and reciting the necessary adhkar.
4. The majority of books dealing with this topic do not focus on
the practical side. That is, they do not focus on the description
of the illness and how to cure it. This is what we have tried to do
in this book, since everything mentioned has come from personal
experience and not just narrations from others; the one who
witnesses is not like the one who hears.
5. There is an increasing amount of people who are afflicted
by psychological illnesses, epilepsy, magic and the evil eye. The
consequences of these afflictions place the afflicted and their
family in a very difficult situation.
6. The need to strengthen our faith (Jman) and our connection
with Allah, for there is no refuge except with Allah, no dependence
except upon Him, and no cure except from Him alone, for He is
the one who possesses all cures, as He says:

And when l am ill, it is He who cures me.
Surah al-Shu'ara’, verse 80
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If Allah has not willed for a person to be cured then he must be
patient with this and seek the reward from Allah.
7. There is an increase in the number of soothsayers, fortune
tellers and their likes. They possess deception and there is nothing
behind it except evil.
8. To explain the prescribed (shar'T) form of incantations ‘ruqyah*7
and to advise our readers.
Finally, we must give credit to those who deserve it. We thank his
eminence, Shaykh ‘Abdul-‘AzTz ibn ‘Abdullah ibn Baz, as he was
the reason after Allah that compelled us to write this book. We
also thank all those who assisted in any way. We apologise to the
reader for any shortcomings, for perfection is for Allah alone and
His messenger in that which he conveyed from his Lord and no
book is perfect save the Book of Allah:

Had it been from other than Allah, they would surely have
found therein many a contradiction.
Surah al-Nisa\ verse 82

But our excuse is that we tried our best, and success is from Allah.
We ask Allah that He benefits all who read this book, hear of it or
come across it. Verily He alone is capable of all things. May the
peace and blessings of Allah be upon our Prophet Muhammad,
his family and companions.
The authors,
Dr. ‘Abdullah bin Muhammad al-Tayyar
Shaykh Sami bin Salman al-Mubarak
Makkah, by the Sacred House, the Ka‘bah, the evening of
Monday 23/2/1412AH
7 Translator’s note: Ruqyah is to recite upon oneself or upon others, and this recitation can
be with that which is halal or baram. This is why the authors mention short ruqyah i.e.
permissible incantations. In English, ruqyah is commonly translated as, incantations.
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Preface

This preface centres upon three topics: Belief in the unseen,
submission to the will of Allah, and patience upon the decree
of Allah. One may ask, ‘What is the relation between belief in
the unseen, pre-decree, patience and the topic of this book?’ The
answer to this question is that these matters are essential in the
life of the Muslim as they give him respite and comfort in all his
affairs:
Belief in the unseen, as well as being an essential part of faith
(itman), causes a Muslim to submit to that which Islam has
told him despite not having the full knowledge of those hidden
matters such as the angels and the jinn. Likewise, belief in the
pre-decree of Allah is one of the six pillars of Tman, and if the
Muslim submits to this pillar he realises that all that happens is
by the will of Allah, hence he does not grieve over that which has
befallen him or passed him. Patience with the decree of Allah is
from the means that enables the Muslim to have peace at heart.
The one who has been exposed to magic, the evil eye, physical or
psychological illnesses, may try to search for a cure, and he may
or may not succeed; he can only be patient in all this.
Firstly: Belief in the unseen
Indeed, from the pivotal aspects of the Islamic ‘aqtdah is belief in
the unseen. This belief is considered fundamental for the Muslim;
17

it is from the characteristics of the pious, as Allah says:
s>

.

4^4 Ojr*ymJ

Alif Lam MJm. This is the Book (the Qur'an) whereof there
is no doubt, a guidance to those who are al-Muttaqun (pious
believers). Who believe in the unseen and perform salat and
spend out of what we have provided for them (zakat)
Surah al-Baqarah, verse 1-3

So, it is obligatory upon the Muslim to submit to that which has
been mentioned from the unseen in the Qur’an and authentic
Sunnah, whether it is conceivable to him or not, and regardless
of whether he has seen any of that world or not. It is incumbent
upon him to fully submit. Allah says:

But no, by your Lord, they can have no Faith until they make
you (O Muhammad) judge in all disputes between them, and
find in themselves no resistance against your decisions, and
accept (them) with full sub?nission.
Surah al-Nisa’, verse 65

This is why the methodology of the companions (&) was to
completely submit to that which the Prophet (2§) told them.
From that is belief in the angels; this is one of the pillars of Jman,
and the world of the angels is from the unseen. Is it therefore
allowed for the Muslim to deny it because he has not seen or
comprehended it?
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The denial of many matters that have been established in the
Qur’an and Sunnah are as a result of denying the unseen. Due
to this, many people have rejected the creation of angels and
jinn, and the only evidence for this denial is that they have not
witnessed them or have not been able to experiment on them,
even though at the same time they speak of magnetic fields and
gravity and such things which are also unseen.
Secondly: Belief in pre-decree, the good of it and the bad of it
This is one of the six pillars of xman without which a person
is not a believer. It is obligatory upon the Muslim to submit to
this decree, the good of it and the bad of it, and to know with
certainty that what has befallen him would not have passed him,
and that which has passed would not have befallen him. That
which takes place in the universe is only by the will and decree
of Allah. Allah says:

No calamity befalls on the earth or in yourselves but it is
inscribed in the Book of Decrees before We bring it into
existence, verily, that is easy for Allah. In order that you may
not grieve at the things which you fail to gety nor rejoice over
that which has been given to you. And Allah likes not prideful
boasters.
Surah al-Hadld, verse 22-23

The Prophet {%) said to Ibnc Abbas: “.. .and know that ifthe whole
of mankind was to gather to benefit you in something, they would
not benefit you except in that which has already been written for
you, and were they to gather to harm you, they would not harm
19

you except in that which has already been written against you.
The pens have been lifted and the pages have dried. ”8
Thirdly: Patience upon the decree of Allah
Allah says:

But give glad tidings to the patient. Who, when afflicted with
calamity, say: “Truly to Allah we belong and truly, to Him we
shall return.
Surah al-Baqarah, verse 155-156

Umm Salamah said: I heard the Prophet (3s) say: “There is not
a single Muslim ivho is befallen by a calamity and he says that
which Allah ordered him to: ‘Indeed to Allah we belong and to
Him we shall return, O Allah reward me in my calamity and
replace it with that which is better/ except that Allah will reward
him for that calamity and replace it with that which is better. ”9
So a person’s life is full of calamities and pain; for every day you
laugh, you will cry for days. In a world like this, it is necessary
to be equipped and ready with a weapon, and that weapon is
patience with the decree of Allah. Allah says:

But if you endure patiently, verily, it is better for the patient.
Surah al-Nahl, verse 126

Patience is to tman what a head is to the body. On the authority
of Abu Yahya, Suhayb ibn Sinan (*&>) who said that the Prophet

1 Authentic, collected by al-Tirmidhl.
* Collected by Muslim.
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(2§) said: “How amazing is the affair of the believer. Verily all
his affairs are good for him, and that is not for anyone except
the believer. If some good comes to him he is grateful and that is
better for him, and if some evil befalls him he is patient and that
is better for him. ”10
The Muslim should know that the greatest calamity is that which
befalls a person in his religion; this is the greatest calamity in this
world and the hereafter. It is a loss with which there is no profit,
and the deprivation with which there is no success.11

10 Collected by Muslim.
" Tasltyat Ahlul-Masa'ib> Muhammad al-Manbajl al-Hanball p. 24.
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Chapter 1

Jinn: The Reality

The world of the jinn is a different one from the worlds of mankind
and the angels, but the jinn are similar to men in that they have
intellect, willpower, and the ability to choose whether to do good
or bad. They like men are also ordered with the worship of Allah
alone, as Allah says:

And I (Allah) created not the jinn and mankind except that they
should worship Me (Alone).
Surah al-Dhariyat, verse 56

The jinn differ from men in their nature and appearance. Their
reality is that they are intellectual spirits with willpower like men,
but with no physical substance. They are hidden from our senses,
and cannot be seen in their true form, nor upon their true nature,
but they have the ability to take different forms. They eat, marry,
have offspring, and will be held to account for their actions in
the hereafter.12

12'Alam al-Jinn ft Daw’ al-Kitab wal-Sunnab, ‘Abdul-Karlm 'Ubaydat, p. 8-9.
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Imam al-Shawkanl said: “They are an intellectual and hidden
being that is mostly from fire.”13 Also, it is not possible to see them
in the original form in which they were created. Allah says:

p&.

O children of Adam! Let not shaytan deceive you as he got your
parents (Adam and Hawwa) out of Paradise, stripping them of
their raiments, fo show them their private parts. Verily, /;e dW
his tribe see you from ivhere you cannot see them. Verily, We
made the shayatJn Awliya3 (protectors and helpers) for those
who believe not.
Surah al-A'raf, verse 27

The jinn are less honourable and lower in standing than men,
Shaykh Abu Bakr al-Jazairl said:
Indeed the jinn, even the pious from amongst them are
less honourable and lower in standing than men, for the
Creator the Most High, has emphasised the honour of
mankind in Surah al-Isra’:
> /•//✓// /

And indeed We have honoured the Children of Adam, and We
have carried them on land and sea, and have provided them
with al-Tayyibat (lawful good things), and have preferred them

11 Fath al-Qadtr, vol. 5, p. 303.
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above many of those whom We have created with a marked
preferment.
Surah al-Isra’, verse 70

This prestige has not been mentioned for the jinn in
any of the Holy Books, nor by the tongue of any of the
Messengers, so from this, it is known that man is of a
higher standing than jinn. This is also shown through
the way the jinn feel weak and inferior in the presence of
men. However, when men seek refuge with the jinn they
feel superior and proud because of the way men glorify
them, but the truth is the opposite; they only increase
in tyranny and disbelief, as Allah mentions concerning
them:

And verily, there were men among mankind who took shelter
with the males among the jinn, but they (jinn) increased them
(mankind) in sin and transgression.
Surah Jinn, verse 6

Another proof for this is that when men seek assistance
from them and swear by them they immediately answer
this call, due to the weakness and inferiority they feel in
the presence of the righteous son of Adam who believes in
Allah and worships Him alone. As for those of mankind
who disbelieve in Allah, then the righteous of the jinn are
better than them.14
Indeed, the disbelievers are more astray than cattle, as Allah
says:

14 ‘Aqldat al-Mu’min, p. 228.
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They are only like cattle-nay, they are even further astray from
the Path.
Surah al-Furqan, verse 44

The Reason they are Called Jinn
They are known as jinn because they are invisible and hidden
from the naked eye. They see men but men do not see them, as
Allah says:

Verily, he and his tribe see you from where you cannot see
them.
Surah al-A‘raf, verse 27

The point being that men cannot see the jinn in their original
form, however they may see them in other forms, such as certain
animals.
When were the Jinn Created?
The jinn were created before mankind as is mentioned in the
clear text of the Qur’an:

And indeed, We created man from dried (sounding) clay of
altered mud. And the jinn, we created aforetime from the
smokeless flame of fire.
Surah al-Hijr, verse 26-27
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The Origin of their Creation
Allah created the jinn from fire, as this is what has been revealed
in the Qur’an:

And the jinn, we created aforetime from the smokeless flame of

fire.
Surah al-Hijr, verse 27

Allah also says:

-Aj oi

'jfej

And the jinn: He created from a smokeless flame of fire.
Surah al-Rahman, verse 15

The Prophet (2t) said: “The angels were created from light, and
the jinn from the smokeless flame of fire and Adam was created
from that which has been described to you.”15
The Types of Jinn
It has been reported in a hadith that the Prophet (21) said: “The
jinn are of three types: a type which flies in the air, a type which
are snakes and dogs and a type which resides and wanders. ”16
If one wishes to refer to a particular or single jinn he says: *jinnf9
and if he is referring to those of the jinn who live with people
he says: “amir\ and if he is discussing those of the jinn who
present themselves to children he says: ‘arwahIf they are evil
and impious they are known as:1shaytan* 9 and if they increase in
their evil they are: lmarid\ and if it has the ability to move rocks
etc it is: “ifrlf.17
15 Muslim 2996.
u Authentic, collected by Hakim and al-Bayhaql.
17 Matalib Uliti-Nuha: Shark Ghayat al-Muntaha, Mustafa al-Suyuti al-Ruhaybanl, vol. 1,
p. 642.
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Ibn Taymiyyah said: “The jinn take the forms of men and
animals, so they come in the appearance of snakes and scorpions
and other than it, and in the form of camels, cows, sheep, horses,
mules, donkeys and in the form of birds and men.”18
He also says: “...and the jin?t take its appearance often, meaning
a black dog, likewise the appearance of a black cat, for the
colour black agrees more with the strength of shaytan than other
colours, and it also has hotness to it.”19
Have the Jinn been Ordered to Follow the Sharfah of Islam?
The only religion accepted by Allah is Islam, and the message of
the Prophet Muhammad (3s) is the final and everlasting message.
It is a message for both mankind and the jinn, hence they have
been ordered to follow it. From them are both believers and
disbelievers, as Allah says:

There are among us some that are righteous, and some the
contrary, we are groups having different ways (religious sects)
Surah Jinn, verse 11

And Allah says:

This is the Hell which the Mujrimun (polytheists, criminals,
sinners) denied. They will go between it (Hell) and the fierce
boiling water! Then which of the blessings of you Lord will you
both (jinn and men) deny?
Surah al-Rahman, verses 43-45

11 Idah al-Dalalah fi'Umum al-Risalah.
19 Majmi? Fatawa, vol. 19, p. 52.
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The Prophet (^) conveyed this message to the jinn and warned
them, as Allah has mentioned in His Book:

Ills [p^)l la
And (remember) when We sent towards you (Muhammad) a
group (three to ten persons) of the jinn, (quietly) listening to
the Qur'an. When they stood in the presence thereof they said:
“Listen in silence!” and when it was finished, they returned to
their people, as warners.
Surah al-Ahqaf, verse 29

The purpose of creation for mankind and the jinn is the worship
of Allah alone, as He says:

And I (Allah) created not the jinn and mankind except that they
should worship Me (Alone).
Surah al-Dhariyat, verse 56

So from this it is known that the believing jinn will enter Paradise
just like the believers from mankind, and their disbelievers will
enter the Fire like the disbelievers from mankind. This has been
mentioned by Allah in the Qur’an:

But for him who fears the standing before his Lord, there will
be two gardens (i.e. in Paradise)
Surah al-Rahman, verse 46

This is something we ourselves have seen from those who have
been possessed. Some of the jinns were disbelievers, but when we
recited over them, they accepted Islam, and some of them were
disobedient Muslims so we advised them.
29

Can Men and Jinn marry?
This is a difficult question, and the scholars differ greatly over it.
Some say it is possible whilst others say it is not, and what seems
to be the case is that this is something very rare if not impossible,
and if it takes place it may be by force, for were this door to be
opened there would be many evils as a result of it.20
Ibn Taymiyyah stated: “And it is possible for men to marry from
the jinn and they can have offspring, and this is well known, and
the scholars have mentioned it and disliked it...”21
Proof that the Jinn exist:
We have already mentioned that from the integral parts of
the 'aqldah is belief in the unseen, from that which has been
established in the Qur’an and authentic Sunnah, and from that
which has been mentioned from the unseen is the jinn, and here
are some of those texts proving their existence:
Firstly, from the Qur’an;
1.

O you assembly of jinn and mankind! Did not there come to
you Messengers from amongst you, reciting unto you My verses
and warning you of the meeting of this Day of yours* They will
say: We bear witness against ourselves. It was the life of this
20 Shaykh Ibn Baz said: This is the only correct opinion for many reasons.
21 Majmi7 Fatawa, vol. 3, p. 39.
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world that deceived them. And they will bear witness against
themselves that they were disbelievers.
Surah al-An'am, verse 130

2.

But the Word from Me took effect (about evil-doers), that I will
fill Hell with jinn and mankind together.
Surah al-Sajdah, verse 13

3.

And the jinn, we created aforetime from the smokeless flame of

fire.
Surah al-Hijr, verse 27

4.

And I (Allah) created not the jinn and mankind except that they
should worship Me (Alone).
Surah al-Dhariyat, verse 56

5.

O assembly of jinn and men! If you have power to pass beyond
the zones of the heavens and the earth, then pass beyond
(them)! But you will never be able to pass them, except with
authority (from Allah)!
Surah al-Rahman, verse 33
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6.

Say (O Muhammad): “It has been revealed to me that a group
(from three to ten in number) of jinn liste?ied (to this Qur'an).
They said: Verily we have heard a wonderful Recitation (this
Qur’an)!
Surah Jinn, verse 1

These and other verses clearly mention the jinn and certain aspects
concerning them. The Qur’an does not mention something which
does not exist even if we are unable to see it, for verily with Allah
is the most perfect wisdom.
Secondly, from the Sunnah:
1. The hadtth of 'Abdullah ibn Mas'ud (4*): “We were with the
Prophet ($$) one night, and we lost sight of him, so we searched
for him in the valleys and mountain passes. We thought he had
been kidnapped and spent the worst night a (group of) people
can spend. The following morning he returned, and we said to
him: ‘O Messenger of Allah, we lost sight of you, then began to
search for you but could not find you, and ended up spending
the worst night a (group of) people can spend.’ He (%) replied:
‘A caller from the jinn came to me, so I went with him and
recited the Qur’an to them.’ Ibn Mascud continued: So he took
us and showed us the traces and signs of them and their fire.
They had asked him for provisions, so he said: ‘For every bone
over which the name of Allah is mentioned, it will be for you
the most plentiful of meat, likewise the droppings of animals for
your animals.’ He (•%) said: ‘Do not clean yourselves with them,
for they are food for your brothers. >”22

22 Sahih Muslim bi Shark al-Nawauri, vol. 4, p. 170.
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2. The hadith of ‘A’ishah that the Prophet (^) said: “The angels
were created from light, and the jinn from a smokeless flame of
fire and Adam was created from that which has been described
to you. ”2J
Thirdly, from the intellect:
Our intellect does not prevent us from accepting an unseen world,
for there are many things in this universe which are unseen to
man, but their presence is felt. Just because one is unable to see
them it does not imply that they do not exist.24
Muhammad Rashid Rida said: “...and were the invisibility of
matters a sufficient evidence for their absence, one would not
search in this world for those matters which were unknown, nor
would micro bites - which have allowed medicine and surgery to
reach modern levels - have been discovered...”25
It is a mistake in western and other civilisations to only believe
in intellect and reject all else. How many Muslims have fallen
into dangerous beliefs when they have changed the Holy texts
with their own intellect, thus falling into dangerous traps which
almost remove them from Islam.
The Dwellings of the Jinn and where they are Found:
Some people believe that the jinn live underground, but what is
correct is that they live on the face of the earth. They have many
places of dwelling, however they are most commonly found in
the following places:

23 Sahib Muslim bi Sharh al-Nawawl, vol. 18, p. 123.
2* 'Alam al-Jinn fi Daw’ al-Kitab wal-Sunnah, pp. 82-83.
23 Tafslr al-Manar> vol. 8, p. 366.
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1. Valleys, mountain passes, wildernesses and deserts - we have
already mentioned the badith of Ibn Mas'ud, and how the Prophet
(3s) met the jinn in these kinds of places and preached Islam to
them.
2. Rubbish heaps, bins and places where food is generally
found.
3. Toilets - due to the hadtth of Zayd ibn Arqam, in which the
Prophet (3*) said: “Verily these spaces are occupied, so when one
of you wants to relieve himself then let him say: O Allah, I seek
refuge in You from all evil and evil-doers. ”26
4. Caves, cleaves and burrows - for it is narrated that the Prophet
(31) said: “Do not urinate into a burrow. ” Qatadah was asked:
“Why is it disliked to urinate into a burrow?” He replied: “It is
said they are the dwellings of the jinn. ”27
5. In people’s houses - these jinn are referred to as “amir'. The
evidence for this is the story of the young man who found a jinni
in his house in the form of a snake. The Prophet (3£) said: “Indeed
in Madtnah there are a number of jinn who have accepted Islam,
so ivhoever sees one of these 'amirs then let him ask it to leave
thrice. If it appears to him after this then let him kill it, for verily
it is a devil (shaytan). ”28
6. Camel pens - this is reported in the hadith of Abu Hurairah
(4o) that the Prophet (3s) said: “Pray in sheep pens but do not
pray in camel pens. ”29 Another narration states “...for verily they
(i.e. the camels) have been created from the shayatin. ”30

24 Authentic, collected by Abu Dawud, no. 60.
27 Authentic, collected by al-Nasa*!, see Mukbtasar al-Targhib wa al-Tarblb, p. 62.
21 Sahib Muslim, vol. 2, p. 1757.
2’ Authentic, collected by TirmidhI, authenticated by al-Albanl, Irwa' al-Gbalil, vol. 1, p.
194.
w Authentic, collected by Ahmad, authenticated by al-Albanl, IrwcT al-Gbalil, vol. 1, p. 164
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7. Abandoned places.
8. Graveyards.
Ibn Taymiyyah stated: “...and this is why they are commonly
found in ruins, wildernesses, and in places of filth such as toilets,
and where rubbish is found. This is why those who co-operate
with the shayatin increasingly go to these places which are the
shelters of the shayatm.”31
9. Market places - this is because sins such as lying, cheating,
women uncovering etc. are common in these places. For this
reason, the Prophet (3§) advised Salman (*&>): “If you are able,
do not be the first to enter the market, nor the last to leave it for
verily it is the battlefield of shaytan and in it his flag is raised.”32
Times when the Jinn Spread
On the authority of Jabir (*&>), the Prophet (^) said: “When it is
the beginning of the night, withhold your children for indeed it is
during this time the shayatin disperse, so when a portion of the
night passes then leave them, close the doors and mention the
name of Allah, for indeed shaytan cannot open a closed door. Tie
the mouth of your water-skins and mention the name of Allah,
and cover your vessels and mention the name of Allah. Cover
them even by placing something across it, and extinguish your
lights. ”33
Another narration states: “Do not send your cattle and your
children out once the sun has set until the blackness of the evening
disappears, for indeed the shaydtin spread once the sun has set
until the blackness of the evening disappears.”34
Jl MajmiT Fatawa, vol. 19, pp. 40-41.
Collected by Muslim.
Sahih al-Bukhari 5623 and Sahih Muslim 2012.
w Sahih Muslim 2013.
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These are the places in which the jinn dwell, and the times in
which they spread, so if a person passes by any of these places or
comes across one of these times then he should protect himself
by reciting the appropriate du'as. These will be mentioned soon
Insha Allah.
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Chapter 2

Protective Shields

Indeed, people are very keen and eager to protect and preserve
themselves from the many calamities and problems of life,
whether it is disease, fire or accidents. The sharTah does not
disallow this; rather the sharTah has come to preserve the five
essential necessities: religion, life, intellect, honour and wealth.
However, the major problem today is that even though people
have followed the means to protect themselves with regards
to material things, they have become negligent of protecting
themselves from that Day when they will be called to answer for
their deeds. Allah says:

Then how can you avoid the punishment, if you disbelieve, on
a Day (i.e. the Day of Resurrection) that will make the children
grey-headed?
Surah al-Muzzammil, verse 17

So it is obligatory upon the Muslim to take the necessary steps
to protect himself on that Day. This is achieved by believing in
Allah and being upright upon His obedience and performing
righteous actions. Allah says:
37

O you who believe! Shall I guide you to a trade that will save
you from a painful torment? That you believe in Allah and His
Messenger, and that you strive hard and fight in the Cause of
Allah with your wealth and your lives: that ivill be better for
you, if you but know!
Surah al-Saff, verses 10-11

Verily those who say: “Our Lord is Allah (Alone),” and they
stand firm, on them the angels will descend (at the time of their
death) (saying): (,Fear not, nor grieve! But receive the glad
tidings of Paradise which you have been promised!
Surah Fussilat, verse 30

Whoever works righteousness -whether male or female- while
he (or she) is a true believer verily, to him We will give a good
life, and We shall pay them certainly a reward in proportion to
the best of what they used to do.
Surah al-Nahl, verse 97

So if a person takes the necessary steps to protect himself on the
Day of Accounting, then there is no harm in seeking protection
38

from the evils of this world. One of the main reasons behind these
evils is sins, for sins are the cause of all evil in this world and the
Hereafter, as Ibn al-Qayyim said: “Is there an evil or illness in
this life or the Hereafter except that the reason for it is sin?”35
The means of protecting oneself from the worldly evils are of
two types:
1. Materialistic means.
2. Divine means.
That which concerns us here is the second category, as it is the
beneficial one Insha Allah. For indeed, the Sunnah has mentioned
the cure for all illnesses, but people neglect this, and were the
Muslim to pay heed to them and ensure his family paid attention
to them then they would be safe from all evil by the will of
Allah.
Everything which has been mentioned in the Sunnah as being
beneficial for a certain illness is without doubt beneficial even if
the afflicted doubts its benefit due to personal experience. The
reason for this maybe himself, as the Prophet (3s) said: “Allah has
spoken the truth, and the stomach of you brother has lied.”36
From our own experience, we have found that most people who
are afflicted [with illnesses] have been negligent of these du'as
which are a fortress by the will of Allah against all apparent and
hidden evils.

33 Al-Jawab al-Kaft, p. 46.
36 Collected by al-Bukhari.
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Ways of Repelling Evil before it Befalls, and Driving
it Away after it Befalls
They are as follows:
1. Attaining sincere Tatuhtd, which is of three types:
Firstly: Tawhid al-Rububiyyah (the Oneness of Allah’s Lordship)
- this is to know and accept that Allah is the Lord and Master
of all that exists, so this universe with its heavens, earth, planets,
stars, animals, trees, land, sea, jinn, angels and humans all submit
to the will of Allah, as He says:

...labile to Him submitted all creatures in the heavens and the
earth, willingly or unwillingly. And to Him they shall all be
returned.
Surah Al-‘Imran, verse 83

When the slave realises that everything which takes place; all
good that comes or evil that befalls, is by the will and permission
of Allah, he will make duea to Allah in every situation. Allah
says:
**

And if Allah touches you with harm, there is none who can
remove it but He, and if He intends any good for you, there
is none who can repel His favour which He causes it to
reach whomsoever of His slaves He wills. And He is the OftForgiving, the Most Merciful.
Surah Yunus, verse 107
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Secondly: Tawhid al-Uluhiyyah (the Oneness of Allah’s Worship)
- this is to sincerely worship Allah alone, without any partner.
This relates to the sayings and actions of the slave, whether
apparent or hidden.37 This category of tawhid was the first thing
that all the Prophets called to, as Allah says:

'Ll!
Awd verily, We have sent among every Ummah (nation) a
Messenger (proclaiming): “Worship Allah (Alone), and avoid
Tdhgut (all false deities).
Surah al-Nahl, verse 36

The slave does not become a muwahhid (monotheist) unless he
testifies that none has the right to be worshipped except Allah
alone, acknowledges that He alone deserves all types of worship,
and associates no other partners with Him. Allah says:

And I (Allah) created not the jinn and mankind except that they
should worship Me (Alone).
Surah ai-Dhariyat, verse 56

This category of tawhid necessitates that the slave make all his
du{a, sacrifice, oaths, his hope, fear and trust for Allah alone,
because making any act of worship for other than Allah is shirk
(polytheism). Examples of acts which consist of shirk include the
one who sacrifices to the jinn, or takes an oath by them, and
likewise the one who places his trust in a magician or fortune
teller.
Thirdly: Tawhid al-Asmd wal-Sifat (the Oneness of Allah in
His Names and Attributes) - this is to describe Allah with that
which He has described Himself with or His Prophet (£$) has
37 Hashiyah Kitab al-Tawhid, Ibn Qasim, p. 11.
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described Him with, from His most beautiful Names and most
lofty Attributes, without comparison, distortion or change.38
Allah says:

There is nothing like Him; and He is the All-Hearer, the AllSeer.
Surah al-Shura, verse 11

Hence, if the slave knows the Names and Attributes of his Lord,
and their correct meanings, this will bring him closer to Allah
and will make him realise His Greatness. Consequently, this will
cause him to humble himself in front of his Lord, to fear Him, to
have hope in Him, and to call out to Him using these Names and
Attributes. Allah says:

And (all) the Most Beautiful Names belong to Allah, so call on
Him by them.
Surah al-A‘raf, verse 180

If one knows that Allah is al-Rahman (the Most Gracious) and
al-Rahlm (the Oft- Forgiving) he will hope for His mercy and will
make du'a to Him just as Ayyub (%&) did. Allah mentions:

And (remember) Ayyub, when he cried to his Lord: “Verily,
distress has seized me, and You are the Most Merciful of all
those who show mercy.
Surah al-Anbiya’, verse 83

Attaining and realising the correct tawhid has a great impact on
preventing evil and achieving good. Each of these three categories
M Ibid.
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of tawhid are related to each other and cannot be separated,
indeed the whole Qur’an itself is tawhid.
2. Holding fast to the Qur’an and Sunnah:
Allah says:

And verily, this is My Straight Path, so follow it,
follow not
(other) paths, for they will separate you away from His Path.
This He has ordained for you that you may become pious.
Surah al-An'am, verse 153

Shaykh ‘Abdul-Rahman al-Sa'dl said: “(And verily, this is My
Straight Path) refers to these rulings and their likes from that
which Allah has mentioned in His Book and clarified for His
slaves. It is the path of Allah which leads to Him and to His
Paradise; the balanced and easy path, (so follow it) that you may
achieve success and reach happiness. (And follow not (other)
paths) refers to the paths contrary to this path, (for they will
separate you away from His Path) by leading you astray and
diverting you. If you stray from the Straight Path, then all other
paths lead to the Fire. (This He has ordained for you that you
may become pious), so if you remain firm upon that which Allah
has mentioned to you both in knowledge and action (i.e. in belief
and practice), you will become from the pious and successful
slaves of Allah.”
The straight path was mentioned in the singular tense and was
described as being ‘His path’ because there is only one path which
leads to Him.
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3. Fear of Allah:
Allah says:

And whosoever fears Allah and keeps his duty to Him, He will
make a way for him to get out (from every difficulty).
Surah al-Talaq, verse 2

And Allah says:

...and My mercy embraces all things. That (mercy) l shall
ordain for those who arethe pious, and give Zakat, and those
who believe in Our Aydt (proofs, evidences, signs etc.)
Surah al-A‘raf, verse 156

He also says:

And We saved those who believed and used to fear Allah, keep
their duty to Him and avoid evil.
Surah Fussilat, verse 18

Fearing Allah then, has a direct impact on solving difficulties and
preventing evil. The more the slave fears Allah and is conscious
of Him in open and secret the more likely he is to receive the
protection of Allah in the removal of these evils.
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4. Trusting in Allah and relying upon Him:
Allah says:

And whosoever puts his trust in Allah, then He will suffice him.
Surah al-Talaq, verse 3

He also says:

^2)

c£>y$\

...arid my affair I leave it to Allah. Verily, Allah is the All-Seer
of (His) slaves.
Surah Ghafir, verse 44

Ibn ‘Abbas (*&) said:
“ ‘Allah is sufficient for us, and He is the Best Disposer of affairs*
was said by Ibrahim (>&B) when he was thrown in the fire, and it
was said by Muhammad ($s) when it was said to him: ‘Verily the
people have gathered against you, therefore, fear them >”39
5. Sincerely turning to Allah, repenting to Him, leaving all sins
and returning the rights and belongings of people back to them:
Allah says:

And whatever of misfortune befalls you, it is because of what
your hands have earned. And He pardons much.
Surah al-Shura, verse 30

19 Sahih al-Bukhari, vol. 7, p. 172.
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Much of the evil that befalls is as a result of sins and oppressing
others, so repenting from one’s sins and leaving them, as well
as returning people’s rights back to them all assist in removing
calamities by the will of Allah. Allah says:40

A?id whosoever fears Allah and keeps his duty to Him, He will
make his matter easy for him.
Surah al-Talaq, verse 4

And He says:

And whosoever fears Allah and keeps his duty to Him, He will
make a way for him to get out (from every difficulty).
Surah al-Talaq, verse 2

He also says:

@.£^42
And all of you beg Allah to forgive you all, O believers, that
you may be successful.
Surah al-Nur, verse 31

6. Constantly remembering Allah
This path is the advice of the leader of mankind (^). Whosoever
remembers Allah, Allah will protect him from every evil and bad
thing; His remembrance is attained by following His orders and
refraining from His prohibitions. Allah is the Creator and He is
the One who has the ability to protect, as He says:

40 This verse was added by Shaylch Ibn B3z, in support of what we have mentioned.
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But Allah is the Best to guard, and He is the Most Merciful of
those who show mercy.
Surah Yusuf, verse 64

Ibn 'Abbas (4b) narrated: “I was behind the Prophet (%) and he
said: ‘O boy! Indeed I will teach you some words: preserve Allah
and He will preserve you, preserve Allah and you will find Him
wherever you turn. If you ask then ask of Allah, and if you seek
assistance then seek Allah's assistance, and know that if the whole
of mankind was to gather to benefit you in something, they would
not benefit you except in that which has already been written for
you, and were they to gather to harm you, they would not harm
you except in that which has already been written against you.
The pens have been lifted a?id the pages have dried.’”41
7. Righteous actions and seeking to come closer to Allah by
them (tawassul):
Allah says:

Whoever works righteousness -whether male or female- while
he (or she) is a true believer verily, to him We will give a good
life, and We shall pay them certainly a reward in proportion to
the best of what they used to do.
Surah al-Nahl, verse 97

In the story of the three who sought refuge in the cave, there is
evidence to show the merit of righteous actions and how one can

*l Authentic, collected by al-Tirmidhl.
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seek to come closer to Allah by them. When the boulder fell onto
the mouth of the cave and trapped the three men, they sought to
come closer to Allah using their righteous actions, and each one
of them said: “O Allah if I performed this action for Your sake
then relieve us from our situation. ”42
8. Remaining upright upon the religion of Allah:
Allah says:

€> (5^4O
Verily, those who say: uOur Lord is Allah (Alone)/' and then
they stand firm, on them the angels will descend (at the time
of their death) (saying): “Fear not, nor grieve! But receive the
glad tidings of Paradise which you have been promised! We
have been your friends in the life of this world and are (so) in
the Hereafter. Therein you shall have (all) that your inner-selves
desire, and therein you shall have (all) for which you ask. An
entertainment from (Allah), the Oft-Forgiving, Most Merciful.
Surah Fussilat, verses 30-32

9. Preserving the five daily prayers and especially the fajr
prayer:
Allah says:

\

i\& i

Guard strictly the prayers especially the middle (eAsr) prayer.
Surah al-Baqarah, verse 238

42 Collected by al-Bukh3rT and Muslim, Sabih Muslim, no. 2743.
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On the authority of Jundub ibn Sufyan (<&>) that the Prophet (3S)
said: “Whosoever prays the morning (fajr) prayer then he is in
the protection of Allah. So see O son of Adam, let not anything
summon you from the protection of Allah.”**
10. Spending in charity, doing good and helping others:
It has been reported that the Prophet (31) said: “Verily charity
in secret extinguishes the anger of Allah, and prevents an evil
death.”** It is also reported that he (31) said: "Hasten in giving in
charity for indeed calamities do not pass it. ”*s Furthermore, the
Prophet (3s) said: “Hasten in giving charity for indeed calamities
do not pass it, and it seals seventy doors of evil. ”46
So, from the means of preventing evil is to give to the poor and
needy, for in this there is prevention. This is something which has
been tried. However, it is the Muslim’s responsibility to make his
intention sincere and to ensure that he gives willingly. Also, in
charity there is a cure for illnesses, as the Prophet (3$) said: "Cure
your ill with charity. ”*7
Also, doing good and benefiting others has an impact on
preventing the befalling of calamities. It was also the advice of
the Prophet (jg): “ Whosoever from amongst you is able to benefit
his brother then let him do so. ”*s
The Prophet (3s) said: “The most beloved of people to Allah
are the most beneficial of them (to others). The most beloved of
actions to Allah is to make another Muslim happy, or to relieve
43 Sahih Muslim, vol. 1, p. 454.
44 Authentic, collected by TabaranT.
43 Weak, collected by TabaranT.
44 Majma' al-Zawa’id, vol. 3, p. 110.
47 This hadith is hasan [sound], collected by TabaranT, see SahJh al-Jam?, vol. 3, p. 140, no.
3353.
41 Collected by Muslim.
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him of some difficulty, or to repay some debt he owes, or to
repel his hunger. Helping ?ny brother in some need of his is more
beloved to me than spending a month in a mosque (worshipping).
Whosoever withholds his anger, Allah will screen his faults,
and whosoever suppresses his rage whilst having the ability to
act upon it, Allah will fill his heart ivith pleasure on the Day
of Judgement. Whosoever helps his brother in some need of his
until it is settled, Allah will make firm his foot on the Day feet
will slip. Indeed evil character spoils actio?is just as vinegar spoils
honey. ”49
Allah says:

...and do good that you may be successful.
Surah al-Hajj, verse 77

11. The removal of pictures and statues from one’s house:
Indeed, the angels do not enter a house in which there are
pictures and statues, and a house in which there are no angels is
a nesting place for the devils. This is mentioned in the hadith of
Abu Hurairah (*&■) in which the Prophet (^) said: "The angels do
not enter a house in which there are pictures or statues. "50
12. Continuously reciting certain chapters of the Qur’an, certain
verses and certain ducas and adhkar.
In the remembrance of Allah and reciting ad/?&dr there is protection
from evil by the will of Allah. Allah mentions concerning Yunus
(*3) when he was in the stomach of the whale:

4* This hadith is hasan (sound), as in Sahih al-Jami1, vol. 1, p. 97.
50 Sahih Muslim, no. 2112.
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Had he not been of them who glorify Allah. He would have
indeed remained inside its belly (the fish) till the Day of
Resurrection.
Surah al-Saffat, verses 143-144

Ibn al-Qayyim mentioned: “...and in the remembrance of Allah
there are some one hundred benefits; from them is that it repels
shaytan and represses him.”51 Allah says:

And whosoever turns away blindly from the remembrance of
the Most Gracious (Allah), We appoint for him shaytan to be a
companion to him.
Surah al-Zukhruf, verse 3652

And Allah says:

But whosoever turns away from My Reminder verily, for him is
a life of hardship.
Surah Ta-Ha, verse 124

Turning away from the remembrance of Allah includes turning
away from the remembrance which He revealed, i.e. the Qur’an.53
Allah has mentioned in the Qur’an and Sunnah adhkdr which
protect people not only from the evil of humans and jinn, but
51 Al-Wabil al-Sayyib wa Rafi‘ al-Kalim aUTayyib, p. 91.
52 This verse was added here by Shaykh Ibn B3z, to supplement what we have mentioned.
51 Al-Wabil al-Sayyib iva Rafi' al-Kalim al-Tayyib, p. 102.
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from all the evils of the world. We will now mention some of
those adhkar which are beneficial Insha Allah.
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Chapter 3

Surahs, Verses and Adhkar
which Repel Shaytan

1. Surah al-Baqarah repels shaytan from the house:
Abu Hurairah (4*>) narrated that the Prophet (2$) said: “Do not
turn your houses into graveyards, for verily shaytan flees from
the house in which Surah al-Baqarah is recited. ”54
On the authority of Abu Umamah (*&•), the Prophet (£s) said:
“Recite the Qur’an for verily it will come on the Day ofJudgement
as an intercessor for its reciters; recite the two flowers al-Baqarah
and AlJImran, for they will come on the Day of Judgement as
though they are two clouds, or shade or two flocks of birds
stretching their wings in the air, pleading for those who recite
them. Recite Surah al-Baqarah, for to take it is a blessing, and to
give it up is a cause of grief, and the magicians cannot confront
it.”55

s* Sahih Muslim, vol. 1, p. 539, no. 780.
M Ibid, vol. 1, p. 553, no. 804.
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2. The merits of reciting Ayat al-KursT before sleeping:
Abu Hurairah (*&) said: “The Prophet (%) deputised me in the
safeguarding of the charity of Ramadan, so someone came to me
and continued to urge me for some food, so l took him and said:
‘By Allah, I will hand you over to the Prophet (%)*** ...the story
continues... “until the man who urged me for food said: *Before
you sleep recite Ayat al-KursJ, for if you do so a guardian from
Allah will remain with you until the morning, and no devil will
approach you.’ The Prophet (%) said: ‘He has told the truth even
though he is a liar.’”56
3. Reciting the last two verses of Surah al-Baqarah prevents evil
and harm:
The Prophet (^) said: “Whosoever recites the last two verses of
Surah al-Baqarah at night, it will be sufficient for him from the
evil of all that harms.**57
Shaykh Ibn Baz said: “And the meaning - and Allah knows best
- is that they protect him from every evil”, and Ibn al-Qayyim
said: “What is correct is that they protect him from the evil that
harms him.”58
4. Reciting Surah al-Ikhlas and the last two Surahs of the
Qur’an prevents evil and harm:
On the authority of ‘Abdullah ibn Khubayb who said: “We came
out on a very dark and rainy night in search of the Prophet ($$)
so he could lead us in prayer. He said: (Say.* I said nothing,
then he said: ‘Say He is Allah the One (Surah al-lkhlas) and
the murawwidhatayn (Surahs al-Falaq and al-Nas) thrice in the
M Fath al-Bari: Sharh Sahih al-Bukhari, vol. 8, p. 672.
,7 Sahih al-Bukhari, vol. 9, p. 94 and Sahih Muslim, vol. 1, p. 555, no. 255.
51 We would like to point out that we began with the statement of Shaykh Ibn B3z only as
it is more general, even though the shaykh requested we place Ibn al-Qayyim’s statement
before his.
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morning and evening. It will protect you from everything. >»59
Shaykh Ibn Baz said: “One should recite these three Surahs three
times at the beginning of the day after Fajr prayer and at the
beginning of the night after Maghrib prayer. ”60
5. To read at the beginning and end of each day three times:

In the Name of Allah with whose Na?ne nothing harms on
the earth or in the heavens, and He is All-Hearing and AllKnowing.
On the authority of ‘Uthman (*&>), the Prophet (3§) said: “There
is no servant who says ‘In the Name of Allah with whose Name
nothing harms o?t the earth or in the heavensf and He is AllHearing and All-Knowing' three times at the beginning of every
morning and at the end of every evening except that nothing will
harm him.”61
6. Tasmiyah (saying ‘bismillah’) in everything:
Abu Mulayh stated, “A man informed me that he was riding
behind the Prophet ($$) when his camel stumbled so he said:
‘May shaytan be cursed/ The Prophet ($z) said, ‘Do not say ‘may
shaytan be cursed’ for if you say that he will feel proud until he
becomes like a house. He will claim that it was his strength that
overpowered it; rather, say ‘Bismillah* (In the name of Allah),
for if you say that he will be humiliated until he becomes like a
fly.’”62

*’ A hasan (sound) haditb, collected by Abu Dawud and al-Tirmidhl, see SahJh Sunan Abu
Daivud, vol. 3, p. 182.
*° Risalah fi Huknt al-Sihr ival-Kabanab, p. 35.
“ Sunan Abu Dau/ud, no. 5088, and Sunan al-Tirmidbi, no. 3385. Authenticated by Shaykh
Ibn Baz.
u Sunan Abu Daivud, no. 4982, authenticated by Shaykh Ibn Baz.
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When we recited on people who had been possessed and spoke
to the jinn and asked the reason for their entering the possessed,
they would reply that he threw a stone and did not say *bismilldh’
or did such and such and did not say ‘bismillah\ So, the Muslim
should be conscious of this and say ‘bismillah* whenever he does
something like opening a door or throwing something and so
on.

Specific Ways to Protect Oneself from the Jinn and
Shayattn
1. To seek refuge in Allah from shaytan:
Allah says:

And if an evil whisper from shaytan tries to turn you away
(O Muhammad) (from doing good), then seek refuge in Allah.
Verily, He is the All-Hearer, the All-Knower.
Surah Fussilat, verse 36

And Allah says:

/V r>

>'

So when you want to recite the Qur'an, seek refuge with Allah
from shaytdn the outcast. Verily! He has no power over those
who believe and put their trust only in their Lord. His power is
only over those who obey and follow him, and those who join
partners with Him (Allah).
Surah al-Nahl, verses 98-100
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2. To seek refuge in the complete words of Allah every time one
descends from a place:
Khavvlah bint Hakim narrated that she heard the Prophet (sg)
say: “ Whoever descends in a place and says:

I seek refuge in the complete Words of Allah from the evil of
that which He has created
ivill not be harmed by anything until he leaves that place. ”63
Abu Hurairah (4*) narrated that a man came to the Prophet (31)
and said: “O Messenger of Allah, I have suffered greatly from a
scorpion which stung me last night, so the Prophet ($$) said: ‘You
should have said in the evening, I seek refuge in the complete
words of Allah from the evil which He has created.’”6*
Shaykh Ibn Baz said: Bismillah* should be said in the day and
in the night, when a person enters a place or a building. It should
be said in the desert, in the air and on sea.”65 We have already
mentioned that the jinn dwell in the deserts, wildernesses and in
valleys so the Muslim should recite these dti'as when he passes
by these places.
3. To seek refuge in the Words of Allah whenever one is
frightened:
On the authority of (Amr ibn Shu'ayb, on his father, on his
grandfather that the Prophet (3£) used to teach them to say when
they were frightened:

uSahih Muslim, vol. 4, p. 2080, no. 2728.
** Sahih Muslim, vol. 3, p. 2081.
15 Risalah ft Hukm al-Sihr wal-Kahanah, pp. 6-8.
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*7 seek refuge in the complete Words of Allah from His anger,
the evil of His slaves and fro?n the whisperings of the shayatJn,
and that they should come near me. ”66
Allah says:
i-"

And say: “My Lord! I seek refuge with You from the
ivhisperings of the shaydtin (devils). And I seek refuge with
You, My Lord! Lest they should come near me. ”
Surah al-Mu’minun, verses 97-98

The reason for this is that when a person is frightened, his heart
becomes weak and shaytan gains strength over him and is able to
enter him. For this reason, it is recommended to seek refuge from
them in this situation.
4. To say a hundred times a day:
s

'ja'j

None has the right to be worshipped but Allah Alone, He has no
partner, for Him is the dominion and for Him is all Praise, and
He is Able to do all things.
It has been authentically reported that the Prophet (^) said:
“Whoever says ‘Nojie has the right to be worshipped but Allah
Alone, He has no partner, for Him is the dominion and for Him
is all Praise, and He is Able to do all things*, a hundred times, will
have the reward of freeing ten slaves, one hundred good deeds
will be written for him, and a hundred bad deeds will be wiped
away. It will be a protection from shaytdn for that day until the
evening, and no-one will have come with better than him except
one who does more than this. Whoever says ‘Glorified is Allah,

u Suttan Abu Daumd, no. 3893, and Suttau al-Tirmtdhl, no. 3519.
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and all Praise be to Him’ a hundred times a day will have his sins
wiped away, even if they are like the froth of the sea. ”67
5. That which repels shaytan when entering the house:
Jabir (*&) reported that he heard the Prophet (31) say: “If a person
remembers Allah when he enters his house and when he eats,
shaytdn will say (to the devils), ‘There is neither dinner nor a
place to sleep for you.' If one enters and does not mention Allah,
shaytdn says: ‘You have found a place for the night/ and if one
does not mention Allah when he eats, shaytdn says, ‘You have
found a place to sleep and dinner. >”68
6. That which repels shaytan when leaving the house:
On the authority of Anas (*&■) that the Prophet (3s) said: “Whoever
says - meaning when he leaves his house J

jMJi- Jiji ialpL.

‘In the name of Allah, I trust in Allah, and there is neither power
nor might except with Allah/ It will be said to him: it is sufficient
(as protection for you) and you have been guided, and shaytdn
ivill leave him. ”69
7. That which repels shaytan when having marital relations:
Ibn ‘Abbas (<&) narrated that the Prophet (3t) said: “When one of
you approaches his family (for relations), he should say:
\S'jj

‘In the name of Allah, O Allah, keep the devil away from us and
keep the devil away from what you have blessed us with/ If a

47 Sahih al-Bukhart, vol. 2, p. 442, no. 293, and Sahih Muslim, vol. 4, p. 2071, no. 2691.
44 Sahih Muslim, vol. 3, p. 1598, no. 2018.
47 Authentic, collected by Abu Dawud and al-Tirmidhl, see Sahih Sunan al-Tirmidhi, vol.
3, p. 151.
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child has been decreed for them shaytan will never harm it. ”70
8. The supplication for entering the toilet:
Anas (4fc) narrated that the Prophet (3s) used to say when entering
the toilet:

I seek refuge in Allah from all evil and all evil doers.71
It has already been mentioned that the jinn dwell and are found
in these types of places, so the Muslim should always remember
this dura.72
9. Refraining from urinating in crevices, holes and burrows:
It is narrated that the Prophet (3s) said: "Do not urinate into a
burrow”. Qatadah was asked: “Why is it disliked to urinate into
a burrow?” He replied: “It is said they are the dwellings of the
jinn.”72
10. That which repels shaytan when angry:
On the authority of Sulayman ibn Sard who said: “Two men
swore whilst in the presence of the Prophet ($s) and whilst we
were with him. One of them was swearing at the other and his
face was red, so the Prophet ($$) said:'Indeed I know a statement,
if he were to say it, he would be relieved from his anger. He
should say: 1 seek refuge in Allah from shaytan the outcast/ It
was said to the man: ‘Do you not hear what the Prophet ($z)
said/ He replied: 7 am not mad.’”7A
70 Collected by BukhSrl and Muslim, see Sahih Muslim, vol. 2, p. 1078, no. 1434.
71 Sahih al-Bukhari, vol. 1, p. 67, no. 142.
72 Shaykh Ibn Baz added: meaning this du‘a should be recited before entering the toilet.
7J Authentic, collected by al-Nasa’T.
74 Sahih al-Bukhari, vol. 4, p. 112, no. 6115, Sahih Muslim, vol. 4, p. 2015, no. 6210.
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Chapter 4

Possession (Al-Mass)75
Definition:
Linguistically: In the Arabic language this is when the jinn afflicts
and touches a person. It was then more commonly used to mean
possession.
In the terminology of the sharTah, possession is when a person is
harmed by a jinni from within his body, or outside of it or both;
it is more general than convulsions (al-sar‘).
Types of Possession (al-Mass):
1. ‘Kullr - Complete possession: this is when the jinni afflicts the
whole body, like those people who have convulsions.
2. ‘JuzT - Partial possession: this is when the jinni afflicts a certain
limb or part of the body, such as the leg, shoulder, or tongue.
7i Translator’s note: what is being referred to here by ‘possession’ is that which takes place
as a result of the jinn touching/possessing a person, which may then causes him to show
symptoms of insanity and madness. It should be noted that due to there not being a direct
translation for some of the Arabic terminology used, I will mostly suffice with words which
are only a rough translation, assuming that the reader now understands what is being
referred to.
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3. ‘Da’im’ - Continuous possession: this is when the jinn! remains
in the body for a long period of time.
4. lTd’if - Partial possession: this is when the effects are only felt
for a few minutes, like severe nightmares.
Symptoms of Possession (al-Mass):
Before we discuss the symptoms of possession, the following
should be noted:
For every illness there are symptoms which usually indicate its
presence. We say ‘usually’ because certain illnesses may share the
same symptoms. This is why it is important for the one treating
that he checks and verifies the illness in front of him; this does not
happen without experience, skill and success granted by Allah.
Since possession is from the illnesses a person is afflicted with,
it shares certain symptoms with other illnesses, however, the
experienced person who is pious in his sayings and actions will
usually be able to diagnose it. In many cases, certain people who
recite over the possessed hasten in their judgement, so one person
may say: it is possession, whilst another may claim it is magic,
and a third person may say it is the evil eye. It is obligatory upon
the one who recites [over others] to fear Allah and to remember
His saying:

And follow not (O ?nan i.e., say not, or do not or witness not)
that of which yon have no knowledge. Verily! The hearing, and
the sight, and the hearty of each of those one will be questioned

(by Allah).
Surah al-Isra’, verse 36

Also, let it be known that speaking without knowledge in these
affairs has many evil consequences. We will mention a story that
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we witnessed when we recited upon somebody. One of us recited
upon a girl and on doing so she collapsed and began to scream but
the reciter continued to recite over her, and whilst reciting she said:
“Do I have possession (al-tnass)?” He replied: “There is nothing
wrong with you,” and at this she calmed down and relaxed. After
he finished reciting, he asked her brothers about this, and they
informed him that someone who had previously recited upon her
had told her she was possessed. This psychologically affected her
and she started collapsing whenever she was recited upon. After
she realised that there was nothing wrong with her, she returned
back to normal. So, we advise all those who recite [over others]
against making haphazard and random statements.
Let it also be known that this confusion which takes place
amongst those who recite, also takes place amongst doctors,
especially those who do not believe in the jinn and this type of
possession. Hence, it may be that the patient is possessed but
the doctors consider it to be a mental illness. We once met with
a consultant, who informed us that when he receives patients
of this nature, some of them leave without any change but after
a while they become better and inform him that they went to
someone who recited over them; they were cured by the will of
Allah. The situation of the patient must be verified and properly
diagnosed.
Reasons behind incorrect diagnosis:
There are many reasons why people are diagnosed incorrectly
and without verification. The most prominent of these are:
1. Lack of fear of Allah; this is the reason for failure in
everything.
2. Embarrassment - the correct diagnosis may not always be
clear, but because the reciter does not want to seem ignorant in
front of the patient and his/her family, he will give any answer
rather than state that he does not know. This again comes back
to the lack of fear of Allah.
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3. Constant pressure from people on those who cure and
recite upon others is another reason. In many instances, these
people do not accept ‘no’ for an answer. This may cause that
person to give any answer in order to be left alone; this is not
something permissible for those that cure. We advise people not
to pressurise the reciter/curer if he does not know the exact cause
of the illness.
4. Confusion between illnesses and their symptoms - whether
amongst those who cure [others] or amongst doctors. For
example, those that recite over others may recite over one who
is possessed, but because the jinm does not speak to him for a
reason, he says it is "ayn* (the evil-eye). This is incorrect; just
because the jinni does not speak, it does not mean he is absent. It
may be that the jinni fled whilst the recitation took place or that
it is mute.
Likewise, a person who is inflicted with the evil-eye, (which is
a dangerous condition, as will be explained in the appropriate
chapter), may be diagnosed as possessed. Sometimes the symptoms
of magic, the evil-eye and possession may be similar to symptoms
of physical and psychological illnesses. For example, from the
symptoms of possession is anxiety, but this does not mean that
every person who has anxiety is possessed (al-mass). This is
because many psychological illnesses are a cause of anxiety, just
as turning away from the remembrance of Allah is also a cause
of anxiety. Allah says:

But whosoever turns away from My Reminder verily, for him is
a life of hardship, and We shall raise him up blind on the Day
of Resurrection.
Surah Ta-Ha, verse 124
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Also, headaches can arise as a result of possession or as a result
of physical illnesses. Ibn Hajr stated: “The reasons for headaches
are many: from them is a tumour in the stomach or its veins, or
a harsh trapped wind because it is full. They [i.e. headaches] may
be due to violent movement such as sex and vomiting, or lack
of sleep, or too much talking. Also from the causes are worry,
grief, sadness, hunger and fever. Being struck on the head, having
a brain tumour, lifting something heavy on the head, and over
heating or exposing the head to excessive cold can all lead to
headaches.”76 So, does each headache necessarily mean there is
possession involved?
5. The lack of belief amongst some people that possession (i.e.
jinn possession) exists, especially amongst psychologists; this
causes them to diagnose something which is on the opposite side
of the spectrum from possession.
6. Lack of experience and knowledge; this leads to a downfall in
everything.
Ibn al-Qayyim mentions that the proficient doctor is the one who
pays attention to twenty matters whilst seeking a cure.77 We will
mention the following:
1. To view the illness and correctly identify it.
2. To see what the illness was a result of, and the causes of its
appearance.
3. The habits of the patient.
4. To cure the illness in a way that ensures that another more
serious illness does not appear in its place.

7i Fath al-Barl, vol. 10, p. 162.
77 Zadal-Ma'ad, pp. 143-144.
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5. To look at the illness and decide whether it is curable or not.
If it is not curable, he does not give the patient false hope or cure
him under false pretences.
6. That he should have experience of the illnesses of the heart and
soul and know their cure.
7. To be kind and gentle with the patient, just as one is with a
child.
8. That he uses both natural and divine cures.
Symptoms of Possession:78
Possession has many symptoms which indicate its presence;
these symptoms can be for possession and for other illnesses.
From these symptoms are those which take place whilst saying
the adhan or reciting upon the afflicted, and also from them are
those which take place whilst asleep and others which take place
whilst awake:
1. Symptoms whilst saying the adhan or reciting:
The one who has been possessed (al-mass) will normally faint or
collapse when the adhdn is said in his ear or when he is recited
upon. He may also go into convulsions or start to scream or cry
whilst collapsing, or he may gaze at the sky or to the right and
left. We have personally witnessed all of these symptoms whilst
reciting upon people.
2. Symptoms which occur whilst awake:
It should be noted that these symptoms are not specific to
possession (al-mass), but may also be symptoms for other physical
and psychological illnesses. These symptoms are:

n These symptoms have been identified through experience.
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a) Insomnia and anxiety.
b) Preferring to be alone and secluded.
c) Constant headaches for which there are no medical
explanation.
d) Laziness and being absentminded.
e) Convulsions and epilepsy.
f) Lack of concern in matters of cleanliness and hygiene.
g) It is possible that none of these symptoms are present, or that
there are other symptoms which are present. It should be known
that these symptoms also occur in the one afflicted by magic.
3. Symptoms which occur whilst asleep:
Likewise these symptoms are also not specific to possession:
a) Nightmares.
b) Disturbing dreams, such as seeing oneself on a desolate road,
or seeing black cats and ghosts/phantoms etc.
c) Excessive laughing, or crying and screaming whilst asleep.
Situations in which a jinnx enters a person:
There is a difference between what causes the jinn to enter a person
and the situation in which this will take place. The first refers to
the reasons for which the jinn possess, whereas the second refers
to the most likely state a person will be in when this possession
occurs. In this section we will mention the second issue, as for the
first issue then this will be mentioned shortly Insha Allah.
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The situations [and states a person is likely to be in when] a jinnt
enters a person are:
a) Extreme anger.
b) Extreme fear.
c) Extreme happiness.
d) Extreme forgetfulness and negligence.
e) Drowning in one’s desires.
f) When one hurts and harms the jinn.
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Chapter 5

Convulsions & Fits (Al-Sarc)79
Definition:
Linguistically, it means to throw on the earth; it is used to refer
specifically to humans collapsing in convulsions, referring to this
well known illness.80
In the terminology of the shariah, it is an illness which prevents,
but not totally, the physical limbs from moving, sensing and
standing.81
Convulsions (al-sar‘) are a disorder which afflicts a person in the
brain, sometimes to the extent that he does not realise what he
is saying. He is unable to connect what he has said with what
he wishes to say. As a result of these convulsions a person may
suffer from memory loss, and accompanying this disorder in the

79 Translator’s note: the term ‘al-sar° is likewise a term which has no exact translation in the
English language, and what is meant by it is the possession of the body by the /»««, to the
extent that the jinn has the ability to control the thoughts and actions of the possessed.
*° Lisan al-'Arab, 197.
11 Al-Qanun ft al-Tibb, Ibn STna, vol. 2, p. 76.
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brain is a disorder which affects his movements, so he cannot
command where he is going. He may even lose the ability to walk
straight or at a normal pace.82
Types of Convulsions (al-Sa/):
They are of two types:
1. Convulsions caused by the jinn.
2. Medical convulsions.
Ibn al-Qayyim said: “Convulsions are of two types: a type that
is a result of the mixing of evil spirits, and the other type is that
which the doctors discuss and cure.”83 Here we will discuss the
first of these two types; the second type can be found in the books
of medicine.
Evidences from the Qur’an and Snnnah proving the existence of
convulsions:
The existence of convulsions [caused by jinn] has been proven
by the texts of the Qur’an and Snnnah, as well as by the ijmcf
(consensus) of the scholars, and by intellect (eaql).
Firstly, from the Qur'an:
Allah says:

Those who eat riba (usury) will not stand (on the Day of
Resurrection) except like the standing of a person beaten by
Shaytan leading him to insanity.
Surah al-Baqarah, verse 275

12 See ‘Alam al-Jinn wa al-Mala'ikah, pp. 76-77.
« Al-Tibb al-Nabawi, pp. 190-191.
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Ibn Kathlr said in explanation of this verse: “This means they
will stand from their graves on the Day of Judgement, like the
one who has had convulsions and then stands from his illness
after the striking of shaytan; that is an uneven and imbalanced
standing.”84
Imam al-Qurtubl said: “In this verse, there is proof against those
who deny convulsions from the jinn, those who instead claim it
is only natural and that shaytan does not possess people nor does
he afflict them with possession (al-mass).”8S
Allah says:

Verily, those who are pious, when an evil thought comes to
them from shaytdn, they remember (Allah), and (indeed) they
then see (aright).
Surah al-A'raf, verse 201

Ibn KathTr said in its explanation: “...and from amongst them
(i.e. the scholars) are those who explained the above verse as
referring to the touch of shaytdn which causes convulsions. He
then mentioned the story of the woman who had convulsions
during the time of the Prophet (31).”86
Secondly, from the Sunnah:
1. On the authority of 'Ata’ that Ibn 'Abbas (*&>) said: “Shall I not
show you a woman from the women of Paradise?’ I replied: ‘Yes. *
He said: This black woman came to the Prophet (%$) and said: 7
get convulsions and thus become unveiled so make duca for me.’
14 Tafsir al-Qur’an al-Azim, vol. 1, p. 326.
15 Ahkam al-Qur’an, vol. 3, p. 355.
“ Tafsir al-Qur’an al-Azim, vol. 2, p. 279.
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He replied: ‘If you wish be patient then for you is Paradise, and if
you wish I will ask Allah to cure you.’ She said: 7 will be patient,
but I become unveiled so ask Allah to screen me.’ He then made
du‘a for her. ”87
Similar to this is the following narration: “A woman came to the
Prophet (■%) and said: ‘Make du‘a to Allah [for me]* He replied:
‘If you wish I will make du‘a to Allah to cure you, and if you
wish to be patient, then you will not be held to account.* She
said: 7 will be patient and not be held to account. >”88
2. The hadith of Safiyyah that the Prophet (31) said: “Verily
shaytdn flows in the son of Adam just as blood flows.**69
3. The authentic hadith in which the Prophet (31) said: “Not a
single child is born except that shaytdn touches him, hence, he is
born crying. The only exception to this is Maryam and her son
(Tsa) due to the saying of her mother: 7 seek refuge in You for
her and her offspring from shaytdn the outcast. >”90
4. The hadith of Abu Sa'Id al-Khudrl (4fe) in which the Prophet
(3s) said: “If one of you yawns let him cover his mouth for indeed
shaytdn enters. ”91
Thirdly, sayings of the scholars with regards to convulsions:
Ibn al-Qayyim mentions: “I witnessed our shaykh92 send someone
to speak to the spirit inside a person who had convulsions. He
said: The shaykh tells you to leave for this is not something halal

17 Sahih al-Bukhan, vol. 4, p. 25, no. 5652, Sahih Muslim, vol. 4, p. 1994, no. 2576.
'* Fath al-Bari, vol. 10, p. 115.
n Sahih al-Bukhari, vol. 2, p. 437, no. 3270, Sahih Muslim, vol. 4, p. 1712, no. 2174.
90 Collected by Muslim.
” Sahih Muslim, vol. 3, p. 2293.
92 i.e. Ibn Taymiyyah.
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(permissible) for you’, so it would leave. Sometimes, he would
speak to it himself, and sometimes the spirit would be a ‘marid’
so he would force it to leave by beating it. When it would leave,
the afflicted would awake without feeling any pain. We and
others have seen him do this many times. ”93
He also mentions: “He (i.e. Ibn Taymiyyah) informed me that
he once recited in the ear of a person afflicted with convulsions,
and the spirit said: “Yes,” in a long and drawn out voice. The
shaykh said: ‘I took a stick and beat it on the neck until my hands
were exhausted from beating it. The people witnessing thought
he would surely die, and then she (i.e. the spirit) said: ‘I love him*.
I replied: ‘But he does not love you’. She said: ‘I wish to make
Hajj with him’. I replied: ‘He does not wish to make Hajj with
you;’ she then said: ‘I will leave out of respect for you.’ I replied:
‘Rather out of obedience to Allah and His Messenger.’ She then
said: ‘I will leave.’ Then the afflicted sat up looking to his right
and left and said: ‘What brings the shaykh to me?’ So they asked
him: ‘And all these beatings?’ He replied: ‘Why would the shaykh
beat me when I have done nothing wrong?’ He did not feel that
he had been beaten at all.’”94
Ibn Taymiyyah said: “The existence of the jinn has been
established in the Qur’an and Sunnah, and by the agreement of
the salaf (pious predecessors), and likewise the entering of the
jinn into a human is also something agreed upon by the scholars
of Ahlus-Sunnah. It is something common and witnessed; it
enters a person and says things which he (the afflicted) is not
aware of. Indeed, he is beaten in such way that were a camel to
be beaten similar to it, it would die, but that person does not feel
it. ‘Abdullah ibn Ahmad ibn Hanbal said: ‘I said to my father:
‘Indeed a people claim that the jinn do not enter into the body
of a human.’ He replied: ‘O my son, they lie for that is it, talking
on his tongue. ’”95

93 Al-Tibb al-Nabawl, p. 193.
** Ibid, p. 194.
95 MajmUr Fataway vol. 24, p. 276.
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It has been reported that whilst Imam Ahmad ibn Hanbal was in
the masjid, a man came to him from the Khalifah Mutawakkil
informing him that one of the kbalifah’s slave girls had been
afflicted with convulsions. He requested that the Imam make
du‘a for her. Instead, he took out a wooden shoe and said: “Go
to his house and sit at the head of the slave girl and say to it (i.e.
the jinnt) that Ahmad says: ‘Either you leave her or you will be
beaten with this shoe seventy times.’ So the man went to the
slave girl and did as Imam Ahmad had ordered him to do. The
jinni said: ‘I hear and obey; were Ahmad to request I leave Iraq I
would do so, for indeed he is obedient to Allah, and whosoever
is obedient to Allah everything is obedient to him.’ It then left,
and the slave girl recovered and had children. After Imam Ahmad
passed away it returned to her, so the khalifah sent for Abu Bakr
al-MarwazI and explained the situation to him. He took his shoe
and came to the slave girl, but the jinni said to him: ‘I will not
leave her nor will I obey you, for indeed Ahmad obeyed Allah so
we were ordered to obey him. * ”96
Reasons which cause the jinn to enter a person:
There are many reasons which cause the jinn to enter a person:
1. A test and trial from Allah:
Indeed, Allah due to His infinite wisdom tests and tries His slaves
with many calamities; convulsions are from these calamities.
Allah says:

...and we shall make a trial of yon with evil and with good.
And to Us you will be returned.
Surah al-Anbiya’, verse 35

94 Akam al-Murjan ft Ahkam al-Janrt, pp. 114-115.
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It is incumbent upon the one who has been afflicted to be patient,
and to seek the reward of Allah whilst utilising the permissible
means to cure himself.
2. A punishment from Allah:
This may be as a result of the slave committing sins. Allah says:

Arid whatever of misfortune befalls you, it is because of what
your hands have earned. And He pardons much.
Surah al-Shura, verse 30

So as a person becomes more and more distant from his Lord and
Creator, shaytdn is able to overcome and overpower him. Hence,
his life becomes miserable. Allah mentions:

And whosoever turns away blindly from the remembrance of
the Most Gracious (Allah), We appoint for him shaytdn to be a
companion to him.
Surah al-Zukhruf, verse 36

Ibn al-Qayyim stated: “The majority of [cases of] possession by
these spirits is as a result of the possessed having very little religion
and their hearts and tongues being negligent of the remembrance
of Allah, and seeking His protection. Consequently, these evil
spirits meet the one who has isolated himself and has no weapon,
and is in a sense naked, and thus are able to affect him. ”97

97 Zad al-Ma'ad, vol. 4, p. 69.
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This is something we witnessed commonly in those we recited
upon, for many of them had weak faith (tman) and were negligent
of their religious duties, whilst others were drowning in their
desires. Returning to Allah and leaving sins is an important way
with which one can repel shaytan.
3. Due to desire, passion and love:
A jinni may be attracted to a human, as Ibn Taymiyyah said,
“This is from evil which has been made hardm (unlawful) by
Allah, just as it is for humans even if they agree. So what if it is by
force? This is evil coupled with oppression. The jinni should be
made aware of the evil and oppression it is committing, and the
fact that the law of Allah and His Messenger is also applicable
to it.”98
4. A means of revenge:
Ibn Taymiyyah affirmed, “And it may occur - and this is the
most common reason- out of hatred and revenge. For example,
a human may harm one of them by urinating on them, or
throwing hot water on them or killing them, (whether knowingly
or unknowingly). The jinn are ignorant and oppressive by
nature so they take revenge with that person with more than he
deserves.”99
So if this is the case and the person did it unknowingly, it should
be explained to the jinn that a person who does something
unintentionally does not deserve to be punished. If the incident
took place in the person’s own house, the jinn are made aware
that the person owns the house and thus has the right to do in it
as he pleases from the lawful things. Rather it is not allowed for
them to be in someone’s property without their permission, for
they have their own places of dwelling such as ruins and caves
etc. 100
n hAajmi? al- Fatau/a, vol. 19, p. 40.
w Ibid.
“»Ibid.
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5. Foolishness on the part of the jinn:
Just as there are amongst humans those who harm others out
of foolishness, then likewise this is also present amongst the
jinn. Ibn Taymiyyah said: “It may be as a result of frivolity and
wickedness; this is the least serious of cases. ”101
6. As a result of magic:
A magician may send a jinnt into the person he wishes to place
magic upon, so it enters and harms him. We have witnessed this
in cases where the jinn have mentioned that they possess a person
due to magic.
A Doubt and its Clarification:
There is a certain misconception which people hold and ask
about: Why do the jinn only enter Muslims? Why do they not
possess non-Muslims?
Firstly: Who claimed that the jinn do not possess non-Muslims?
Rather, they enter and harm them; this is something that nonMuslim doctors have accepted, both past and present:
With regard to the past, Ibn al-Qayyim mentions: “As for the
convulsions caused by spirits, then their leaders and intellectuals
accept this and do not reject it, and they agree that the cure for
it is to repel them using good and pious spirits, which nullify
the effects of the evil spirits. This is something mentioned by
Apocrates in some of his books in which he discusses certain cures
for convulsions. He says: ‘This is beneficial for the convulsions
which are as a result of physical ailments. It does not benefit that
which is as a result of spirits. >”102

,0' Ibid.
102 Al-Tibb al-NabaivI, p. 191.
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In modern times, there are also doctors who have accepted
convulsions caused by spirits. They have carried out studies
based upon this, i.e. illnesses that are caused by spirits and not
by nerves in the brain as some explain it to be.
Carrington, a member of the American Institute of Psychological
Studies said concerning insanity caused by possession: “It is
apparent that possession is at the very least real and cannot be
ignored, especially since there are many amazing incidents which
support this. Since this is the case, then studying it is necessary
and compulsory, not only from an academic point of view, but
also because hundreds and maybe thousands of people complain
of such ailments. Curing these people requires quick diagnosis
and immediate medication. If we accept the existence of this
type of insanity, it will open up for us a wide area of research,
and it will require the attention and skill of modern science and
psychological thought. ”103
So, doctors can only accept the existence and effects of these
spirits. The effects of these spirits means that there are illnesses
which modern medicine cannot cure as successfully as Islam can
with help of du'as from the Qur’an and Sunnah. These will be
mentioned shortly.
Secondly - People who reject convulsions caused by spirits explain
this phenomenon in a number of ways. One of these is to describe
the illness as a psychological one. An example of this is when we
once recited over an American woman who had accepted Islam
and were told by her husband that once, while she was being
recited upon, the jinni inside her spoke in English and said that
it had possessed her since she was four years old and still a nonMuslim.
Thirdly - The disbelievers have been given the good of this world
and will have no portion of the Hereafter. Whereas the believer

,w ‘Alarn al-Jinn wal-Mala’ikah, p. 83.
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is tried and tested during this life as we have already mentioned.
This is so that Allah may examine the level of his Jman, or raise
his station (in the Hereafter) or remove his sins, or so that he
may return to Allah after he has become distanced from Him.
Allah says:

\ (jSi\

Evil has appeared on land and sea because of what the hands of
men have earned, that He (Allah) may make them taste a part
of that which they have done, in order that they may return.
Surah al-Rum, verse 41

It is reported that the Prophet (3£) said: “The disbeliever will
be brought and dipped into the Fire, and it will be said to him:
‘Have you ever seen any good? Have you ever seen a blessingf3
He will reply: {No, O my Lord.3 Another person will be brought
who was the most miserable in the world and he will be given a
taste of Paradise and it will be said to him: ‘Have you ever had
misery?3 He will reply: (No, by Allah my Lord. *"104
The final reason is that the disbelievers are helpers of one another.
The human Muslim is not allowed to harm others including the
Muslim jinn, but the disbelieving jinn may harm Muslims out
of revenge and hatred because of their lack of fear of Allah and
ignorance of Him. This is similar to what some disbelieving
humans do.

,w Sunan Ibn Majah, vol. 2, p. 1445, no. 4321.
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Chapter 6

Seeking Medication

Despite the numerous illnesses and ailments that may afflict a
person, it is from the immense mercy of Allah that he has opened
the doors of hope for them, from which they can seek the means to
a cure. The believer does not despair from the mercy of Allah:

Certainly no one despairs of Allah's Mercy, except the people
who disbelieve.
Surah Yusuf, verse 87

However, we should realise that the mercy of Allah is only close
to those who are believers and do good. Allah says:

...and My mercy embraces all things. That (mercy) I shall
ordain for those who are the pious, and give Zakat, and those
81

who believe hi Our Ayat (proofs, evidences, signs etc)
Surah al-A‘raf, verse 156

In the hadlth of Jabir (*4fe), the Prophet (%) said: “For every illness
there is a cure, so if the cure strikes the illness it ivill heal [it] by
the will of Allah. ”m The Prophet (31) also said: “Allah has not
sent an illness without a cure. ”106
Shurayk narrated, “1 was once with the Prophet ($$) and some
Bedouins came and asked: eO Messenger of Allah, shall we cure
ourselves?’ He replied: ‘Yes, O slaves of Allah, cure yourselves
for verily Allah has not sent an illness except that He has sent
a cure for it save one illness.’ They asked: ‘Which illness?’ He
replied: ‘Death. '”107
Also, Abu Khuzamah said, “‘O Messenger of Allah, do you
see the incantaions (ruqyah) we use, and the medicine we cure
ourselves with, and the preventions we take, do any of them
repel the decree of Allah?’ He replied: ‘It is all from the decree
of Allah. '”108
The texts that we have just mentioned contain a number of
important points. Some of these are:
1. Strengthening the resolve of both the patient and the doctor.
2. The encouragement of seeking a cure.
3. The permissibility of using permissible (sharct) forms of
incantation (ruqyah).
4. Everything that takes place is by the decree and will of Allah.
105 Sahih Muslim, vol. 4, p. 1729, no. 2204.
104 Sahib al-Bukbari, vol. 4, p. 32, no. 5678, also collected by Muslim.
107 Collected by Ahmad, al-Haythaml said that it is authentic.
,w Sunan al-Tirmidhi, no. 2066, Imam al-Dhahabl stated that it is authentic.
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5. Sometimes the cure may not be successful due to a partiular
reason.
Ibn al-Qayyim mentioned: “Every illness has its cure which can
be used to heal the illness. The Prophet (%) mentioned that the
illness and cure must be compatible, so it is not sufficient just to
have a cure; rather it must be the appropriate one. If the dose
goes beyond the required amount it will result in another illness,
and if it is too weak it will be unsuccessful. When the cure does
not strike the illness it will not heal; if it is not the correct time
to use the cure it will be unbeneficial. Likewise, if the body is
unable to cope with the cure or there is something else present
which prevents the cure from having its effects it will not heal.
However, if it is correct in every sense it will surely heal, by the
will of Allah.”109
A cure may not be successful for many reasons. Some of these
reasons are that Allah in His infinite wisdom does not will for
a person to be cured in order to test him, or raise his station, or
remove his sins, or to punish him:

And your Lord is not an oppressor to the slaves.
Surah Fussilat, verse 46

Another reason is that although a person may take a cure, it may
not be the correct cure needed to remove the illness.
Ibn al-Qayyim mentions whilst speaking about the cure for
convulsions: “The cure for this is with two things, the first involves
the patient and the second involves the one who is administering
the cure. As for the patient, a strong resolve is needed. Alongside
this, the patient must sincerely turn to the One who has created
these spirits, and seek protection from Him with both the heart
and tongue conforming in this. For indeed, it is a type of battle;
w Zad al-Ma'dd.
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and one can only win a battle if he has a weapon which fulfils the
following criteria:
1. That the weapon itself is good and solid.
2. That the arm which yields this weapon is strong.
If one of these two characteristics is missing then the weapon is
of no benefit even if it is huge. This is even more so if both of
these characteristics are absent, like the person who is devoid of
tawhld, trust in Allah and fear of Him, and he does not possess a
weapon either. These two characteristics should also be possessed
by the one who is curing. ”110

1,0 Ibid, pp. 67-68.
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Chapter 7

The Effects of the Qur’an

Allah says:

0
And We send down of the Qur'an that which is a healing and
a mercy to those who believe, and it increases the Zalimun
(polytheists and wrong-doers) nothing but loss.
Surah al-Isra’, verse 82

Allah states that the Qur’an is a ‘cure and mercy for the believers’,
meaning it dispels the illnesses of the heart such as doubt,
hypocrisy, and shirk. It is also a mercy which helps to acquire
iman, wisdom, and all types of good; this is only for those who
believe in it and follow it. As for those who disbelieve and are
oppressive, it does not increase them in anything except disbelief;
this is as a result of their own faults.111

1,1 Tafsir Ibn Kathir, vol. 3, p. 54.
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Allah says:

O mankind! There has come to you a good advice from your
Lord (the Qur'an), and a healing for that which is in your
breasts - a guidance arid a mercy for the believers.
Surah Yunus, verse 57

His statement: A cure for that which is in the breasts (i.e. the
hearts)* refers to the doubts and confusions one may have, and
their evils. And a guidance and mercy for the believers' means
that through it one acquires guidance and mercy from Allah;
again, this is only for those who believe in it and have certainty
regarding that which has been mentioned in it.112
Allah says:

Say: it is for those who believe, a guide and a healing.
Surah Fussilat, verse 44

He also says:

Is it not sufficient for them that We have sent down to you the
Book (the Qur'an) which is recited to them? Verily, herein is
mercy and a reminder for a people who believe.
Surah al-'Ankabut, verse 51

1,2 Tafsir Ibn Kathir, vol. 2, p. 363.
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The explanation of all the previously mentioned verses revolves
around one main theme; that is the Qur’an being a cure for the
diseases of doubt and a source of mercy for the believers.
There are also many other verses in the Qur’an which mention
the merits of recitation and the merits of the remembrance of
Allah in general. These include the following saying of Allah:

t

Lcjif

Those who believed and whose hearts find rest in the
remembrance of Allah: verily, in the remembrance of Allah do
hearts find rest.
Surah al-Ra‘d, verse 28

1 \j
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...and the men and the women who remember Allah much
with their hearts and tongues, Allah has prepared for them
forgiveness and a great reward (Paradise).
Surah al-Ahzab, verse 35

The Prophet (3§) said: “Do not turn your houses into graveyards;
verily shaytdn flees from the house in which Surah al-Baqarah is
recited. ”113
Also, the authentic Sunnah has come with many hadiths which
state the merits of the Qur’an and its recitation, and seeking a
cure with it.
Abu Sa'Td (<&>) narrated that a number of the companions of the
Prophet (#$) were once travelling. They passed by a village and

,IJ Sahib Muslim, vol. 1, p. 539, no. 780.
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asked its people to host them, but they refused. The companions
were then asked: “Is there anybody among you who recites
incantations, for our leader has been stungf" So a man replied:
"Yes”, and recited Surah al-Fatihah over him thus curing him.
He was given a flock of sheep, but he refused to accept it unless
the Prophet ($$) allotved him to do so. He mentioned it to the
Prophet (%) and said: “O Messenger of Allah, by Allah I only
recited Surah al-Fatihah over him. ” The Prophet ($s) smiled and
said: “How did you know it was a *ruqyah’?” He then said: “Take
from them (i.e. the sheep) and give me a share from it.”UA
The point of benefit from this hadlth is the saying of the Prophet
(%): “And how did you know it was a ‘ruqyah7” Imam alNawawl said: “In it is a declaration that the Qur’an is a ruqyah
so it is recommended to recite it over the one who has been stung,
or is ill or anyone who has any sort of ailment. ”115
‘A’ishah narrated that: “During his final illness, the Prophet (%$)
would blow over himself after reciting the mu(awwidhat (Surahs
al-Falaq and al-Nas). When the illness became worse, I would
recite them and then spit lightly into his hands, and wipe them
over his body due to the blessings of his hands. ”116
From this, it can be seen that permissible (shar't) ruqyah is from
the most beneficial of cures, by the will of Allah. Its numerous
benefits have been mentioned in the Sunnah:
It is reported that cAbdul-‘AzIz said: “I and Thabit entered upon
Anas ibn Malik. Thabit said: ‘O Abu Hurairah I am unwell!’
Anas replied: ‘Shall I recite over you with the ruqyah of the
Prophet (*)?’ He replied: ‘Yes.’ Thabit said: ‘O Allah! Lord of
mankind, the One who removes harm, cure, for You are the One

ll*Sahih Muslim: Sharh al-Nawawt, vol. 14, p. 187.
1,5 Ibid, vol. 14, p. 188.
,w Collected by al-BukhSri, see Fath al-Barivol. 10, p. 205, no. 5735.
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who cures, There is none who cures except You; a curing which
causes the illness to depart. >»1I7
‘Awf ibn Malik said: “We used to use incantations (ruqyah) in the
days of *jahiliyyah’ (days of ignorance), so we said: ‘O Messenger
of Allah! What do you think of this?’ He replied: 'Let me hear
your incantations, there is no harm in them so long as they do
not consist of shirk. ”>118
Ibn al-Qayyim stated: “The Qur’an is a complete cure from all
diseases related to the heart and body, and all the ailments of this
world and the Hereafter, but, it is not necessarily the case that
each and every person is successful in its application. If the one
who is ill seeks medication through it in the correct manner with
truth, imdn, acceptance, strong belief and having fulfilled all the
conditions, it is impossible for the disease to withstand it. If the
speech of the Lord of the heavens and earth was revealed on a
mountain, it would cause the mountain to crumble;119 how then
is it possible for the disease to withstand it? The one who has
been granted understanding of the Qur’an realises that the cure
for every single illness of the heart and body has been pointed out
in the Qur’an. The way to protect oneself from these diseases has
also been mentioned. Allah says:

Is it not sufficient for them that We have sent down to you the
Book (the Qur'an) which is recited to them? Verily, herein is
mercy and a reminder for a people who believe.
Surah al-'Ankabut, verse 51

1,7 Sahih al-Bukhari., vol. 10, p. 178.
1,1 Sahih Muslim, vol. 2, p. 1727.
This refers to the Qur’anic verse: “Had we sent down this Qur’an on a mountain, you
would surely have seen it humbling itself and rent asunder by the fear ofAllah.”
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Whosoever is not cured by the Qur’an then may Allah not cure
him; and whosoever does not find the Qur’an sufficient, may
Allah make nothing sufficient for him. ”120

120 Al-Tibb al-Nabawt, pp. 525-526, with slight changes.
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Chapter 8

Types of Medicine

Ibn al-Qayyim said: “The medicine of the Prophet (2s) was of
three types:
1. Natural medicine.
2. Divine medicine.
3. A combination of both.”121
We will start with divine medication; this is the permissible
form of incantations (ruqyah) which have been mentioned in the
Qur’an and Sunnah. It will be discussed in a general manner.
Definition of 'ruqyah*:
‘Ruqyah* means protection. Ibn al-Athlr said: uRuqyah is
protection which is sought by the one who is ill, from ailments
such as fever or convulsions etc.”122

121 Zad al-Ma'ad, vol. 4, p. 24.
122 Lisdn al-’Arab, vol. 14, p. 332.
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Types of ‘ruqyah*:
4Rnqyah* is of two types: shaft (permissible) and shirkl (one
involving shirk, i.e. the association of partners with Allah).123
Firstly: Permissible incantations (Ruqyah al-shafi):
Its conditions - There are a number of conditions which have
been mentioned in the sharVah in order for incantations to be
classified as permissible (shaft):
1. The ‘ruqyah’ should comprise of the speech of Allah, His
names or His attributes.
2. It should be recited to the Arabic language, or its meanings
should be translated into another language.
3. To believe that the 4ruqyah’ in and of itself does not help;
rather the cure is by the will of Allah.
Ibn Hajr said: “The scholars have agreed that 4ruqyah’ is
permissible if it conforms to these conditions. ”124
Therefore it is imperative that the incantation (ruqyah) be
permissible (shaft), due to the saying of the Prophet ($&): “There
is nothing wrong with *ruqyah9 as long as it is does not comprise
of shirk. ”125
However, it is feared that people will fall into practices similar
to that of magicians; this is not allowed due to the saying of the
Prophet (2§): “He is not one of us who gives evil omens or asks
someone to do it for him, nor the one who fortune tells or the

,2J Translator’s note: The second type of ruqyah (shirkl) will be discussed later. See page
106.
124 Fath al-Barl, vol. 10, p. 206.
125 Sahih Muslim, vol. 2, p. 1727.
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one who gets his fortune told, nor the one who bewitches or the
one who asks to bewitch/*126 Hence, it is not permissible to go
to fortune tellers or soothsayers; this will be elaborated upon
shortly Insha Allah.
In addition to the above, the following points should also be
noted:
4. The incantation should not be used incorrectly. For example,
one may not use it whilst in the toilet or in a graveyard etc. Ibn
Taymiyyah said: “It is not permissible to make incantation with
something which has no meaning, especially if it comprises of
shirk, for this is haram. The majority of what the deceivers read
has shirk in it. They may also overtly recite some Qur’an in order
to conceal their statements of shirk. Seeking a cure with that which
Allah and His Messenger have ordained should be sufficient;
there is no need to recite that which has shirk in it.”127

Important Principles
Indeed, the one who uses ‘ruqyah9 is utilising a strong and divine
weapon, but a weapon is only as good as the one who uses it, as
has been mentioned by Ibn-al-Qayyim. In order for this weapon
to have an impact, with the will of Allah, the following points
should be remembered by both the one reciting the incantation
and the one it is being recited upon:
Firstly - The one reciting the incantation (ruqyah):
1. Correct belief:
This is to have the belief of the pious predecessors of this nation
(Umntah), and to be aware of falling into shirk (association of

,2< Musnad al-Bazzar, vol. 4, p. 33.
127 Idah al-Dilalah, p. 45.
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partners with Allah) and innovations (bid'ah). The Prophet (3§)
said: “Whosoever enters into this affair of ours that which is not
from it, will have it rejected. ”HA
Also, from part of this belief is to sincerely turn to Allah and trust
in Him:

And put your trust in Allah if you are believers indeed.
Surah al-Ma’idah, verse 23

From this belief is to realise that all benefit and harm is controlled
by Allah, for He is the only One who benefits and harms, as He
says:

-45

And if Allah touches you with harm, there is none who can
remove it but He, and if He intends any good for you, there
is none who can repel His favour which He causes it to
reach whomsoever of His slaves He wills. And He is the OftForgiving, the Most Merciful.
Surah Yunus, verse 107

2. Sincere Intention:
The intention of a person plays an important role in determining
the effect his recitation has. The one reciting incantaions should
be mindful of his intention and ensure it is sincere, hence, he
should not seek money or fame through his recitation; rather his
goal should be the pleasure of Allah and Paradise. The Prophet
(31) said: “Whosoever relieves a distress of his brother, Allah

Ul Collected by al-Bukahrl and Muslim.
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will relieve a distress for him from the distresses of the Day of
Judgement. ”129
Allah says:

And they were commanded not, but that they should worship
Allah, and worship none but Him Alone.
Surah al-Bayyinah, verse 5

The Prophet (3§) said: “Verily actions are judged by their
intentions, and for everyone is that which they intended.”130
He (&) also said: " Verily you will not live for a long time and
perform an action with which you seek the Face of Allah, except
that you will increase in profit and station. ”131
3. Obedie?tce of Allah and refraining from being disobedient to
Him:
The closer the one who recites incantaions is to Allah, the more
of an impact his recitation will have, by the will of Allah. The
same goes for the opposite, for shaytdn overcomes a person due
to his disobedience and sin. Allah says:

And whosoever turns away blindly from the remembrance of
the Most Gracious (Allah), We appoint for him shaytdn to be a
companion to him.
Surah al-Zukhruf, verse 36

129 Sahib Muslim, no. 1888.
,w Collected by al-Bukharl and Muslim.
131 Collected by al-Bukhari and Muslim.
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Therefore, the one who recites [upon others] must be a good
example by praying the five prayers in congregation, and always
being honest, patient and trustworthy.
4. Staying away from haram and doubtful matters:
This includes refraining from being in seclusion with a woman
who he is not mahram for, with the excuse of reciting upon her.
The Prophet (3s) said: “‘Beware of entering upon women.' A man
from the Ansar said: ‘O Messenger of Allah, how about the in
laws*■' He replied: ‘That is death, >"132 He (3s) also said: “Let not
a man after this day enter upon a woman without having one or
two men with him.”m
5. Calling to Allah:
A common error made by those who recite incantaions upon
others is that when they see mistakes and sins in the people they
are reciting over, they do not advise them, but just recite upon
them. This is wrong, because most of the people who have been
afflicted by these types of problems have distanced themselves
from Allah; this may well be the cause of their affliction. Allah
says:

And who is better in speech than he who [says: “My Lord is
Allah” and then stands firm and] invites (men) to Allah, and
does righteous deeds, and says: “I am one of the Muslims.”
Surah Fussilat, verse 33

So, it is incumbent upon those who recite to give dacwah (call to
Allah), order the good and forbid the evil. This can be done by
1,2 Sahih Muslim: Sharh al-Nawawi, vol. 4, p. 153.
UJ Ibid, vol. 4, p. 155.
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advising the one who is ill and his family to fear Allah, pray the
five daily prayers, make dn(a and dhikr (remembrance of Allah),
be patient upon Allah’s decrees, and to refrain from sins.
6. To screen those afflicted and to protect their secrets:
This constitutes not revealing the identity of those who have been
afflicted by these illnesses, nor spreading their secrets, for people
dislike that their personal affairs be known. The Prophet (sg) said:
“The one whose advice is sought is entrusted. ”134
He (3i) also said: “Whosoever screens a Muslim, Allah will screen
him on the Day ofJudgement. ”135
7. Knowledge of the condition of the afflicted:
We have already mentioned that diagnosing the illness correctly
is half the cure, so knowledge of the status and condition of the
afflicted is very important. This can be achieved in a number of
ways:
a) Acumen and insight - This means as al-RazI said: “Using the
apparent signs to learn about the hidden affairs. ”136 Allah says:

Surely! In this are signs for those who see.
Surah al-Hijr, verse 75

This can also be proven from the hadlth of Umm Salamah when
the Prophet ) saw in her house a girl who had a burn on her
face. He said: “Make ruqyah for indeed she has the evil-eye. ”137

114 Collected by al-Tirmidhl and Ibn Majah.
115 Sahih Muslim, vol. 4, p. 1996, no. 2580.
,w Al-Farasah.
117 Collected by al-Bukharl.
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b) Similarly, to ask the afflicted and his/her family about things
which may be considered to be a sign in uncovering the reality
of the illness, which can then assist the reciter in helping to learn
about the condition of the ill person.
c) Likewise, experience and practice have a role in learning about
the illnesses of people.
8. Knowledge of the jinn and their conditions and states:
This includes not being afraid of them or their threats. Allah
says:

And verily, there were men among mankind who took shelter
with the males among the jinn, but they (jinn) increased them
(mankind) in sin and transgression.
Surah Jinn, verse 6

Likewise, one should know that shaytan is weak, as Allah says:

Ever feeble indeed is the plot of shaytan.
Surah al-Nisa’, verse 76

Ibn al-Qayyim said: “It is important for both the one who is
reciting incantations and the one being recited upon to know that
the plots of shaytan are weak. Despite the unnatural strength the
jinn possess in various things they are sometimes very weak as
mentioned by Allah in the above verse. ”138
Also, one should know that the jinn are compulsive liars, so not
everything they say should be believed, as the Prophet (3t) said
u* Al-Tibb al-Nabawly p. 192.
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to Abu Hurairah: “He has told you the truth even though he is
a liar”™
9. Making the one afflicted and his family feel good and
positive:
Indeed, all illnesses have certain negative effects upon those
afflicted by them; sometimes one may even have doubts concerning
the cure and whether it will be successful or not. Therefore, the
one who is reciting incantations should help the afflicted person
feel positive and at ease, and not worse. How many ill people
have lost their will to get better due to the negativity of those
who are curing them? And how many have been cured, by the
will of Allah due to them being stronger than their illness.
It is reported that the Prophet (^) said: “ When you enter upon one
who is ill, make him feel better ivith regards to his life, for indeed
that will not repel anything but will make him feel positive. ”140
Secondly - the one being recited upon:
There are many things that the one being recited upon should bear
in mind. Some of the things mentioned above are also applicable
to the afflicted person. These include correct belief, sincere
intention, obedience to Allah, refraining from His disobedience
and keeping away from hardm.
Ibn al-Qayyim stated: “The cure for this is with two things;
the first involves the patient and the second involves the curer.
The patient must have a strong resolve and sincerely turn to the
One who has created these spirits, and to seek protection from
Him ... and the one who is curing, must also possess both these
characteristics.”141
139 Collected by al-Bukharl.
140 Collected by al-Tirmidhl, but weak in its narration due to the presence of Musa ibn
Muhammad al-Tayml, whose hadiths arc rejected.
141 Al-Tibb al-Nabawi, p. 192.
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As well as these above points, there are others which should also
be remembered:
1. To fir?nly believe that all benefit and harm is from Allah
alone:
Allah says:
-to[j

And if Allah touches you with harm, there is none who can
remove it but He, and if He intends any good for you, there
is none who can repel His favour which He causes it to
reach whomsoever of His slaves He wills. And He is the OftForgiving, the Most Merciful.
Surah Yunus, verse 107

Some afflicted people attach themselves to the person reciting
incantations more than they attach themselves to Allah. This is
why you find them saying: so and so is better than so and so; this
can lead to shirk.
2. Patience:
It is very important for the ill person to be patient, to have a
strong resolve and not to be hasty in seeking a cure.
Does Using ‘Ruqyah’ Disavow a Person’s Trust (Tawakkul) in
Allah?
Some of the scholars disliked the use of medication. Imam alBukharl has mentioned this in his Sahth in the chapter heading
Those who do not use 'ruqyah9.
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In this chapter, he mentions the hadlth of Ibn 'Abbas (4*>): “The
Prophet (3&) came out to us one day and said: ‘The nations were
displayed before me; a Prophet would pass by with just one man,
and another with two men, and another with a group, and a
Prophet who would have no-one. Then I saw a vast amount
of people filling the horizon and I hoped that it would be my
nation. Instead, it was said: ‘This is Musa and his people’. Then
it was said to me: ‘Wait’. I then saw a vast amount of people
and it was said: ‘This is your nation and among them are seventy
thousand who will enter Paradise without any reckoning.’ So
the people dispersed without knowing (who they would be).
The companions spoke amongst themselves and said: ‘As for
us, we were born upon shirk, but we believed in Allah and His
Messenger, and these are our children.’ When this reached the
Prophet ($&) he said: ‘They are those who do not use evil omens,
nor do they cauterise, nor do they make ‘ruqyah’; rather they
trust in their Lord.’ (Ukdshah stood up and said: ‘Am I from
them, O Messenger of Allah?’ He replied: ‘Yes.’ So another man
stood arid said: ‘And me?’ He replied: ‘‘Ukdshah has preceded
you in it. ***142
The author of Taysir al-Aziz al-Hamld said:
Know that this hadlth does not mean that they never
used to take the necessary means in order to achieve
something, as some ignorant people think. Indeed, using
the necessary means is something natural and necessary
which no-one can leave, not even the animals; rather trust
in Allah (tawakkul) is in itself a means, as Allah says,

And whosoever puts his trust in Allah, then He will suffice him.
This means that Allah is sufficient for a person. What is
meant in the hadlth [mentioned above] is that they leave

HZ Collected by al-Bukharl and Muslim. See Sahih al-Bukhari, vol. 10, p. 279.
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those matters which are disliked even though they are in
need of them. Instead they entrust their affairs to Allah.
They are leaving these things not because they are a means,
but because they are a means which are disliked, because
in many cases, the one who is ill becomes attached to the
means to a cure, even if it is a spider’s web.
Taking the necessary means and medication which do
not contain any elements of doubt does not disavow ones
trust in Allah. Thus, leaving it is not from the sharTah
as can be seen from the following hadith: “Allah has
not sent down an illness except that He has sent for it
a cure” Also, the hadith of Shurayk mentions: “1 was
and some Bedouins came and ($*) once with the Prophet
asked: ‘O Messenger of Allah, shall we cure ourselvesV
He replied: ‘Yes, O slaves of Allah, cure yourselves for
verily Allah has not sent an illness except that He has
sent a cure for it save one illness.* They asked: ‘Which
illnessV He replied: ‘Death. »»143
Ibn al-Qayyim said: “These hadiths affirm both the causes
(responsible for illnesses etc.) and the means (which
help to cure). They refute those that have denied the
permissibility of seeking a cure, and affirm that seeking
a cure does not disavow trusting in Allah, just as one
does not disavow his trust in Allah by repelling hunger
with food, thirst with drink and hot and cold with their
opposites. Rather, the essence of tawhid is not attained
until one utilises the means which Allah has placed, which
bring about the results for which they are used.
To leave these means is itself a vilification of tawakkul.
Such a person believes that leaving cures is stronger than
tawakkul, rather leaving them disavows tawakkul, the
essence of which is to rely upon Allah in all that benefits

ul Authentic, collected by Ahmad.
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the slave in this world and the Hereafter. It is also
essential that tawakkul is coupled with the correct and
appropriate means used in order to achieve something,
or else it is a vilification of the sharTah, so the slave does
not call his helplessness tawakkul, nor his tawakkul
helplessness. ” 144
Shaykh Ibn 'Uthaymin was asked: Does ‘ruqyah’ disavow one’s
trust in Allah (tawakkul)}
He replied: ilTawakkul is to truly rely upon Allah in the attainment
of good and prevention of evil whilst taking the necessary means
which Allah has laid down. Tawakkul is not from the one who
relies upon Allah without taking these necesssary means, for
verily this is speaking ill of Allah and His wisdom, for Allah has
connected the causes and their means.
An important question arises here: Who had the most trust in
Allah?
The answer: It was the Prophet (3£).
Would he take the necessary means in order to prevent evil? The
answer is yes, for when he ($s) used to leave for battle he would
wear armour in order to protect himself from arrows. In the
battle of Uhud, he wore two shields; all in preparation for what
may happen. So, taking the necessary means does not disavow
tawakkul if a person believes that these means have no effect
except by the will and power of Allah. As such, a person reciting
upon himself or his ill brothers does not disavow tawakkul, for
it has been established that the Prophet (3s) would recite upon
himself with the mu(awwidhatayn (Surahs al-Falaq and al-Nas)
and that he would recite upon his companions when they fell ill,
and Allah knows best.”145

'** Taysir al-'Aziz al-Hamid, pp. 110-111.
,4J Majmu1 Fatawa Ibn fUthaymin, vol. 1, p. 66.
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Charging a Fee for Reciting Incantations (Rtiqyah)
Abu Sa'Id (<&>) narrated that once a number of the companions
of the Prophet ($z) were travelling. They passed by a village, and
asked its people to host them, but they refused. The companions
were asked: “Is there anyone among you one who recites
(incarnations), for our leader has been stung?” A man replied:
“Yes”, and recited over him Surah al-Fatihah thus curing him.
He was given a flock of sheep, but he refused to accept it unless
the Prophet ($$) allowed him to do so. He mentioned it to the
Prophet (%) and said: “O Messenger of Allah, by Allah I only
recited Surah al-Fatihah over him.” He smiled and said: “And
how did you know it was a ‘ruqyahHe then said: “Take (the
sheep) from them and give me a share from it.”146
The saying of the Prophet (3s): “Take from them and give me a
share from it,” clearly indicates the permissibility of taking a fee
for 4ruqyah* with Surah al-Fatihah; this is completely halal. This
statement also shows that the Prophet (3t) wished to encourage
them, and clarify the fact that what they did was permissible.
The hadith of Ya'la ibn Murrah also indicates this: “A woman
came to the Prophet ($$) with her son who had been afflicted with
an illness. The Prophet (%) said: ‘Leave O enemy of Allah for I
am the Messenger of Allah/ so it left, and the woman gave him
two rams and some dried yoghurt and ghee. The Prophet ($$)
said: ‘O Ya'la, take the dried yoghurt and ghee and one of the
rams and return the other to her/”147
However, today, many of those who recite incantations upon
others have taken this to an extreme and ask for too much
money. This has become their primary objective leading to their
intentions becoming distorted; consequently, their recitation is
devoid of blessing.

144 Sahib Muslim: Shark al-Nawawi, vol. 14, p. 187.
147 Authentic, collected by Ahmad.
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It is obligatory upon those who recite upon others to fear Allah
and not to make wealth their main aim. They should not ask for
excessive amounts; rather, they should take into consideration
the situation of those who are in need.
Also, a very real danger is that magicians and impostors, who
deceive people, will use recitation as a means to exploit them.
Thus, they mix good with evil, and consume people’s money; this
is a common occurrence today.
If the recitation of the one who recites incantations upon others
bears fruit, he should seek the reward from Allah, and if he is
given something he accepts it. But, if he is able to refuse, this is
better for him and his reward will be greater, and his recitation
will be more beneficial by the will of Allah.
Certain matters to be cautious of
1. The presence of many people around a certain individual who
recites incantations upon others may be taken as a sign that he has
certain special qualities, and his importance may be considered
greater than that which he is reciting i.e., the Qur’an. This is
wrong and something dangerous so be aware!
2. When shaytcin sees people clinging to a certain person who
recites incantations upon others, he may help that person without
him realising. He may even announce his fear of that person so
people trust in him more than in what he is reciting. Thus, they
believe he possesses a special quality which then causes people
who have even the slightest of doubts to go to him, so he can
inform them whether they are possessed or not.
3. People who recite incantations upon others should be aware
of the dangers of pride and vanity, especially when they see many
people coming to them and how they have been cured by the
permission of Allah through their recitation.
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4. Taking too much money from people as fees; this has already
been discussed.
5. Failure or being prevented from diagnosing people’s illnesses;
this has also been mentioned.
Secondly: Ruqyah al-shirkt (involving shirk i.e. the association
of partners with Allah)
In this type of ruqyah, assistance is sought from other than Allah.
This includes making du‘a to other than Allah, asking for help
from other than Allah, and seeking refuge in other than Allah by
the names of the jinn, angels, prophets and the righteous; this is
all from major shirk.
Likewise, making ruqyah with something which has no meaning
neither in Arabic or another language is impermissible, becuase
one cannot be sure as to what is being said.
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Chapter 9

Amulets and Charms
(Tama’im)

The singular term is ‘tamimahthey are beads which the Arabs
used to place on their children claiming that they repelled the
evil-eye and spirits. When Islam came, it revoked it.148
Ibn Hajr said: “Tama’im is the plural of *tamlmahand it is
beads or something hung around the neck. In Jahiliyyab (preIslam), people used to believe it would repel harm. n 149
Its Types
Firstly - this involves that which is from the Qur’an, such as
writing a verse from it, or a name from the Names of Allah or
His Attributes, and then to hang it on a part of the body. The
scholars have differed regarding the permissibility of this:

141 Lisan al-'Arab, vol. 12, p. 70.
149 Fath al-Barl, vol. 10, p. 206.
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The First opinion:
It is permissible - this is the saying of_some of the companions,
including ‘Abdullah ibn ‘Amr ibn al-‘As. It is also mentioned in
the narration of ‘A’ishah, the saying of Abu Ja'far al-Baqir, and
in a narration from Imam Ahmad. The hadiths which forbid
amulets are considered by these scholars to refer only to those
which have shirk in them.
The Second opinion:
It is impermissible - this is the saying of a number of the
companions including Ibn Mas'ud and Ibn ‘Abbas. It is mentioned
in the narrations of Hudhayfah, ‘Uqbah ibn ‘Amir and Ibn ‘Akim,
and also in the sayings of a number of the tabiTin (students of
the companions) including the students of Ibn Mas‘ud. It is a
narration from Imam Ahmad which has been chosen by many of
his followers especially the latter ones.
Their evidence can be found in the following hadith: “Verily,
‘ruqyahs*, amulets and ‘tiwalah’ [what is used to gain the love of
one’s spouse] are all shirk. "150
The correct opinion [out of the two] is the second one. This is
due to the following reasons:
1. The general texts which have been reported regarding this.
There are no other texts contrary to these, nor any texts which
specify the ruling mentioned in these hadiths.
2. In order to prevent people from using it as a means or a reason
to wear that which is not allowed.
3.Anything which is hung from the Qur’an will be disrespected
whilst relieving oneself, or whilst in a state of impurity etc.151

150 Collected by Abu Dawud, Ibn Majah and Ahmad.
1,1 Fath al-Majid, p. 136.
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Secondly - that which does not consist of Qur’anic verses, but
consists of beads or threads or the names of the jinn etc. This
is haram and is from shirk (associating partners with Allah).
People hang these amulets on themselves or their cars or on the
doors of their houses, claiming that they repel evil; this is all
impermissible.
The Permanent Committee of Scholars in Saudi Arabia has been
asked about this:
Q: What is the ruling of carrying pocket sized Qur’ans in one’s
pocket for protection against the evil-eye and all evils, whilst
believing they are Allah’s holy verses and having the sincere belief
in Allah, and likewise placing them in cars or someplace else?
Q: What is the ruling of carrying charms written from the Qur’an,
in order to protect oneself or for other reasons, such as to help
one to pass (an exam) or to be cured from an illness or magic?
Q: What is the ruling of hanging Qur’anic verses in golden chains
etc in order to protect oneself from evil?
A: Allah revealed the Qur’an in order for people to
worship Him by reciting it, and to contemplate over
its meanings, so they may know His rulings and act
according to them. This will be a sermon to them and will
cause their hearts to soften, and their limbs to tremble.
It will cure their hearts from ignorance and misguidance
and act as purification for their souls from shirk and sins.
Allah has made the Qur’an a source of guidance and
mercy for the one who opens up his heart and pays heed
to it. Allah says:
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O mankind! There has come to you a good advice from your
Lord (the Qur’an), and a healing for that which is in your
breasts, - a guidance and a mercy for the believers.
Surah Yunus, verse 57

He mentions:

Allah has sent down the Best Statement, a Book (this Qur’an),
its parts resembling each other (in goodness and truth) (and)
oft-repeated. The skins of those who fear their Lord shiver
from it (when they recite it or hear it). Then their skin and their
heart soften to the remembrance of Allah. He Guides therewith
whom He wills;
Surah al-Zumar, verse 23

Allah also says:

M SL\
Verily, therein is indeed a reminder for him who has a heart or
gives ear while he is heedful.
Surah Qaf, verse 37

Allah made the Qur’an a miracle for His Prophet (£s)
and a clear sign to all of mankind. It was a miracle that
showed that he is the Messenger of Allah, so that he
may convey the message to people. It was revealed as a
mercy to the people, and a proof against them (if they are
heedless). Allah says:
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And they say: “Why are not signs sent down to him from his
Lord? Say: “The signs are only with Allah, and I am only a
plain warner." Is it not sufficient for them that We have sent
down to you the Book (the Qur'an) which is recited to them?
Verily, herein is mercy and a reminder for people who believe.
Surah al-'Ankabut, verses 50-51

He says:
These are the Verses of the Manifest Book.
Surah al-Qasas, verse 2

Allah also says:

These are the Verses of the Wise Book (the Qur'an).
Surah Luqman, verse 2

The Qur’an is principally a Book of laws and rulings, a
clear sign, an amazing miracle and powerful proof which
Allah revealed to assist His Messenger (■&). However,
it has also been established that the Prophet (3s) would
make incantation (ruqyah) on himself using the Qur’an,
by reciting Surahs Ikhlas, Falaq and Nas. Likewise, it
has been established that he allowed incantation to be
made with that which had no shirk in it. He approved of
his companions doing this, and allowed them to accept
fees for this. cAwf ibn Malik narrated: “We used to use
incantations in the days of ignorance (jahiliyyah), so we
said: ‘O Messenger of Allah! What do you think of this?'
Ill

He replied: ‘Let me hear your incantations; there is no
harm in them so long as they do not consist of shirk.'”
Collected by Muslim.
The hadith of Abu Sa‘Id (*&>) also supports this: “A
number of the companions of the Prophet (%) were
travelling. They passed by a village, and asked its people
to host them, but they refused. The companions ivere
asked: ‘Is there anyone among you one who recites (over
others), for our leader has been stungf' A man replied:
‘Yes', and recited over him Surah al-Fatihah thus curing
him. He was given a flock of sheep, but he refused to
accept it unless the Prophet (%) allowed him to do so. He
mentioned it to the Prophet (%) and said: ‘O Messenger
of Allah, by Allah I only recited Surah al-Fatihah over
him.' He smiled and said: ‘And how did you ktiow it was
a ‘ruqyah'f* He then said: ‘Take (the sheep) from them
and give me a share from it.'” Collected by Bukhari and
Muslim.

.

Also, on the authority of ‘A’ishah who said: “Before
sleeping, the Prophet (%) would spit lightly into his
hands after reciting Surahs Ikhlas, Falaq and Nas, then
he would wipe over his face and what he was able to of
his body. (A'ishah said: So when he became ill he would
order me to do this for him.” Collected by Bukhari.
On the authority of ‘A’ishah: “The Prophet ($$) would
recite over some of his family members; he would wipe
the body with his right hand and say “O Allah! Lord
of mankind, remove all harm, cure, for You are the
One who cures, there is none who cures except You, a
curing which causes the illness to depart. ” Collected by
Bukhari.

=

The Prophet (^) had the Qur’an revealed to him; he was
the most knowledgeable regarding its rulings and status;
yet, it has not been established anywhere that he ever
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hung upon himself or anyone else an amulet, whether
from the Qur’an or other than it. Neither did he ever use
a charm to protect himself or anyone else from evil. He
never carried it with him on his clothes or possessions
in order to achieve success and victory or to remove
any harm. If it was allowed, he would have done it and
conveyed its permissibility to his nation (Ummah) and
explained it to them because the saying of Allah states:

O Messenger (Muhammad)! Proclaim (the Message) which has
been sent down to you from your Lord. And if you do not, then
you have not conveyed His Message.
Surah al-Ma’idah, verse 67

Were he to have practiced this, then the companions
would have narrated it, and acted upon it, for they are
the most eager of people in preaching the message. They
are the most eager of those who preserve the sharfah
in saying and action; they are the closest of those who
strictly adhere to the teachings of the Prophet (3s), but,
it has not been established from any of them. This
shows that carrying the Qur’an or placing it in a car or
in a house, solely for the purposes of attaining good or
repelling evil is impermissible.
Likewise, using it as a charm or writing it in a golden
chain in order to hang around ones neck etc. is
impermissible. This contradicts the way of the Prophet
(31) and his companions, because the following hadith
states: “Whosoever hangs an amulet then may Allah not
fulfil it (i.e. his wants from it). ” Another narration states:
“Whosoever hangs an amulet has committed shirk.”
Collected by Ahmad.
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The Prophet (3s) said: “Verily *ruqyah\ amulets and
tiwalah (that which causes the husband to love his wife)
are shirk. ” The only exception to this is those incantations
which do not contain shirk. However, he did not include
any form of amulets in this, therefore showing that they
are impermissible. This is the opinion of lbn Mas'ud, Ibn
'Abbas, and a number of companions and tabiTm such
as al-NakhacT.

1

A number of scholars have allowed the hanging of
amulets if they are from the Qur’an, or from the Names
of Allah or His Attributes in order to protect oneself
etc. They excluded this type of amulet from the hadith
which forbids them just as certain incantations have been
excluded 'from the general impermissibility (i.e. those
which do not contan shirk). This is because the Qur’an is
the speech of Allah and one of His Attributes which does
not consist of any shirk, therefore, it is permissible to use
and hang them. It is said this is the saying of some_of the
companions, such as ‘Abdullah ibn ‘Amr ibn al-‘As, but
this narration is weak due to the presence of Muhammad
ibn Ishaq who is a ‘mudallis’ [one who causes confusion
because he concealed the identity of the one he narrated
from]. Even if the hadith’s authenticity was established,
there is no proof in the content of it because the narration
states that he used to teach the Qur’an to the older
children, and write it for the younger ones and place it
around their necks. It is most likely that he did this in
order to assist them in the memorisation of the Qur’an
by repeating that which was written, and not to protect
them from evil and harm. Therefore, this is not from the
amulets we are discussing.
Shaykh ‘Abdul-Rahman ibn Hasan in his book lFath
al-Majid’ chose the opinion of Ibn Mas‘ud and his
companions, i.e. the impermissibility of all types of
amulets. He said: “It is the correct opinion for three
reasons; firstly, because of the general prohibition.
Secondly, in order to prevent people from using it as a
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means to hang that which is impermissible, i.e. that which
is not from the Qur’an, and thirdly, because anything
which is hung from the Qur’an may be disrespected
whilst relieving oneself etc, and Allah knows best. ”152

Titvalah
This is a type of bead or charm from magic with which the wife
gains the love of her husband.153 Ibn Hajr said: “Tiwalah was
something a woman would use in order to gain the love of her
husband; it is a type of magic.”
Tiwalah is impermissible and is from shirk; this is because of the
saying of the Prophet (3s): “Verily ruqyah, amulets and tiwalah
are shirk. ”

152 Fatatva al-Lajnah al-Da’imah, vol. 1, pp. 197-201.
lSi Lisan al-Araby vol. 11, p. 81.
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Chapter 10

Fortune Tellers and
Soothsayers

Fortune tellers
Ibn Manzur said: “A fortune teller is the one who receives news
of the future and claims to know the unseen.”
Al-Azharl said: “Fortune telling was present before the coming
of the Prophet (sg). When he was sent, the heavens were guarded
with shooting stars, and the jinn and shayatTn were prevented
from stealing news from the heavens and passing it to the fortune
tellers. It became obsolete, and Allah destroyed the falsities of
the fortune tellers with the Qur’an which differentiates between
truth and falsehood.”154

154 Lisan al-'Arab, vol. 13, p. 363.
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Soothsayers
Ibn Manzur said: “Linguistically, it refers to a fortune teller. In
the hadith: “Whosoever approaches a soothsayer,” ‘soothsayer’,
refers to a person who claims to know the knowledge of the
unseen which is only known to Allah.”155
In ‘Kitab al-Tawhid\ Imam al-BaghawI said: “The soothsayer is
the one who claims to know affairs using signs to point him to
something which has been stolen for example.”
Ibn Qasim said: “The soothsayer is the one who provides detail
about a burglary and the culprit, or the location of something
that someone has lost etc. using certain signs he claims to see. It
is probable that the shayatin descend upon him and mix with his
spirit.”156
The ruling of seeking help from fortune tellers, soothsayers, and
magicians etc.
Indeed, good health is something which every person wishes for;
it is a crown upon the heads of those who possess it. However,
it can only be seen by those who have lost it, as the Prophet
(3s) said: “The majority of people are negligent of two blessings:
good health and free time.”'57
However, does a person seek a cure through unlawful (haram)
means by using that which involves illusions and lies? Does a
person seek assistance from the magicians, soothsayers and
fortune tellers? The answer is never. The Prophet (^) has warned
us against seeking a cure in an unlawful manner: “Verily Allah
has sent the illness and its cure, so seek the cures but do not cure
with that which is haram.”l5S
lii Lisart al-Araby vol. 9, p. 238.
,J< Hashiyah Kitab al-Tawhid, p. 206.
157 Sahib al-Bukhari, vol. 4, p. 175, no. 6412.
,5' Sunart Abu Dawud, vol. 4, p. 7, no. 3874.
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Seeking a cure in that which involves lies has evil outcomes.
Indeed, many people chase these false illusions and may even feel
content with them, especially if that illusionist and impostor is
good at deceiving and cheating others. Shaykh Ibn Baz said:
It is forbidden to go to soothsayers and magicians and their
likes from those who claim the knowledge of the unseen.
To believe them is worse; indeed, it is a type of disbelief
said: “Whosoever approaches (%) (kufr) as the Prophet
a fortune teller and believes him, his prayer will not be
accepted for forty days.” Collected by Muslim.159 Imam
Muslim also narrates on the authority of Mu'awiyah ibn
forbade approaching the (3§) that the Prophet (<&>) Hakm
fortune tellers and asking them.
He (#$) also said: “Whosoever goes to a fortune teller and
believes in what he says, he has disbelieved in that which
Collected by “.($$) has been revealed upon Muhammad
Tirmidhl and NasaT.160
Hadiths of this kind are many in number, hence, it is
incumbent upon the Muslim to be aware of asking
fortune tellers, soothsayers, and all those who claim to
have news of the unseen. These people wish to confuse
the Muslims by referring to it as medicine or something
similar.
Some people inform others of the unseen by smelling
the scarf or clothes of those who are ill; they claim it is
a form of medicine. These people have done something
from the affairs of the unseen and have not obtained
this information simply by smelling clothes. This is only
to confuse people so that they consider it to be a form
of medicine. These people may even give the ill person
some medicine which may heal him by the decree of
,5* Sahih Muslim: Sharh al-Nawau/i, vol. 14, p. 227.
,<0 Collected by al-Tirmidhl, al-Nasa’I and Ahmad, see Musnad Ahmad, vol. 2, p. 429.
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Allah. People then consider the medicine to be the reason
behind the cure. However, the illness may have been as
a result of some of the jinn who cooperate with these
people and inform him of the illness. These people then
please the jinn with some sort of worship, and thus they
leave the ill person. This is something that is well-known
about the jinn and shayatin and those who cooperate
with them.161
Imam al-NawawI said: “Know that fortune telling, going to
fortune tellers, blowing in the sand and pebbles etc, and learning
about these things is unlawful (baram). Taking a fee for any of
the above is also unlawful as has been mentioned in authentic
texts. ”162
Warning
Today, the circle of magicians and fortune tellers is increasing,
as it has done throughout time. These people seek to destroy
people’s belief and turn them away from the true tawhld of Allah,
so that people rely on them instead of Allah.
Also, these people are well aware that deception and cheating is
the easiest and fastest way to consume people’s money. One of
these fortune tellers was once asked: “What caused you to turn to
this?” He replied: “I used to be a taxi driver, then I realised that
fortune telling was the easiest way to take people’s money.”
To become a fortune-teller, all that is required is knowledge
of how to deceive and cheat, and to memorise certain phrases,
writings, and deceptive mutterings.

Ul Iqamat al-Barahin 'ala man Istaghatha bighayr lllah aw Saddaqa al-Kahanah wal‘Arrafin, pp. 34-35.
UJ Rawdah al-Talibin, vol. 9, p. 346.
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Differentiating between the good and the bad
There are certain signs by which one can recognise magicians,
soothsayers and fortune tellers and those similar to them. In
order for the Muslims to avoid becoming sacrificial lambs to
these people, hence destroying their beliefs and religion, here are
some of the signs by which these people can be recognised:
1. Asking for the name of one’s mother and possibly father as
well; this is the most common sign. We say concerning this: Why
ask about the names of one’s parents? Whenever you see one of
them ask about this, flee from them just as you would flee from
a lion.
2. Asking to see one’s scarf, hat or clothes etc. When you see this,
flee from him as you fled from the first.
3. Mutterings which have no meaning in any language. It may
be he recites a verse from the Qur’an every so often to deceive
people. It has already been mentioned that one of the conditions
of the permissible incantation is that it must be in the Arabic
language or that its meanings be translated into another.
4. Amulets and charms which consist of broken words, charts
and diagrams - the person may even write something from the
Qur’an as deception. These amulets are most likely to be closed;
the person will be severely warned against opening them. This
creates fear which causes that person not to open them. Once,
when we tried to open one to show someone what it consisted of,
he became frightened as if it was a bomb waiting to explode.
5. Asking a person to do something which contradicts the shariah,
such as not using water and not bathing. This will mean a person
cannot make wtidu or pray. Also, some people are advised not
to shake people’s hands. Once, when I went to visit someone, I
shook his hand and then went to shake the hand of his brother
who was with him, but he refused. When I asked about this, I
was told that he had visited one of these people who had advised
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him not to shake hands with anyone. Or, he may be asked to
seclude himself for a certain period of time.
6. Giving something to the ill, and asking them to bury it in a
certain place, or to sacrifice an animal and bury it in a certain
place, and such similar acts.
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Chapter 11

How to Make Incantations
(Ruqyah) Upon the One who
is Possessed

It is recommended for the one making incantations to be close to
Allah (by obeying Him) and to refrain from being disobedient to
Him. The closer one is to his Lord, the more fear Allah will place
in his enemy.
Likewise, he should be prepared and mentally strong; it is also
better if he has someone with him in case he requires assistance.
Before beginning, he should make the adhan in the ear of the
afflicted, for the Prophet (3§) said: “When the adhan is called
shaytan flees and passes wind so that he will not hear the adhdn...
”163

After this, he should place his hand on the forehead of the
possessed, and recite Surah al-Fatihahy the first five verses of

WJ Sahib al-Bukbari, vol. 1, p. 307, no. 574.
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Surah al-Baqarah, and the following, beginning with Ayah alKurst and then the last three verses of Surah al-Baqarah:

j0 Xa

j CX* UfS^ 1
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JjI cAJ U
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Allah! None has the right to be worshipped but He, Al-HayyulQayytim (the Ever Living, the One Who sustains and protects
all that exists). Neither slumber nor sleep overtakes Him. To
Him belo?igs whatever is in the heavens and whatever is on the
earth. Who is he that can intercede with Him except with His
Permission? He knows what happens to them (His creatures)
in this world, and what will happen to them in the Hereafter.
And they will never compass anything of His Knowledge except
that which He wills. His kursl (footstool) extends over the
heavens and the earth, and He feels no fatigue in guarding and
preserving them. And He is the Most High, the Most Great.
Surah al-Baqarah, verse 255
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To Allah belongs all that is in the heavens and all that is on
the earthy and whether yon disclose what is in your own selves
or conceal it, Allah will call you to account for it. Then He
forgives whom He wills and punishes whom He wills. And
Allah is Able to do all things. The Messenger (Muhammadj
believes in what has been sent down to him from his Lord,
and (so do) the believers. Each one believes in Allah, His
Angels, His Books, His Messengers. (They say), “We make
no distinction between one another of His Messengers” - and
they say, “We hear, and we obey. (We seek) Your Forgiveness
our Lord, and to You is the return (of all). Allah burdens not a
person beyond his scope. He gets reward for that (good) which
he has earned, and he is punished for that (evil) which he has
earned. “Our Lord! Punish us not if we forget or fall into error,
our Lord! Lay not on us a burden like that which You did lay
on those before us (Jews and Christians); our Lord! Put not on
us a burden greater than we have strength to bear. Pardon us
and grant us Forgiveness. Have mercy on us. You are our Mania
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(Patron, Supporter and Protector etc.) and give us victory over
the disbelieving people. ”
Surah al-Baqarah, verses 284-286

After this, the following verses and incantations are recited:
1)
*
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AlifLam MJm. Allah! None has the right to be worshipped but
He, Al-Hayyul-Qayyum (the Ever Living, the One Who sustains
and protects all that exists). It is He Who has sent down the
Book (the Qur'an) to you (Muhammad) with truth, confirming
what came before it. And He sent down the Torah and the Injil
(Gospel). Aforetime, as a guidance to mankind. And He sent
down the criterion (this Qur'an). Truly, those who disbelieve
in the Ayat (proofs, evidences, verses, lessons etc.) of Allah, for
them there is a severe torment; and Allah is All-Mighty, All126

Able of Retribution. Truly, nothing is hidden from Allah, in the
heavens or in the earth. He it is Who shapes you in the wombs
as He wills. None has the right to be worshipped but He, the
All-Mighty, the All-Wise. It is He Who has sent down to you
(Muhammad) the Book. In it are Verses that are entirely clear,
they are the foundations of the Book and others not entirely
clear. So as for those in whose hearts there is a deviation (from
the truth) they follow that which is not entirely clear thereof,
seeking Al-Fitnah (polytheism and trials), and seeking for its
hidden meanings, but none knows its hidden meanings save
Allah. And those who are firmly grounded in knowledge say:
“We believe in it, the whole of it (clear and unclear Verses)
are from our Lord.” And none receive admonition except men
of understanding. (They say): “Our Lord! Let not our hearts
deviate (from the truth) after You have guided us, and grant
us mercy from You. Truly, You are the Bestower. Our Lord!
Verily, it is You Who will gather mankind together on the Day
about which there is no doubt. Verily, Allah never breaks His
Promise." Verily, those who disbelieve, neither their properties
nor their offspring will avail them whatsoever against Allah;
and it is they who will be fuel of the Fire.
Surah Al-‘Imran, verses 1-10
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Indeed your Lord is Allah, W/?o created the heavens and the
earth in Six Days, and then He rose over (Istawa) the Throne
(really in a manner that suits His Majesty). He brings the night
as a cover over the day, seeking it rapidly, and (He created) the
sun, the moon, the stars subjected to His Command. Surely,
His is the Creation and Commandment. Blessed is Allah,
the Lord of the cAlamtn (mankind, jinn and all that exists)!
Invoke your Lord with humility and in secret. He likes not the
aggressors. And do not do mischief on the earth, after it has
been set in order, and invoke Him with fear a?id hope. Surely,
Allah's Mercy is (ever) near unto the good-doers. And it is He
Who sends the winds as heralds of glad tidings, going before
His Mercy (rain). Till when they have carried a heavy-laden
cloud, We drive it to a land that is dead, then We cause water
(rain) to descend thereon. Then We produce every kind of fruit
therewith. Similarly, We shall raise up the dead, so that you
may remember or take heed.
Surah al-A‘raf, verses 54-57
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And when you (Muhammad) recite the Qur'an, we put between
you and those who believe not in the Hereafter, an invisible
veil (or screen their hearts, so they hear or understand it not).
And We have put coverings over their hearts lest they should
understand it (the Qur'an), and in their ears deafness. And
when you make mention of your Lord Alone in the Qur'an,
they turn on their backs, fleeing in extreme dislike. We know
best of what they listen to, when they listen to you. And when
they take secret counsel, then the Zalimun (polytheists and
wrong-doers) say: “you follow none but a bewitched man. ”
See what examples they have put forward for you. So they
have gone astray, and never can they find a way. And they say:
“When we are bones and fragments (destroyed), shall we really
be resurrected (to be) a new creation f" Say (O Muhammad)
“Be you stones or iron. Or some created thing that is yet greater
(or harder) in your breasts (thoughts to be resurrected, even
then you shall be resurrected)." Then they will say: “Who shall
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bring us back (to life)?” Say: “He who created yon first!” Then
they will shake their heads at you and say: “When will that
be?” Say: “Perhaps it is near!”
Surah al-Isra\ verses 45-51
4)
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we revealed to Musa (saying): “Throw your stick,” and
behold! It swallowed up straight away all the falsehood which
they showed. Thus truth was confirmed, and all that they did
was niade of no effect. So they were defeated there and returned
disgraced.
Surah al-A‘raf, verses 117-119

5)

OoAp~
And Pharaoh said: “Bring me every well-versed sorcerer. ” And
whet: the sorcerers came, Musa said to them: “Cast down what
you want to cast!” Then when they had cast down, Musa said:
“What you have brought is sorcery; Allah will surely make it
of no effect. Verily, Allah does not set right the work of the
evil-doers. And Allah will establish and make apparent the
truth by His Words, however much the Mujrimun (polytheists,
criminals, sinners etc.) may hate it. ”
Surah Yunus, verses 79-82
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They said: “O Musa! Either you throw first or we be the first to
throw?” IMusaj said: “Nay, throw you (first)!” Then behold!
Their ropes and their sticks, by their magic, appeared to him as
though they moved fast. 5o Musa conceived fear in himself. We
(Allah) said: “Fear not! Surely, you will have the upper hand.
And throw that which is in your right hand! It will swallow up
that which they have made. That which they have made is only
a magician's trick, and the magician will never be successful, to
whatever amount (of skill) he may attain.
Surah Ta-Ha, verses 65-69

7)
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“Did you think We had created you in play (without any
purpose), and that you would ?iot be brought back to Us?”
So Exalted be Allah, the True King: none has the right to be
worshipped but He, the Lord of the Supreme Throne! And
whoever invokes (or worships), besides Allah, any other god,
of whom he has no proof; then his reckoning is only with his
Lord. Surely, the disbelievers will not be successful. And say (O
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Muhammad): “My Lord! Forgive and have mercy, for You are
the Best of those who show mercy!**
Surah al-Mu’minun, verses 114-118

8)

^MosJ&U
By those (angels) ranked in ranks (or rows). By those (angels)
who drive the clouds in a good way. By those (angels) who
bring the Book and the Qur*an from Allah to mankind. Verily
your God is indeed One (Allah). Lord of the heavens and of the
earth, and all that is between them, and Lord of every point of
the sun*s risings. Verily We have adorned the near heaven with
the stars (for beauty). And to guard against every rebellious
devil. They cannot listen to the higher group (angels) for they
are pelted from every side. Outcast, and theirs is a constant
(or painful) torment. Except such as snatch away something
by stealing, and they are pursued by a flaming fire of piercing
brightness. Then ask them (these polytheists): “are they stronger
as creation or those (others like the heavens and the earth and
the mountains) whom We have created?” Verily, We created
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them of a sticky clay. Nay, you (O Muhammad) tvondered (at
their insolence) while they mock (at you and the Qur’an). And
when they are reminded, they pay ?io attention. And when they
see an Ayah (a sign or an evidence) from Allah, they mock at
it. And they say: “This is nothing but evident magic!” “When
we are dead and have become dust and bones, shall we (then)
verily be resurrected? And also our fathers of old?” Say (O
Muhammad): “Yes, and you shall then be humiliated.”
Surah al-Saffat, verses 1-18

9)

^

Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both (jinn
and men) deny? Whosoever is in the heavens and on the earth
begs of Him (its needs from Him). Every day He is (engaged) in
some affair (such as giving honour or disgrace to some, life or
death to some, etc.)! Then which of the Blessings of your Lord
will you both (jinn and men) deny? We shall attend to you, O
you two classes (jinn and men)! Then which of the Blessings of
your Lord will you both (jinn and men) deny? O assembly of
jinn and men! If you have power to pass beyond the zones of
the heavens and the earth, then pass beyond (them)! But you
will never be able to pass them, except with authority (from
Allah)! Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you both
(jinn and men) deny?
Surah al-Rahman, verses 28-34
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Had We sent down this Qur'an on a mountain, you would
surely have seen it humblmg itself and rent asunder by the
fear of Allah. Such are the parables which We put forward
to mankind that they may reflect. He is Allah, besides Whom
none has the right to be worshipped but He, the All-Knower
of the unseen and the seen. He is the Most Gracious, the Most
Merciful. He is Allah besides Whom none has the right to be
worshipped but He, the King, the Holy, the One Free from all
defects, the Giver of security, the Watcher over His creatures,
the All-Mighty, the Compeller, the Supreme. Glory be to Allah!
(High is He) above all that they associate as partners ivith Him.
He is Allah, the Creator, the Inventor of all things, the Bestower
of forms. To Him belong the Best Names, all that is in the
heavens and the earth glorify Him. And He is the All-Mighty,
the All-Wise.
Surah al-Hashr, verses 21-24
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Blessed be He in Whose Hand is the dominion; and He is Able
to do all things. Who has created death and life that He may
test you which of you is best in deed. And He is the All-Mighty,
the Oft-Forgiving. Who has created the seven heavens one
above another; you can see no fault in the creation of the Most
Gracious. Then look again: t(Can you see any rifts*” Then look
again and yet again: your sight will return to you in a state of
humiliation and worn out.
Surah al-Mulk, verses 1-4

12)

And verily, those who disbelieve would almost make you slip
with their eyes (through hatred) when they hear the Reminder
(the Qur'an), and they say: Verily, he (Muhammad) is a
madman. But it is nothing else than a Reminder to all the
eAlamJn (mankind and jinn).
Surah al-Qalam, verses 51-52
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13)

Say (O Muhammad): “O disbelievers! I worship not that which
you worship. Nor ivill you worship that which I worship. And I
shall not worship that which you are worshipping. Nor will you
worship that which I worship. To you be your religion, and to
me my religion. ”
Surah al-Kafiriin

14)
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Say (O Muhammad): He is Allah, the One. Allah the SelfSufficient Master, Whom all creatures need, (He neither eats nor
drinks). He begets not, nor was He begotten. And there is none
co-equal or comparable unto Him. ”
Surah al-Ikhlas

15)

S^y: “I seek refuge with (Allah), the Lord of the daybreak.
From the evil of what He has created. And from the evil of the
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darkening (night) as it comes with its darkness. And from the
evil of those who practise witchcraft when they blow in the
knots. And from the evil of the envier when he envies
Surah al-Falaq
16)
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Stfy: “I seek refuge with (Allah) the Lord of mankind. The
King of mankind. The God of mankind. From the evil of
the whisperer (devil who whispers evil in the hearts of men)
who withdraws (from his whispering in one's heart after one
remembers Allah). Of jinn and men."
Surah al-Nas164

The following incantations should also be recited after the
completion of the above verses:
1)
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Allah lima rabb an-nas, mudh-hib il-bas, ishfi ant ash-shaft, la
shaft ilia anta, shifd’an la yughadiru saqama, anzil rahmatan min
rahmatik, wa shifa’an min shifa’ika eala hadha al-wajae.
O Allah! Lord of mankind, the One who removes harm, cure for
You are the One who cures. There is none who cures except You,
a curing which causes the illness to depart. Send down a mercy
from Your mercy, and a cure from Your cure upon this harm.
144 Footnote from Shaykh Ibn Baz: It is recommended to recite Surahs Ikhlas, Falaq and Nas
three rimes.
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Bismillaby amanna billah aladhi laysa minhu shay’un mumtani*,
wa bi'izzat illahi al-lati la turam wa Id tuddm, wa bi-sultan illdbi
al-munT, nahtajib bi asma' illdhi al-husna ktilliha d'idhln billahi
min al-abalisah, wa min sharri kulli mttsirr wa ?nu(lin, wa min
sbarri ma yakun bin-nahar wa yakhruju bil-layl, wa min sharri ma
yaknn bil-layl wa yakhtujn bm-?iahdry wa min sharri ma khalaqa
wa dbara’a wa bara’a, wa min sharri tawdriq il-layli wan-nahdr3
wa min sharri kulli dabbatin rabbi akhidhuti binasiyatihdy inna
rabbi (ala siratin mustaqim.
In the name of Allah, we believe in Allah who is able to do
anything, and by the Might of Allah which is not oppressed nor
desired against, and by the invincible power of Allah, we seek
protection in all the beautiful Names of Allah and we seek refuge
in Allah from the devils, and from the evil of all which is hidden
and apparent, and from the evil of that which conceals during
the day and appears at night, and from the evil of that which
conceals during the night and appears during the day, and from
the evil of that which He has created, made and originated, and
from the evil of those who visit by night and day, and from the
evil of every creature which requires its provision from Allah.
Verily, my Lord is on the Straight Path.
3)

j
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Bismillah, amantu billah al-'azim, wa kafartu bil-jibti wat-tdghuti
wastamsaktu bil-'urwatil wuthqa lan-fisama laha> wallahu
samTuti *alltn, hasbiy Allahu wa kafa, sami' Allahu liman da‘a,
laysa ward Allahi mnntaha, raditu billahi rabba, wa bil-islami
dina, wa bi muhammadin sallalahu (alayhi wa salam nabiyyan
wa rasula.
In the name of Allah, I have believed in Allah, the Great, and
have disbelieved in all false deities, and I have grasped the most
trustworthy handhold that will never break, and Allah is AllHearer, All-Knower. Allah is sufficient for me, Allah hears those
who invoke Him, there is nothing beyond Allah. I am pleased
with Allah as my Lord, Islam as my religion, and Muhammad (3?)
as my Prophet and Messenger.
4)
Bismillah aladhl la yaduru mae ismihi shay’un fil ardi wa la fissama’i wa hnwwas samT al-alim.
In the name of Allah with whose Name nothing harms in the
earth or the heavens, and He is the All-Hearer, the All-Knower.
5)
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Arudhu bikallimdt illahi at-tdmmat min sharri ma khalaq.
I seek refuge in the complete and perfect Words of Allah from the
evil of what He has created.
6)

->
ATidhu bikallimdt illdhi at-tammdt allati la ynjdwizuhunna
barrun wa la fajir, wa min sharri ma khalaqa wa bara’a wa min
sharri ma dhara’a fil ard, wa min sharri mdyakhmju minha, wa
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min sharri fitan al-layli wan-nahdr, wa min sbarri tawariq al-layli
wan-nahdr, ilia tdriqun yatruqu bikhayrin yd rabman.
I seek refuge in the complete and perfect Words of Allah which
cannot be passed by any pious or impious, from the evil of what
He has created, made and originated, and from the evil of what
He has sowed in the earth and the evil of what sprouts from it,
and from the evil trials of the night and day, and from the evil of
those who visit by night and day except the one who visits with
good, O the Most Gracious.
7)

'
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A'udhti bikallimat illahi at-tammah min kulli shaytdnin wa
hammah wa min kulli caynin lammah.
I seek refuge in the complete and perfect Words of Allah from
every shaytan and every vermin, and from the evil-eye which
harms.
8)
Aeudhu bikallimat illahi at-tdmmat min ghadabihi wa eiqdbihif
wa min sharri ribadihi, wa min hamazat ash-shayatm wa an
yabdarun.
I seek refuge in the complete and perfect Words of Allah from
His anger, His punishment, and from the evil of His slaves, and
from the whisperings of the shaydtin and that they should come
near me.
9)

.

Allabumma inni aeudbu bi-wajhikal karim wa kallimatika attammat min sbarri ma anta akbidbun bi-nasiyatih, alldubamma
anta takshifu al-ma’tham wal-maghram, Allabumma la yahzumu
junduka wa la yukhlafu wa'duka, subbanaka wa bibamdik.
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O Allah! I seek refuge in Your Noble Face and Your complete
and perfect Words from the evil of that which requires Your
provision, O Allah You uncover sin and debt. O Allah Your
army is not defeated, and Your promise is not broken, Glory be
to You and be You Praised.
10)
U
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A'udhu biwajh illahi al-azim aladhi la shay’a a'zatnu minhu, wa
bikalimdtihi at-tammdt allati la yujdwizuhunna barrutt wa la
fdjir, wa bi asma’ illahi al-husna md ‘alimtu minhd wa md la
a'lam, wa min shan 't md arita akhidhun binasiyatih, inna rabbi
(ald siratin mustaqim.
I seek refuge in the Great Face of Allah which there is nothing
greater than, and in His complete and perfect Words which
cannot be passed by the pious or impious, and in the beautiful
Names of Allah, those which I know and those which I do not
know, and from the evil of that which requires Your provision.
Verily, my Lord is on the Straight Path.

U)
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Allahnmma a?ita rabbi la ilaha ilia anta, ralayka tawakkaltu,
wa anta rabb ul-arsh al-(azim, md sha Alldhu kan, wa md lam
yasha’ lam yakun, wa la hawla wa la quwwata ilia billah, aclamu
anna Allaha rala kulli shay’in qadir, wa anna Alldha qad ahdta
bi-kulli shay'in eilmd, wa ahsd kulla shay’in cadada.
O Allah, You are my Lord, none has the right to be worshipped
but You, in You I trust, and You are the Lord of the exalted
Throne. That which Allah wills happens, and that which He does
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not will does not happen, and there is no power nor might except
by Allah. I know that Allah is able to do all things, and that
Allah surrounds all things in (His) knowledge, and that He has
enumerated everything.
12)
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Tahassantu bil-ilah aladhi la ilaha ilia huwa, w/tf ilayhi kullu
shay’, wa'-tasamtu bi-rabbi wa rabbit kulli shay’, wa tawakkultu
rala al-hayy aladhi la yamut, wastadfa'tu ash-sbarr bi-la hawla
wa la quwwata ilia billah, hasbiy Allah wa nifma al-wakil, hasbiy
ar-rabb min al-ibad, hasbiy al-khaliq min al-makhliiq, hasbiy arraziq min al-marziiq, hasbiy Allah huwa hasbiy, aladhi biyadihi
malakiitu kulli shay’, wa huwa yujiru wa la yujuru ealayh, hasbiy
Allah wa kafd, sami( Allah liman da(a, wa laysa ward Allahi
muntaha, wa sallalahu wa sallam cala sayyidind Muhammad.
I seek strength from the true God, none has the right to be
worshipped but Him, to Him belongs everything. I rely upon
my Lord and the Lord of everything, and I trust in the EverLiving who will never die, and I seek to repel evil by the power
and might which is not except for Allah. Allah is sufficient for
me, and He is the Best Disposer of affairs. The Lord suffices me
from the slaves, the Creator suffices me from the creation, the
Provider suffices me from the provided. Allah is sufficient for me,
in whose Hand is the sovereignty of everything, and He protects
(all) and there is none to protect from Him, Sufficient is Allah
for me. Allah hears the one who invokes Him, there is nothing
beyond Allah, and may the peace and blessings of Allah be upon
our Prophet Muhammad.

^ ''V-
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Striking and repremanding the jinn whilst it is in the afflicted
It has been reported that the Prophet (^) reprimanded the jinn.
This can be seen from the hadith of Abu Darda’ (4*): “Once whilst
the Prophet (%$) was praying, we heard him say: 7 seek refuge in
Allah from you/ Then he said: 7 curse you with the curse of
Allah/ He said this three times. He then outstretched his hand as
if he was reaching out for something. When he finished his prayer
we asked: ‘O Messenger of Allah, you said something we have
never heard you say before in the prayer, and you outstretched
your hand/ He replied: ‘Indeed, the enemy of Allah, Iblis came
to me with a coal of fire in order to place it in my face, so I said:
T seek refuge in Allah from you three times/ then I said: T curse
you with the complete curse of Allah.' He retreated three times,
then I wanted to grab him, and by Allah were it not for the duea
of my brother Sulayman, he would have awoken tied up, and the
children of MadJnah would have played with him. >"165
He (3i) would also say to the jinn: “Leave O enemy of Allah for
I am the Messenger of Allah. ”166
Ibn al-Qayyim mentions: “I witnessed our shaykh167 send someone
to speak to the spirit inside a person who had convulsions. He
said: “The shaykh tells you to leave for this is not something
permissible (halal) for you, so it would leave. Sometimes he
would speak to them himself, and sometimes the spirit would be
a ‘marid* so he would force it to leave by beating it. When the
jinn would leave, the afflicted would awake without feeling any
pain. We have seen him do this many times. ”168
He also mentions: “He (Ibn Taymiyyah) informed me that he
once recited in the ear of a person afflicted with convulsions, and
145 Collected by Muslim.
144 Musnad Ahmad, vol. 4, p. 170.
147 i.e. Ibn Taymiyyah.
,4* Al-Tibb al-Nabaiul, p. 193.
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the spirit said: ‘Yes,’ in a drawn out voice. The shaykh said: I took
a stick and beat it on the neck until my hands were exhausted
from beating it. The people witnessing thought he would surely
die, and then she (i.e. the spirit) said: ‘I love him’. I replied: ‘But
he does not love you’. She said: ‘I wish to make Hajj with him’.
I replied: ‘He does not wish to make Hajj with you’; she then
said: ‘I will leave out of respect for you’. I replied: ‘Rather out
of obedience to Allah and His Messenger’. She then said: ‘I will
leave’. Then the afflicted sat up looking to his right and left and
said: ‘What brings the shaykh to me?’ So they asked him: ‘And
all these beatings?’ He replied: ‘Why would the shaykh beat me
when I have done nothing wrong?’ He did not feel that he had
been beaten at all.”169
Ibn Taymiyyah said: “The existence of the jinn has been
established in the Qur’an and Sunnah, and by the agreement of
the salaf (pious predecessors). Likewise, the entering of the jinn
into the human is something also agreed upon by the scholars; it
is something common and witnessed. It enters into a person and
says things which the afflicted is not aware of. He is beaten in
such a way that if a camel was beaten in a similar way, it would
die, but the person does not feel this. ”170
Warning:
People should beware of striking and reprimanding the jinn, for
it is a dangerous issue which can lead to dangerous consequences,
especially if the one using it is not aware of the correct method.
A person may strike someone believing he is possessed when he
is not; this may result in great harm, or he may strike him in a
sensitive part of the body. Some people go to extremes and use
electric shocks; this is wrong.

“•Ibid, p. 194.
170 Majmu1 al-Fatawa, vol. 24, p. 276.
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The point being made here is that striking someone who is
possessed requires knowledge and experience. A person should
know when, where and how to strike, and whether or not it is
even needed etc.
Shaykh Ibn TJthaymTn was asked: “Is it allowed for the one who
recites upon people to strike them and speak to the jinn?”
He replied: “This is something some of the scholars of the past
would do, such as Ibn Taymiyyah. He used speak to them and
strike them until they left. But the excessiveness we see today is
incorrect. ”171
Striking the jinn until it dies:
An Egyptian family who was trying to cure a member of
the family, who was possessed, became despaired after
many doctors were unable to help; the oldest son took
his father to five soothsayers who claimed to possess the
cure.
The soothsayers agreed that the cause was an evil spirit
which had possessed the body and refused to leave of its
own free will, therefore force was necessary. They each
began to beat it with a stick until it died.172
Questions to ask the jinn if it speaks:
1. What is your name? What is your religion?
2. Why have you possessed this person?
3. Are you alone in the possessed or are there others? How many?
What are their religions?

171 Ad-Da'wah magazine, issue (1456), Thursday, 25 Rabi al-Awwal, 1415 AH.
m 'Al-Yaumt’ newspaper, 14/12/1413 AH.
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How to engage in dialogue with the jinn?
There is no specific dialogue one must follow; each person who
recites incantations has his own way. What you say to a Muslim
jinni will be different from what you to say to a non-Muslim
jinni. Similarly, that which you say to the pious Muslim jinni is
different from what you say to the disobedient one, etc.
So, if it is a Muslim jinni, remind him of Allah and that what he is
doing is unlawful. Tell him it is an oppression which he will have
to answer for on the Day of Judgement. If he mentions a reason
for his actions, answer him with wisdom. For example, if the jinni
wants revenge because the person unintentionally harmed him,
then explain to him that it was an accident, and that anything
which is a mistake does not deserve punishment. If the incident
happened in the person’s house, the jinni is told that a person has
the right to do as he pleases in his own property etc.
If the reason is love and desire or foolishness on the part of the
jinn, it should be told that this is also unlawful. Likewise, if the
possession is due to magic, it should be explained to the jinn
that this is impermissible. The jinn may even reveal the place of
magic.
If the jinni is a non-Muslim, then it is called to Islam but without
force. Allah says:

There is no compulsion in religion.
Surah al-Baqarah, verse 256173

171 Footnote from Shaykh Ibn Baz: The non-Muslim jinni must be told that it js obligatory
upon it to enter into Islam, and that it is not allowed for it to continue on disbelief, due to the
verse: “And whosoever chooses a religion other than Islam then it will not be accepted from
him, and he will be in the Hereafter from the losers. ” Also, it should be mentioned to them
that their possession of this person is oppression. 17/2/1413.
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So, if it accepts Islam, then it is taught what the religion comprises
of and what it needs to know out of necessity; it then takes the
shahadah (statement of faith). However, if it refuses, then it
is ordered to leave, and if it still refuses then the one reciting
continues to recite.
Taking a vow or pledge from the jinn:
Certain people who recite upon others take a pledge from the jinn
that they will leave and never return to that person; it is common
for the jinn to make such vows by Allah. However, these jinn
take pledges and then break them; for this reason, the one who
recites should refrain from requesting this.
It is reported in a hadith that when the Prophet (3t) would send
an army, he would tell its general: "If you surround a people
and they wish you to give them the protection of Allah and
His Prophet, do not give it to them; instead, give them your
protection and that of your companions, for breaking your own
protection is easier than breaking the protection of Allah and His
Messenger. ”174
Imam al-NawawI said: “The scholars have said: ‘Protection*
here is referring to a pledge, and to break it means to annul and
violate it. This means that the the protection of Allah should not
be given to them for it may be broken by those who are ignorant
of its status, and annulled by the Bedouins and their likes. ”175
The Permanent Committee of Scholars in Saudi Arabia was
asked:
Q: What is the ruling concerning those people who recite upon
others using the Qur’an, and some of these jinn present themselves
to those present, and when they speak to the jinn they take a
pledge, insisting they never return to that person?

174 Sahih Muslim, vol. 3, p. 1357, no. 1731.
175 Sahih Muslim: Sharh al-Nawaivi, vol. 12, p. 39.
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A: To recite upon someone is permissible; the Prophet (3s)
allowed it as long as it did not involve shirk. It is impermissible
for a person who witnesses the jinn to take a pledge from them
that they will not name the person who was afflicted or harm
him. May the peace and blessings of Allah be upon our Prophet
Muhammad, his family and companions.
The Permanent Committee
Head of the Committee: ‘Abdul-‘AzIz ibn 'Abdullah ibn Baz
Deputy Head: ‘Abdul-Razzaq ‘AfTfl
Member: ‘Abdullah ibn Ghudayyan
Member: ‘Abdullah ibn Qu‘ud176

The Second Type of Medicine: Natural
There are some natural medicines which are beneficial, by the
will of Allah, which have been mentioned in the Holy Qur’an and
Sunnah. If a person takes them whilst having true and certain
belief that all benefit is from Allah, the medicine will be beneficial,
insha5 Allah.
There are also certain medicines which are made from a mixture
of herbs. From experience, these are beneficial for certain people,
so such medicines may also be used as long as they are not
unlawful (haratn).
Shaykh Ibn ‘UthaymTn said: “Know that medicines are a means
which assist one in attaining cure, and the one that causes these
medicines to be a successful means is Allah, so only that which
He causes to be successful is so, and these means which Allah has
placed are of two types:
Firstly: One can utilise divine (shar{i) means, such as the Qur’an
and making du‘a, for the Prophet (3s) said concerning Surah

174 Fatwa number: 7804.
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Fdtihah: “And how did you know it was a cure?” He (^) would
make du‘a for the ill, and those that Allah wished to cure by his
duca would be cured.
Secondly: Natural means, such as medicines which have been
mentioned in the religion like honey or medicines that are known
to be beneficial from experience. These medicines must have a
real effect and not just an imaginary one. If its effects are known
and established then it is allowed, and it will be beneficial inshd’
Allah.
However, if the medicine has imaginary effects, it is
impermissible, even if it gives the one who is ill peace of mind,
and thus inadvertently helps him to overcome his illness. It is
impermissible to rely upon such forms of medicine and to even
name them as medicines because a person should not chase things
which are imaginary. This is why it is forbidden to wear threads
and rings believing they will cure illnesses, because they are not
from the divine or natural means. That which is neither of the
two is impermissible because it is a form of disputing Allah in
His kingdom. This is because a person is placing as a cure other
than that which has been placed by Allah; this is why Shaykh
Muhammad ibn ‘Abdul Wahhab used the following as one of his
chapter headings: 'Wearing threads and rings in order to prevent
a calamity from befalling is from shirk. >>>177
The following are from the beneficial natural medicines, lnsha
Allah:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Honey
Black seed
Olive oil
Zamzam water and rain water
Bathing, cleanliness, and perfume

177 Mfl/w/7 Fataiva Ibn ’Uthaymin, vol. 1, pp. 66-69, question no. 33.
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Firstly: Honey
Allah says:

And your Lord inspired the bees, saying: “Take you habitations
in the mountains and in the trees and in what they erect. Then,
eat of all fruits, and follow the ways of your Lord made easy
(for you). ” There comes forth from their bellies, a drink of
varying colour wherein is healing for men. Verily, in this is
indeed a sign for people who think.
Surah al-Nahl, verses 68-69

On the authority of Ibn Abbas(4^), the Prophet (%) said: “Cure is
in three: a drink of honey, cupping and cauterisation; I forbid my
nation from cauterisation.”178
The cure for convulsions: “Every morning and evening, a cup of
honey should be taken, and Surah Jinn should be recited over
a cup of warm water mixed with honey and then drunk. The
patient should then go straight to sleep. This should be continued
for a week; the patient will be cured by the power of Allah.”179

171 Sahih al-Bukhari, vol. 4, p. 432.
m Mu'jizat al-ShifcT, p. 32.
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Secondly: Black seed
The Prophet (3s) said: “Take this black seed, for verily in it is a
cure from every illness except death. "ISO
Thirdly: Olive oil
The olive tree is a blessed tree whose fruit are also blessed. It has
been mentioned a number of times in the Qur’an:

^2^

$b

By the fig and the olive. By Mount Sinai.
Surah al-Tin, verses 1-2
Allah also says:

And We cause therein the grain to grow. And grapes and clover
plants (i.e. green fodder for the cattle). And olives and datepalms. And gardens dense with many trees. And fruits and
herbage. (To be) a provision and benefit for you and your cattle.
Surah ‘Abasa, verses 27-32

He says:

And a tree (olive) that springs forth from Mount Sinai, that
grows (produces) oil, and (it is a) relish for the eaters.
Surah al-Mu’minun, verse 20

,M Sahih al-Bukhari: Fath al-Bari, vol. 10, p. 150, no. 5687.
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And He says:

He it is Who sends down water (rain) from the sky; from it yon
drink and from it (grows) the vegetation on which yon send
your cattle to pasture. With it He causes to grow for you the
crops, the olives, the date-palms, the grapes...
Surah aln-Nahl, verses 10-11

Ibn Kathlr said in its explanation - “Kacb, Qatadah and Ibn Zayd
said: ‘It is the tree of Masjid Aqsa. *”181 From this we see that the
best olives are those from the holy land (Aqsa). Allah says:

Glorified (and Exalted) be He (Allah) Who took His slave
(Muhammad) for a journey by night from al-Masjid alHaram (at Makkah) to al-Masjid al-Aqsa (in Jerusalem), the
neighbourhood whereof We have blessed
Surah al-Isra’, verse 1

We have also experienced it to be the best type of olive oil.
The Sunnah states:
The Prophet (3s) said: (,Eat olives and use its oil, for indeed it is
from a blessed tree.”1*2 He (^) said: “Use olives as a food and use
its oil, for indeed it is from a blessed tree.”m
1,1 Tafsir al-Qur’an al-'Azim, vo!. 4, p. 526.
,u Collected by Hakim. However, it is weak due to the presence of ‘Abdullah ibn Sa‘Td alMaqbari.
1,1 Collected by al-Tirmidhl and Ibn Majah, declared authentic by al-AlbanT in Sahib alJamf, vol. 1, p. 18.
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The hadlth of ‘Uqbah ibn cAmir (3£) states that the Prophet (3£)
said: “Use olive oil, eat from it and use its oil, for it is beneficial
against piles. ” In a narration: “Whoever uses olive oil will not be
approached by shaytan.On the authority of cUmar (3$), the
Prophet (3s) said: “Eat olives and use its oily for indeed it is from
a blessed tree. ”185
Benefits of olive oil:1*6
Olives are warm and moist by nature. This is beneficial against
poisons. Olives also expand the stomach, expel worms, slow
down ageing, strengthen gums, hair and limbs, and all oils
weaken the stomach except olive oil.
Fourthly: Zamzam water and rain water
Zamzam water is the best water upon the face of the earth; it
is also the holiest. It has been established that the Prophet (3t)
said to Abu Dharr (4^>) who had stayed next to the Ka'bah for
thirty days, only drinking Zamzam water: “Verily it is a source

of food. ”187
He (3§) said in another hadlth: “The best of water is the water of
Zamzam. It is a source of food and a cure for illnesses. The worst
water is the water of Barhut- ruins near Hadramut. It gushes in
the morning and by evening it has no moisture left in it. ”188
Ibn al-Qayyim said: “I have personally used Zamzam water as a
cure, and it cured me from a number of illnesses, by the will of
Allah.”

,M Mentioned by Muhammad ibn Tulun in al-Matihal al-Raiviyy ft al-Tibb al-Nabawl, p.
224.
,M Collected by Tirmidhl, see Sahib Sunart al-Timtidhi, vol. 2, p. 166, no. 1508.
,M Al-Afimah al-Qur’aniyyah Ghadhaun wa dataa’, vol. 7, p. 225.
xt7 Sahih Muslim, vol. 4, p. 1922, no. 2473.
m Collected by TabaranT, Sahih al-Jamt, no. 3.
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Allah says concerning rain water:

And We send down blessed water (rain) from the sky
Surah Qaf, verse 9

Fifthly: Bathing, cleanliness and perfume
This is something the Sunnab has called to, as the Prophet ($*)
said: “Indeed from the rights of Allah upon the Muslim is that
he bathes once every seven daysy and if he has any perfume he
wears it.”'*9
Perfume:
The Prophet (3t) said: “Women and perfume have been made
beloved to ?ne from the things of this world; the coolness of my
eyes has been placed in the prayer.” He (%$) would never refuse
perfume.190 He (^t) also said: “Whosoever is offered perfume let
him not refuse for it is pleasant smelling and light to wear. ”191
Ibn al-Qayyim stated: “Chapter: The guidance of the Prophet
($t) in preserving ones health with perfume. A nice scent is food
for the soul, and the soul is a mount for ones strength, and one
increases in strength with perfume. This is because it benefits the
brain, heart and all the internal limbs. It also enters happiness
into the heart and soul, and it is the most truthful and suitable
thing for the soul. Between them is a close connection. It was one
of the two most beloved of things to the Prophet (^) from this
world.”

,M Ibn Khuzaymah.
l*°Sahih al-Bukhari, vol. 4, p. 78.
1,1 Collected by Muslim.
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He also said: “From the qualities of perfume, is that the angels
like it, and the shayatin flee from it. The most beloved thing to
the shayatin is an unpleasant smell. The good souls like pleasant
smells, and the evils souls like unpleasant smells, and each soul
>’192
inclines to that which is most suitable for it,
Imam al-Shafi‘I said: “Four things strengthen the body: eating
meat, smelling perfume, bathing often and wearing linen.”
From the most beneficial type of perfume, insha' Allah, is *Oud.
It is reported that Ibn ‘Umar (*&) would use aloeswood and
camphor in his censers and say: “This is what the Prophet ($$)
would use.”193 Also, the Prophet (£&) said, whilst describing the
blessings of the people of Paradise: “...and the fuel used in their
censers will be aloeswood. ”194
The best type of eoud is the black one, then the dark blue one.
Both of these should be thick in texture, and the least of them in
quality is that which is light and floats in water.
It is said that eoud is a type of tree which is cut and buried in
the ground for a year. During this time the ground removes that
which is unbeneficial. The good eoud remains whilst the rest
decays. This (oud opens blockages, removes trapped wind and
excess moist, strengthens the intestines and the heart, pleases the
heart, benefits the brain, strengthens the senses, withholds the
stomach, and helps to cure urine incontinence which is caused by
a weak bladder.
It is also important to note that there is a difference between
using eoud as an incense, and using certain other herbs, which
soothsayers commonly use as incense. The Permanent Committee
was asked concerning this:

m AI-Tibb al-Nabaivt, p. 437.
1,3 Collected by Muslim.
,M Collected by al-Bukharl.
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Q: Is it allowed to use herbs and paper as incense to cure the evil
eye?
A: It is not allowed to cure the evil eye with that which has been
mentioned, for it is not from the common ways of curing this
illness. It is possible that some people use it to attain the pleasure
of the shayatln, and their assistance in seeking a cure. Such things
are cured using permissible forms of incantation (rttqyah) which
have been mentioned in the authentic Swmab.
Head of theCommittee: ‘Abdul-4Aziz ibn ‘Abdullah ibn Baz
Deputy Head: ‘Abdul-Razzaq ‘Aflfl
Member: ‘Abdullah ibn Ghudayyan
Member: ‘Abdullah ibn Qu‘ud

The third type of medicine: Combining the two
It has been reported that the Prophet (3*) said: “Take the two
cures: honey and the Quran. ”195
Ibn Tulun said: “Here, the Prophet (31) combined natural and
divine medicine; medication for both the body and the heart, and
the means from the heavens and the earth. There is an added
secret in the statement ‘Take the two cures’ because a person is
being told not just to rely on divine means, but to also take other
necessary steps, as well as asking Allah for His assistance and
success.”
Important points:
We have already discussed seeking a cure using the Qur’an,
natural medicine which has been mentioned in the Qur’an and
Sunnah, and a combination of both. Now, we will mention some
important points which a person must adhere to:

195 Collected by Ibn Majah, bur weak in its chain of narration, see Da’lf al-Jami‘ al-Saghir,
vol. 3, p. 45.
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1. Preserving the five daily prayers.
2. Making dura to Allah.
3. Patience.
4. Visiting the ill and making du'a for them.
5. Giving in charity and being good to people.
Firstly: Preserving the five daily prayers
When certain people are ill, they become lax in offering their
daily prayers; they may even excuse themselves completely - this
is wrong. In fact, it is obligatory to preserve the daily prayers, for
they have a great effect in removing calamities. Allah says:

And seek help in patience and the prayer, and truly it is
extremely heavy and hard except for Al-Khashicun (true
believers in Allah).
Surah al-Baqarah, verse 45

He also says:

And enjoin the prayer on your family, and be patient in offering
them (the prayers). We ask not of you a provision: We provide
for you. And the good end is for the pious.
Surah Ta-Ha, verse 132

The Stinnah mentions: “If something grieved the Prophet ($s) he
would hasten to the prayer. ■** 196
194 Collected by Abu DSwud and Ahmad, see Zad al-Ma‘ad, vol. 4, p. 331.
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Ibn al-Qayyim said: “The prayer brings provision, protects
health, prevents harm, expels illnesses, strengthens the heart,
whitens the face, rejoices the soul, drives away laziness, energises
the limbs, increases strength, expands the chest, nurtures the soul,
enlightens the heart, preserves blessings, prevents misfortune,
brings blessing, distances from shaytart, and brings a person
closer to Allah.
The prayer has an amazing effect in repelling the evils of this
world and the Hereafter, especially if it is performed completely
inwardly and outwardly. There is nothing like the prayer to
repel evil and bring blessings; the secret is that the prayer is a
connection to Allah. The strength of this connection determines
whether the doors to good open, whether the ways to evil close,
and whether one attains success, health, profit, wealth, comfort,
blessings, and happiness. All can be achieved via prayer. ”197
Secondly: Du'a
Allah says:

And when My slaves ask you (O Muhammad) concerning
Me, then (answer them), I am indeed near (to them by My
Knowledge). I respond to the invocations of the supplicant
when he calls on Me. So let them obey Me and believe in Me, so
that they may be led aright.
Surah al-Baqarah, verse 186

So, du‘a can have a great impact in repelling evil, for Allah is the
One who cures and gives health. He says:

lf7 Al-Tibb aUNabawl, pp. 503-504.
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And when I am ill, it is He who cures me
Surah al-Shu‘ara’, verse 80

However, one must make dura to Allah sincerely, and turn to him
with certainty.
Certain beneficial dufas:
It is reported that the Prophet (3i) would say in times of
hardship:

La ildha ilia Allah al-AzJm al-Haltm, la ildha Hal Allah rabb
al-(arsh al-azlm, la ildha ilal Allah rabb as-samawat as-sab( wa
rabb al-ard rabb al-arsh al-karlm.
None has the right to be worshipped except Allah the Most
Great, the Most Forbearing. None has the right to be worshipped
except Allah, Lord of the Magnificent Throne. None has the right
to be worshipped except Allah, Lord of the seven heavens, and
Lord of the earth, and Lord of the Noble Throne.198
He (3s) would say when something grieved him:

Yd Hayyii yd Qayyum, bi-rahmatika astaghith.
O the Ever Living, the One who sustains all, by Your Mercy I
seek help and assistance.199

191 Sahib al-Bukbari, vol. 11, p. 112, also collected by Muslim.
199 Collected by al-Tirmidhl.
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And he (31) said: “A slave is not afflicted by sadness and then
says:
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Allahuma inm eabduky ibn eabdiky ibn amatiky nasiyati biyadik,
madin fiyya hukmuky radlun fiyya qada'uk, asaluka bi-kulli ismin
hiuva laky sanvnayta bihi nafsak, aw anzaltahn fi kitabik,
callamtahu ahadan min khalqik, aw-ista’tbarta bihi ft Him ilghaybi Hndak, an tafal al-Qur’an al-aztm rabVa qalbi, wa nura
sadri, wa jala’a’ huzni, wa dhahaba hammt.
0 Allah, I am Your servant, son of Your servant, son of Your
female servant, my forehead is in Your Hand, Your command is
executed over me, Your decree over me is just, I ask You by each
name which belongs to You which You named Yourself with, or
revealed in Your Book, or have taught to any of Your creation,
or have preserved in the knowledge of the unseen with You, that
You make the Qur’an the life of my heart, the light of my chest, a
departure for my sorrow, and a removal of my worries.
...except that Allah will cause his grief and sadness to disappear
and in its place will come happiness. ”200
He (3s) said: “The du(a of Dhin-Nun which he made whilst in the
belly of the fish is not made by a single Muslim in a duca except
that the duea will be answered:

None has the right to be worshipped except You, Glorified are
Youy Truly, I have been of the wrong-doers. ”201

100 Collected by Ahmad, see Musnad Ahmad, vol. 1, p. 394, authenticated by Ibn Hibb3n.
201 Surtart al-Tirmidht, no. 3500, authenticated by al-Hakim and al-Dhahabl.
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Thirdly: Patience
Indeed, Allah has created this world and placed in it calamities
and ordeals; thus, it is full of pain and hurt so much so that for
every day you laugh, you will cry a number of days. A world
like this needs to be faced head-on, and none can do this except
the true believer who is immersed in the imdn of Allah. This
person fights with the strongest of weapons, i.e. faith in Allah
and patience in the face of such calamities, whilst being pleased
with the decree of Allah. Patience is to faith (iman) what the head
is to the body.
Allah says:

And certainly, we shall test you with something of fear, hunger,
loss of wealth, lives and fruits, but give glad tidings to the
patient. Who, when afflicted with calamity, say: “Truly to Allah
we belong and truly, to Him we shall return. They are those on
whom the salawdt (i.e. who are blessed and will be forgiven)
from their Lord, and (they are those who) receive His Mercy,
and it is they who are the guided ones.
Surah al-Baqarah, verse 155-157

He says:

But if you endure patiently, verily, it is better for the patient.
Surah al-Nahl, verse 126
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The Prophet (3s) said: “There is not a single slave who is befallen
by a calamity and says: ‘To Allah we belofig, and to Him we
shall return. O Allah, reward me in my calamity and replace it
with something better,3 except that Allah will reward him in his
calamity and replace it with something better. ”202
Ibn al-Qayyim said: “This statement is from the greatest cures
for the patient, and the most beneficial in this life and the next,
for it includes two great principles, which if they are realised will
weaken the calamity:
1. That the slave, his family and wealth all belong to Allah.
2. That the slave’s destination is to his Lord, hence, he must at
some time leave this world behind, and stand in front of his Lord
alone. If this is the beginning and end of the slave, then how
can he become overly happy due to the presence of something,
or overly sad due to the absence of something else? To reflect
upon ones beginning and end is from the greatest cures of an
illness.”203
That which helps one to attain patience
Firstly: To know with certainty, that what has befallen would
not have passed, and what has passed would not have befallen.
Allah says:

202 Sahih Muslim, vol. 2, p. 633.
Al-Tibb al-Nabawi, p. 338.
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No calamity befalls on the earth or in yourselves but it is
inscribed in the Book of Decrees before We bring it into
existence, verily, that is easy for Allah. In order that you may
not grieve at the things which you fail to get, nor rejoice over
that which has been given to you. And Allah likes not prideful
boasters.
Surah al-Hadld, verse 22-23

Secondly: To look at one’s calamity, and realise that his Lord
has left for him something similar or better than it. Also, a
person should know that by being patient and content, Allah has
promised that he will have that which is better than the calamity.
This was the case with the woman who had convulsions during
the time of the Prophet ($5), and the Prophet (3§) gave her the
choice between asking Allah to cure her, or Paradise if she was
patient; she chose the latter.
Thirdly: To ease one’s calamity by realising that there are many
people who are afflicted with a similar trial. When one looks to
his right, does he see anything except trials? Similarly, when he
looks to the left, does he see anything except pain? Furthermore, if
one was to look at the inhabitants of the earth, he would only see
those who had lost loved ones, or those who were suffering from
some misfortune. The happiness of this world is like a dream,
or a shade which disappears. If you laugh a little in this world,
you will cry much; if one day is pleasant, it will be followed by a
period of hardship; if you enjoy some of it, you will be prevented
from much of it, and for every day of happiness there is a month
of sadness.
Ibn Mas‘ud (<&>) said: “For every joy, there is sorrow, and a house
is not filled with joy except that it is also filled with sorrow.”
Hind bint al-Nu'man was asked to describe her situation after
some calamity befell her family, she replied: “We awoke that
morning amongst the most envied of families among the Arabs,
but by nightfall there was not a single family except that it took
pity on us.”
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Fourthly: To know that worry does not help; it only makes
matters worse. Hence, it is incumbent upon the slave to be pleased
with that which Allah has given, to look at those who are worse
off than him and those who have been afflicted with a calamity
which is much greater. If he does this, he will become content and
pleased with his situation.
Fourthly: Visiting the ill and making du‘a for them
It has been reported that the Prophet (31) said: “When you enter
upon the one who is ill, give him hope, for although that does not
repel anything, it makes him happy. ”204
Ibn al-Qayyim said: “Easing and comforting the soul of the one
who is ill, as well as being pleasant to him and making him feel
happy, has an amazing effect on lightening and curing an illness.
This is because one’s strength and soul become stronger and it
helps a person to repel harm. It has often been witnessed that a
person becomes rejuvenated when he is visited by those whom he
loves and respects, because he sees and speaks to them. ”205
The Prophet (3$) would visit the ill and ask them about what
was harming them. He would make duca for them as well as
mentioning what would benefit them. He would say: “Do not
worry, may it [the illness] be a [means of] purification, if Allah
wills. ”206 He (3s) would say: “Feed the hungry, visit the ill and
relieve the suffering of people. ”207

204 Weak, collected by al-Tirmidhl.
20J Zad al-Ma'dd, vol. 4, p. 116.
206 Sahih al-Bukhari, vol. 1, p. 103.
207 Fath al-Bdrl, vol. 10, p. 117, no. 5649.
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Fifthly: Giving in charity and being good to people
We have already mentioned the benefits of giving charity and
doing good, and its effects in repelling evil.208 The Prophet (3s)
said: “Cure your ill with charity. "209

208 See under the heading: Ways of repelling evil before it befalls, and driving it away after
it befalls.
209 Sahib al-Jamf, vol. 3, p. 140, no. 3353.
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Chapter 12

Magic

Definition
Linguistically, it means that which has a hidden cause. From it is
the saying of Allah:

They bewitched the eyes of the people
Surah al-A‘raf, verse 116

Likewise, the saying of the Prophet (3s) also mentions this: “Verily
in eloquence there is a form of magic. >’210
The Arabs also use the word ‘sihr’ (magic) for deception, because
deception is normally something hidden. Magic is a technique
which requires experience and skill. It is a science which is based
upon principles and rules; these rules are secret. This is why many
of those who claim to be big magicians are impostors who just
know how to cheat and deceive.211
210 Sahih al-Bukhari, vol. 4, p. 49, no. 5767.
2,1 Al-Insan wa al-Sihr, p. 28.
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In the sharVah, the word for magic (sihr) refers to knots and
phrases which have an effect upon the hearts and bodies, and
cause illness, death and separation between a husband and wife.
Allah says:

"Jit g jU N
Awd from these (angels) people learn that by which they cause
separation between man and his wife, but they could not thus
harm anyone except by Allah’s Leave.
Surah al-Baqarah, verse 102

He also says:

And from the evil of those who practise witchcraft when they
blow in the knots.
Surah al-Falaq, verse 4

This refers to the magicians who tie knots in their magic and
blow in them. Allah would not have ordered the Muslims to seek
refuge from magic were it not a reality.
Establishing the existence of magic:
The existence of magic has been established in the Qur’an,
Sunnah and by the consensus of the scholars.
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Firstly - evidence from the Qur'an:111
Allah says:

JilSl MJXL
g02US
l» 4^4

iOii^ izZ^iZtejs&jac.
T/?<ry followed what the shaydtin (devils) gave out (falsely of the
magic) in the lifetime of Sulayman. Sulaymdn did not disbelieve,
but the shaydtin disbelieved, teaching men magic and such
things that came down at Babylon to the two angels, Harut and
Marut, but neither of these two (angels) taught anyone (such
things) till they had said, “We are only for trial, so disbelieve
not (by learning this magic from us)”. And from these (angels)
people learn that by which they cause separation between man
and his wife, but they could not thus harm anyone except by
Allah's Leave. And they learn that which harms them and
profits them not. And indeed they knew that the buyers of it
(magic) would have no share in the Hereafter. And how bad
indeed was that for which they sold their own selves, if they but
knew.
Surah al-Baqarah, verse 102

2,2 Translator’s note: The authors mention fifty verses from the Qur’3n which establish the
existence of magic; I will suffice with mentioning ten verses.
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They said [to Musa]: “Whatever Aydt (proofs, evidences,
verses, lessons etc) you may bring to us, to ivork therewith your
sorcery on us, we shall never believe in you.
Surah al-A‘raf, verse 132

They will say: “(All that belongs) to Allah.” Say: “How then
are you deceived and turn away from the truth?”
Surah al-Mu’minun, verse 89

And the disbelievers among them said: ‘this is nothing but
evident magic\
Surah al-Ma’idah, verse 110

so they could touch it with their hands, the disbelievers would...
have said: “This is nothing but obvious magic!”
Surah al-An'am, verse 7

They bewitched the eyes of the people, and struck terror into
them, and they displayed a great magic.
Surah al-A‘raf, verse 116
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And those who disbelieve say of the truth when it has come to
them: “This is nothing but evident magic!”
Surah Saba, verse 43

Sh^hr^
Then behold! Their ropes and their sticks, by their magic,
appeared to him as though they moved fast.
Surah Ta-Ha, verse 66

And throe that which is in your right hand! It will swallow up
that which they have made. That which they have made is only
a magician’s trick, and the magician will never be successful, to
whatever amount (of skill) he may attain.
Surah Ta-Ha, verse 69

Is this magic? But the magicians will never be successful.
Surah Yunus, verse 77

Secondly - evidence from the Sunnah:
On the authority of 'A’ishah: “The Prophet ($$) was bewitched to
the extent that he would think he had done something when he
had not. One day he supplicated and supplicated and then said:
T feel Allah has informed me as to the cure of my illness: Two
men came to me, one sat by my head whilst the other at my feet.
One of them asked the other: ‘What is his illness?* He replied:
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'Bewitchment'. He asked: ‘Who bewitched him?* He replied:
‘Labid ibn A'sam.* He asked: ‘What with?* He replied: ‘With a
comb and his hair in the shape of a man.* He asked: ‘So where is
it?' He replied: ‘In the well of Dharwan.*_So the Prophet (%) went
to it, and when he returned he said to rA *ishah: ‘Its trees are like
the heads of shay atm.* I asked: ‘Did you remove it?* He replied:
‘No, as for me then Allah has cured me. However, I feared that
the (well) would bring evil for people, so I buried the ivell. ***213
Thirdly - Consensus
Imam al-Qarafl said: “Magic was known to the companions,
and it was something agreed upon before the appearance of the
Qadariyyah. ”214
Does magic have a reality?
Magic is real and has a reality, due to the saying of Allah:

...and they displayed a great magic.
Surah al-A'raf, verse 116

Likewise, the scholars of tafslr have all agreed that the reason
Surah Falaq was revealed, was because LabTd ibn A'sam placed
magic upon the Prophet (2s), and the Prophet said after he was
cured: “Indeed Allah has cured me.** A cure requires an illness to
be removed. All this shows that magic has a reality; and we do
not reject that magicians have the ability to do unnatural things,
such as cause illnesses, madness, death etc.
Imam al-Qarafl said: “Magic has a reality, and the bewitched
may die or his habits change; this is the saying of Shafi'T and

2,1 Sahib al-Bukhari, vol. 4, p. 49, no. 5766, and Sahih Muslim, vol. 4, p. 1719.
2,4 Al-Furuq, vol. 4, p. 150.
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Ahmad.”215 Al-NawawT said: “The correct opinion is that magic
has a reality; it is the saying of the scholars, and the majority
have asserted this. It is also proven in the Qur’an and authentic
Sunrtah”216
The ruling of learning magic
Learn magic is disbelief (kufr) because it cannot be achieved
except with the assistance of the shayatm, worshipping them,
committing unlawful acts, and performing acts which more than
likely a person may not understand. So, it is not allowed for
one who believes in Allah and the Last Day to learn magic. The
evidence for this is much and includes:
1. The verse:

...but neither of these two (angels) taught anyone (such things)
till they had said, “We are only for trial, so disbelieve not (by
learning this magic from us) ”.
Surah al-Baqarah, verse 102

This verse clearly mentions that the one who learns magic has
committed an act of disbelief.
2. The saying of the Prophet (^): “Beware of the seven deadly
sins....and from them he mentioned magic. ”217
3. There is no benefit in magic, rather it is pure evil; even if certain
people believe it is beneficial. The sharTah has made unlawful
anything which is purely harmful; indeed, it has made unlawful
anything which has more harm than good in it.

1,5 Al-Furuq, p. 89.
2I‘ Rawdah aUTdlibm, vol. 9, p. 346.
2,7 Collected by al-Bukharl and Muslim, see Fath al-Barl, vol. 5, p. 393.
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Ibn Hajar said: “The verse ‘And Sulaymdn did not disbelieve...*
is evidence showing that magic is disbelief (kufr), and that the one
who learns it has committed disbelief. Al-Nawawl said: ‘Magic is
unlawful, and from the major sins by agreement; the Prophet (^)
mentioned it as one of the deadly sins. >”218
Ibn Qudamah said: “To teach and learn magic is unlawful; we
know of no difference of opinion in this between the scholars. ”219
Al-DhahabI said: “The third major sin is magic, for the magician
must at some time disbelieve.”220
The punishment for the magician
The punishment for the magician in Islam is beheading. This is due
to the following hadith: “The punishment of the magician is that
he be struck with the sword (i.e. he should be beheaded).
Umar
wrote two months before his death: “Kill each male
and female magician.”222 It is reported that Hafsah, the wife of
the Prophet (■%) ordered that a slave girl who placed magic upon
her be killed.223 Ibn Qudamah said: “The magician who flies on a
broom and his likes are to be killed.”224
Repentance of the magician
The scholars have differed greatly in this matter; the madhab
of Imam Ahmad is that the magician is killed without being
asked about his repentance. This is also the saying of Malik,

2" Fath di-Bari, vol. 10, p. 224.
2,9 Al-Mughtti, vol. 8, p. 151.
220 Al-Kaba'ir, p. 14.
221 Sunatt al-Tirmidhl, vol. 4, p. 60.
222 Authentic, Sunan Abu Dau/iid, vol. 3, p. 228.
222 Authentic, collected by M3lik and BayhaqI, see Muwatta\ p. 543.
224 Al-MuqrtP, vol. 3, p. 523.
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for the companions would not ask about the repentance of the
magicians.
Another narration from Imam Ahmad states that the magician
is given the chance to repent; if he does so he is allowed to live.
This is the saying of al-ShafiT, because his sin is not more grave
than associating partners with Allah in worship (shirk), and one
is allowed to repent from shirk, so likewise one is allowed to
repent from magic.
This difference of opinion revolves around whether the repentance
of the magician is sufficient in cancelling his punishment. As
for the repentance between a person and his Lord, no-one can
prevent this; this is between the slave and his Lord, and if it is
sincere it will be accepted Insha Allah.

Ways to protect oneself from magic
Indeed the sharTah mentions each and every way of attaining
good and repelling evil. This includes ways in which to protect
oneself from evil. This has already been mentioned. Here, we will
mention that which protects one from magic.
1. Adhkar (Remembrances)
We mentioned this in the section entitled: Protective Shields. Ibn
al-Qayyim said: “The best way to protect oneself against magic is
to fill the heart with Allah’s remembrance, dufds, adhkdr, seeking
refuge in Allah and to ensure that the tongue conforms to that
which is in the heart. This is from the best means of protecting
oneself against magic before it befalls, and that which cures it
after it befalls. Even the magicians accept that their magic only
has an effect on those whose hearts are weak, and those who
follow their desires. Magic most commonly affects those who
have little of their religion, rarely trust in Allah, and those who
rarely make du'as and remembrance. ”225

m Al-Tibb al-Nabawt,, p. 270.
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2. ‘Ajwab (a type of date)
The Prophet (3s) said in the hadith of Sa‘d: “Whosoever awakes
with (i.e. eats) seven (ajwah dates will not be harmed that day by
any poison or magic. ” In another narration of the same hadith:
“When a person eats seven dates from between its (i.e. Madlnah)
two mountain ranges and awakes, he will not be harmed by any
poison until the night. ”226
‘Ajwah is a type of date from the dates of Madlnah, which is
almost black in colour. It was planted by the Prophet (3s), and
it only has these benefits due to the blessing it received when the
Prophet (3§) planted it. This is like the two branches he placed in
the graves of the two who were being punished. It was due to his
blessing that their punishment was eased.227
Al-Nawawl said: “In this hadith, there is something specific
which is only applicable to the dates of MadTnah. The reason
for the number seven is unknown, just as the reason for a certain
number of rak'ahs in a prayer is unknown.”228 Ibn Hajr said:
“It is more likely that it is something exclusive to the eajwah of
Madlnah. Is it specific to that time only or is it for all time? This
is possible, and is known by experience. ”229
What is correct is that it is for all time until the Day of Judgement,
due to the general hadith of Sacd. It is also the case that it is
appliacble to all the dates of Madlnah, and not just eajwah, due
to the saying of the Prophet (31): “...from that which is between
its two mountain ranges... ”230

224 Sahih al-Bukhari, vol. 4, p. 49, no. 5768, and Sahih Muslim, vol. 3, p. 1618, no. 2047.
227 Al-Manhal al-Rawiyy fi al-Tibb al-Nabauri, p. 190.
221 Sharh al-Nawawi'ala Muslim, vol. 14, p. 3.
229 Fath al-Bari, vol. 10, p.2.
230 This paragraph is an addition made by Shaykh Ibn Baz.
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The cure to magic
Magic is cured in two main ways:
1. By utilising means which are unlawful (haram) like going
to the magicians and asking them to remove the magic; this is
impermissible.
2. Utilisng means which are lawful (halal), by using the following
methods:
A) Extracting and nullifying it - this is the best method.
B) Ejecting the jinrii that is responsible for the magic from the
body of the afflicted.
C) Removing it (cupping). •
D) Permissible forms of incantation (ruqyah).
Firstly: Extracting and nullifying the magic
This is the best cure for magic. Here it may be asked: If it is not
permissible to go to the magicians in order to nullify the magic,
how is this achieved? The answer - in a number of ways:
1. Turning sincerely to Allah, and asking Him to reveal the place
of magic. When the Prophet {%) was bewitched, he asked Allah
to reveal to him the place of magic. Consequently, he found a
comb with his hair in the appearance of a male in a well, so when
he removed it, the magic left.231
Ibn al-Qayyim stated: “This is the best way to cure the bewitched;
it is like removing the evil from the body.”

2,1 Sahih al-Bukhari, vol. 10, p. 199.
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It may be asked however: The Prophet (3*) was told about the
magic due to revelation, but how are we to know? The answer to
this is through the following:
a) A dream - this includes being shown by the grace of Allah the
place of magic. So after a person makes du(a to his Lord, Allah
shows him the place of the magic in a dream. This is from the
great blessing of Allah upon His slave as it is a simple and easy
way.
b) To be granted success in finding it, after searching for the
magic.232
2. To learn about its place from the jinn by reciting upon the
afflicted. When the jinn speak, they reveal its place. Once, when
we recited upon a girl, the jinn spoke and informed us that she
was bewitched, so we asked where the magic was. It informed us
that it was buried near a tree in their house, so her uncle went
and removed it. Likewise, in another incident, when we recited
upon a woman who had been bewitched, the jinn informed us
that the magic was in her pillow. Her husband went and found
it there.
Secondly: Ejecting the jinni that is responsible for the magic
from the body of the ill
Sending a jinni into the body of a person to harm it is from the
types of magic that magicians use. If it is possible to eject the jinni
from the body, the the magic will be removed insha* Allah. This
can be done by using permissible forms of incantations (ruqyah)
which we will mention shortly, insha' Allah.

Al-Tibb al-Nabawlp. 267.
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Thirdly: Removing the magic233
This is done by removing the magic from the part of the body
which has been afflicted. Magic has effects upon a person’s
nature, and it agitates him, so if its effects are seen in a specific
limb and it is possible to remove the evil substance from it, then
this is beneficial. One of the most beneficial ways of doing this is
by cupping.234
Cupping
‘Cupping’ is taken from the Arabic word ‘hajm’ meaning size.
This is due to the skin increasing in size when it is cupped;
cupping is the sucking of blood.
The effects of cupping
It has been reported that the Prophet (3s) was cupped on his head
using a horn when he was treated.
Ibn al-Qayyim said: “Cupping is from the most beneficial of cures
so he (jg) used it. This was before it was revealed to him that it
was magic. When he was informed of it being magic, he turned
to the cure of extracting it. He asked Allah to show him its place
and he removed it.”235
The best time for cupping
On the authority of Abu Hurayrah (*&>), the Prophet (^) said:
“Whosoever gets cupped on the seventeenth, nineteenth, and

Ibn al-Qayyim said: “The ways of removing magic are five: diarrhoea, vomiting, removal
of blood, incense and sweating."
1M Wc know of a girl who had been bewitched for eight years, and she used to feel a great
deal of pain in her head, so we advised her to get it cupped; she did and was cured by the
will of Allah.
U5 Al-Tibb al-Nabau/Jy p. 118.
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twenty first236 will be cured from any illness. ”237
Cure by 'nashrah*
4Nashrab* is a form of incantation (ruqyah) with which the ill
and insane are cured. It is to sprinkle or pour over them, and it is
similar to 'ruqyah',238
The author of Tayslr mentions: “Abu Sa'dat said: *Nashrab is
a form of cure which is used on the one who is thought to be
possessed by the jinn; it is so named because it moves the illness
away from him.’ Hasan (al-Basr!) said: *Nashrah is from magic.’
Ibn al-JawzT said: *Nashrah is to remove magic from the bewitched.
It is rarely done except by those who know magic. ’”239
Types of ‘nashrah’ and their rulings
In Sahih al-Bukhari, it is stated that: “Qatadah said: ‘I asked
Sa'Id ibn al-Musayyib concerning a man who was bewitched, is it
better to separate him from his wife or to cure him with nashrah?’
He replied: ‘There is no harm in it (i.e. nashrah). They only wish
to benefit him, and that which is beneficial is not forbidden.’”240
Ibn al-Qayyim said: “Nashrah is to remove the magic from the
bewitched. It is of two types; the first type is to remove it with its
likes - this is from the work of shaytan, and this is what is being
referred to in the statement of Hasan. So the one performing
nashrah and the possessed both perform acts (of worship) to
shaytan which please him, and he then removes the magic. The
second type is to use incantations, du‘as and lawful medicines;
this is permissible.”

234 Translator’s note: The dates referred to here are the Islamic dates of each month.
227 Sahih al-Jamf, vol. 2, p. 1035, no. 5968.
221 Lisart al-'Arab, vol. 5, p. 209.
229 Tayslr ah'Aziz al-Hamid, p. 416.
240 Sahih al-Bukharh Fath al-Barl, vol. 10, p. 232.
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In Taysir, it is mentioned that: “This second type is what is being
referred to in the statement of Ibn al-Musayyib, and likewise in the
narration reported by Imam Ahmad regarding the permissibility
of performing nashrah. The one who thinks he is referring to the
nashrab of magic is mistaken.”241 On the authority of Jabir, the
Prophet (&•) was asked about nashrah. He replied: “It is from the
works of shaytan. ”242
The permissible form of nashrah
Shaykh Ibn Baz said: “An effective cure for a person who is
bewitched, or is restrained from having marital relations is to
take seven leaves of green sidr, grind them, place them in a vessel,
and pour enough water on them to bathe in. Then, recite over
them Ayat al-Kurst, Surah Kafiriin, Surah Ikhlas, Surah Nas, and
the following verses:

£

1

llil

^

And we revealed to Musa (saying): “Throw your stick,” and
behold! It swallowed up straight away all the falsehood which
they showed. Thus truth was confirmed, and all that they did
was made of no effect. So they were defeated there and returned
disgraced.
Surah al-A‘raf, verses 117-119

241 Taysir al-Aziz al-Hamid, p. 419.
242 Colleaed by Ahmad and Abu Dawud, see Musnad Ahmad, vol. 3, p. 294.
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>j==>&as-^U^ b
And Pharaoh said: “Bring me every well-versed sorcerer.” And
when the sorcerers came, Musa said to them: “Cast down what
you want to cast!” Then when they had cast down, Musa said:
“What you have brought is sorcery; Allah will surely make it
of no effect. Verily, Allah does not set right the work of the
evil-doers. And Allah will establish and make apparent the
truth by His Words, however much the Mujrimun (polytheists,
criminals, sinners etc.) may hate it. ”
Surah Yunus, verses 79-82
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They said: "O Musa! Either you throw first or we be the first to
throw?” [Musa] said: “Nay, throw you (first)!” Then behold!
Their ropes and their sticks, by their magic, appeared to him as
though they moved fast. So Musa conceived fear in himself. We
(Allah) said: “Fear not! Surely, you will have the upper hand.
And throw that which is in your right hand! It will swallow up
that which they have made. That which they have made is only
a magician’s trick, and the magician will never be successful, to
whatever amount (of skill) he may attain.
Surah Ta-Ha, verses 65-69
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After he recites what has been mentioned, he drinks some of it,
and bathes with the rest, and insha’ Allah with that he will be
cured. There is no harm in repeating this twice or more if there
is a need to do so.”243
Ibn al-Qayyim said: “From the most beneficial cures for magic
are the divine cures. These are beneficial in and of themselves, for
the effects of evil and low spirits are only repelled by that which
opposes them from the adhkar, du'as and verses which nullify
and weaken their effects.”244

20 Risalah ft Hukrn al-Saharah wal-Kahanah, p. 7-9.
244 Al-Tibb al-Nabatvi, p. 269.
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Chapter 13

The Evil-Eye

The reality of it is to look at something with admiration, whilst
feeling jealousy and envy; this causes harm to the one being
looked at.245
Ibn al-Qayyim said: “It is like an arrow which leaves the heart of
the envious towards the one being envied. Sometimes it will hit
its target and sometimes it will miss. If it finds him without any
armour or protection it will strike him, however, if it finds him
with shields and armour which has no gaps, it will not affect him.
It is similar to a real arrow, for one is from the soul and heart,
whilst the other is from the body and limbs. ”246

245 Fath al-Bart., vol. 10, p. 200.
24‘ Zad al-Ma'ady vol. 4, p. 167.
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Evidence establishing the reality of the evil-eye
Firstly - Proofs from the Qur'an:
1. Allah says in the story of Ya'qub:

And he (Ya'qub) said: "O my sons! Do not enter by one gate,
but enter by different gates, and I cannot avail you against
Allah at all. Verily! The decision rests only with Allah. In Him,
I put my trust and let all those that trust, put their trust in
Him."
Surah Yusuf, verse 67

Ibn 'Abbas, Muhammad ibn Ka'b, Mujahid, Dahhak, Qatadah
and al-Suddl all said: “He feared for them the evil-eye, for they
were all handsome and possessed beauty. The evil-eye is real; it
causes the horse rider to fall from his horse.”247
2. Allah says:

And verily, those who disbelieve would almost make you slip
with their eyes (through hatred) whefi they hear the Reminder
(the Qur'an), and they say: Verily, he (Muhammad) is a
madman. But it is nothing else than a Reminder to all the
'Alamin (mankind and jinn).
Surah al-Qalam, verses 51-52

247 Tafsir al-Qur'an al-Aztm, vol. 2, p. 419.
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[Ibn KathTr states:] “Ibn ‘Abbas said: This means that they will
give you the evil-eye, i.e. become envious of you due to their
hatred of you, were it not that Allah had protected and shielded
you.’ In this is evidence showing that the evil-eye and its effects
are real, if Allah wills it.”248
3. Allah says:

3
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Say: “I seek refuge with (Allah), the Lord of the daybreak.
From the evil of what He has created. And from the evil of the
darkening (night) as it comes with its darkness. And from the
evil of those who practise witchcraft when they blow in the
knots. And from the evil of the envier when he envies.”
Surah al-Falaq

Here Allah says: “And form the evil of the envier when he
envies. ”
Secondly - Proofs from the Sunnah:
1. The hadith of Abu Hurayrah (<&>) in which the Prophet (3s)
said: “The evil-eye is true” and he forbade tattoos.249
2. The hadith of ‘A’ishah in which the Prophet (3s) said: “Seek
refuge in Allah from the evil-eye, for verily it is true. ”250

249 Ibid, vol. 4, p. 357.
249 Sabih al-Bukhari, vol. 4, p. 44, no. 5740.
230 Collected by Hakim, see Sahlh al-Jam? al-Saghtr, vol. 3, p. 337.
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3. The hadlth of Ibn ‘Abbas (*&>) that the Prophet (3*) said: “The
evil-eye is true, and was anything to precede the decree of Allah
it would be the evil-eye, and if you are asked to bathe then do
so.”251
4. The saying of the Prophet (3s): “Indeed the evil-eye can have
an effect with the will of Allah upon a man, until he ascends (i.e.
a mountain) and then falls from it. ”252
5. The saying of the Prophet (3s): “The majority of people from
my Ummah (nation) ivill die after the decree of Allah as a result
of the evil-eye. "253
6. The hadlth of ‘A’ishah that when the Prophet (3§) would feel
unwell, Jibrll would read over him and say: “In the name of
Allah may you recover, and from all illnesses be cured, and from
the evil of the envier when he envies, and from the evil of the one
who gives the evil-eye. "254
7. The hadlth of Jabir (4*>) in which the Prophet (3§) said to Asma*
bint ‘Umays: “‘Why is it that I see the bodies of my brother’s
children weak and lean, thus causing them illness? She replied:
‘They are afflicted with the evil-eye.’ He said: ‘Recite over them,’
so they were brought to him and he said: ‘Recite over them. »«255
So, the Qur’an and Sunnah mention that a single breath from
the envious one is harmful for the envied. The envied are harmed
through his eyes and his thoughts, even if they are not harmed
by his tongue and hands. This is why Allah says: “and from the
evil of the envier when he envies” showing that the evil comes
simply from the feeling of jealousy and envy. It may be that a
231 Sahih Muslim, vol. 4, p. 1719, no. 2188.
U2 Collected by Ahmad and Abu Ya‘la, see Sahib al-Jamvol. 3, p. 338.
U1 Collected by Bazzar, see Sahib al-Jamf, vol. 1, p. 386.
254 Sahih Muslim, vol. 4, p. 1718, no. 2185.
255 Collected by Muslim.
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person who is envious by nature may not always be mindful of
this, but when he is, the fire of envy strikes and harms the envied.
Hence, one needs to protect himself and seek refuge in Allah, say
the relevant du'as and remembrances, and turn to Allah so that
this evil is repelled based upon his turning to Allah, otherwise,
the evil of envy will affect him.
Types of evil-eye (eayn):
1. The evil-eye which comes from humans.
2. The evil-eye which comes from the jinn.
Both types have been proven. As for the first type: The saying
of the Prophet (^) to ‘Amir ibn Rabl'ah when he gave the evileye to Sahl ibn Hanlf: “Over what does one of you kill his
brotherj*”256
As for the second type it is supported from the hadith of Umm
Salamah when the Prophet (*$) saw a salve girl in her house who
had a scar on her face, and said: “Make incantation upon her for
she has the evil-eye. ’*257
Al-Fara’ said, “safah is the evil-eye from the jinn. ”258 Ibn
Qutaybah said, “safah is a colour which differs from the colour
of the face.” Ibn al-Qayyim said: “The evil-eye is of two types:
one from the humans and the other from the jinn. ”259
Shaykh Muhammad ibn ‘Abdul Wahhab said: “From the evil
of the envier when he envies, includes those from the jinn and
mankind, for shaytan and his party are jealous of the believers and
that which they have received from the blessings of Allah. ”260

254 Collected by Malik, see al-Muwatta\ vol. 2, p. 938.
257 Collected by al-Bukh5rI, no. 4739, and Muslim, no. 2197.
251 Zad al-Ma'ad, vol. 4, p. 164.
239 Ibid, vol. 4, p. 164.
240 Tafsir Surah al-Falaq, p. 30.
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How does the evil-eye affect?
First and foremost, it is important to know and realise that the
evil-eye does not affect a person except by the will of Allah. It is
also important to realise that a person may inflict the evil-eye upon
himself or others; it may be unintentional, and sometimes the
evil-eye comes about without actually seeing. Examples include
a blind person or when something absent is being described to a
person.
Also, it can be as a result of seeing something amazing without
actually envying. It may even come from a righteous person or
a loved one. Therefore, it is recommended for the one who sees
something he likes, whether from himself, his family or others to
say that which has been narrated.
Ibn al-Qayyim said: “The evil-eye is not necessarily the result
of seeing something, for something may be described to the one
who is blind, and he may affect it, and many times those who
give the evil-eye do so from description and not seeing. ”261
Ibn Hajr said: “This confuses certain people: How is it possible
to give the evil-eye from a distance, and harm others? The answer
to this is that people’s natures differ; it could be as a result of
poison which leaves the eye of the envious, and reaches the body
of the envied. Certain people who are known to give the evil-eye
mention that when they see something they feel heat emerging
from their eyes.....so that which leaves the eye of the envious
is like an arrow. If this arrow strikes something unprotected, it
will affect it, otherwise, it will miss and may even return to the
shooter, it is just like a real arrow. ”262
Shaykh Muhammad ibn 'Abdul-Wahhab said: “The evil-eye only
affects due to the evil soul. It is similar to a snake which can only

241 Zadal-Ma'ad, vol. 3, pp. 117-118.
242 Fath al-BdrJy vol. 10, pp. 210-211.
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release its poison if it bites. The evil-eye takes the form of hatred,
and this hatred brings about a poison which affects others; it can
become strong enough to affect others from a single glance... ”263
The role of the imam (leader) towards those who inflict the
evil-eye
Ibn al-Qayyim mentioned that our scholars and others have said:
“Whosoever is known to inflict the evil-eye on others must be
imprisoned, and the leader should provide for him until he dies;
this is undoubtedly the correct opinion. ”264
QadI cIyad said: “Some of the scholars stated: If one is known
to inflict the evil-eye, it is necessary to avoid that person; the
leader should prevent him from mingling with people, and he
orders him to remain in his house. If he is poor he is given what
is sufficient for him. His harm is greater than the harm caused by
the one who eats onions and garlic, and hence has been ordered
by the Prophet (3£) to refrain from coming to the mosque so as
not to harm others, or the harm posed by the leper who was
prevented by TJmar.”265 Imam al-NawawT also mentions this.266
Ways to protect oneself from the evil-eye, and how to repel the
evil of the envious
The sharVah has mentioned many ways in which one can protect
oneself from the evil-eye. From them are the following:
1. To seek refuge in Allah from the evil of the envious one and to
recite the mu'awwidbatayn (Surahs Falaq and Nas). Allah says:

Ui Tafslr Surah al-Falaq, pp. 27-29.
2W Zddal-Ma'dd, vol. 4, p. 168.
us < Untdab al-Qdri’: Sharh Sahib al-Bukharivol. 17, p. 405.
2U Sahib Muslim: Sharh al-Naivawi, vol. 14, p. 173.
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And from the evil of the envier when he envies.
Surah al-Falaq, verse 5

The hadith of Abu SaTd mentions that the Prophet (31) used to
seek refuge in Allah from the jinn and the evil-eye of humans,
until the mu'awwidhatdn were revealed. Then, these became
sufficient and all else was left.267
2. To make the du'a of blessing if one sees something he likes.
Imam al-NawawI said: “It is recommended for the one who sees
something he likes, to make dn'a for that person, and say: “O
Allah bless him and do not harm him.”
One should also say:

Ibn Kathlr said in the commentary of the verse:

“It was better for you to say, when you entered your garden:
‘That which Allah wills (will come to pass)! There is no power
but with Allah!*
Surah al-Kahf, verse 39

“When you entered your garden, and saw that which amazed
you, you should have praised Allah for that which He had blessed
you with, and given to you from wealth and children, which He
has not given to others, and said mashd’ Allah. ”268
The Prophet (3£) said: “Whosoever sees something which amazes
him, and says: ‘That which Allah wills, there is no power except

U7 Sunati al-Tirmidhi, no. 2059, see also Rawdah al-Talibin, vol. 9, p. 348.
M Tafsir al-Qur'an al-'Azim, vol. 3, p. 75.
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with Allah/ it will not harm him. ”269 He (2s) also said: “If one of
you sees from himself or his wealth that which amazes him, let
him ask Allah to bless it.”270
‘Tabrik* (asking for blessing) is to say:

Tabarak Allah ahsan al-khaliqln, Allahumma barik fth
May Allah be blessed, the best of creators, O Allah! Bless it.

Allahumma barik fih, wa la tadurruh
O Allah! Bless it and do not make it harmful.
3. To be patient with the one who inflicts the evil-eye, and not to
harm him, due to the saying of Allah:
* xx

"x

And whoever has retaliated with the like of that which he was
made to suffer, and then has again been wronged, Allah will
surely help him.
Surah al-Hajj, verse 60

4. To be good to the one who has been inflicted with the evil-eye.
This is like the wealthy being good to the poor who are in need
of his assistance.
5. To conceal that which a person feels may be in danger of being
inflicted with the evil-eye, for the evil-eye is the yearning of the
soul towards that which amazes it. So, if a person possesses that
which he fears will be envied, he should conceal it and not show

Al-Wabil al-Sayyib, p. 307.
270 Ibid.
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it off, especially in front of those who are known to be envious.
At the same time, he should know that all that happens is by the
will of Allah, as He says:

...but they could not thus harm anyone except by Allah's Leave.
Surah al-Baqarah, verse 102

It is reported that ‘Uthman (4*) saw a handsome boy, and said:
“Blacken or darken his cheeks.”271
6. To be cautious of the envious.
7. To assist one’s own self in fulfilling ones needs by concealment
and secrecy.
8. To fear Allah, and to preserve His commandments, for
whosoever fears Allah, He will protect him and not leave him to
others. Allah says:

But if you remain patient and become pious, not the least harm
will their cunning do to you.
Surah Al-‘Imran, verse 120

9. To be patient against one’s enemy, and not fight him, complain
about him or harm him in any way.
10. To trust in Allah, for whosoever trusts in Allah, He is sufficient
for him.
11. To turn to Allah sincerely, and to love Him, be pleased with
Him and repent to Him. If he does this, he will realise it is not
befitting of him to waste his time thinking of the one who is
envious of him.
J71 Shark al-Sunnah, al-BaghawT, vol. 12, p. 166.
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12. To make his repentance to Allah pure of any sins. These are
the reasons why his enemies have overpowered him, for Allah
says:

A?zd whatever of misfortune befalls you, it is because of what
your hands have earned.
Surah al-Shura, verse 30

13. This point is from the most difficult to adhere to, and the
most severe upon a person. The only one who is successful in it,
is the one who is close to Allah. It is to extinguish the fire inside
the envious by doing good to him, so the more he increases in his
harm, evil and envy the more you increase in your goodness and
kindness to him.
14. Making one’s tawhid purely for Allah and turning to the One
who has power over all causes is the most comprehensive of these
points, and the one that unifies them all. If a person has sincere
tawhid, fear of everything else will leave him, for whosoever
fears Allah, all else will fear him, and whosoever does not fear
Allah, fears all else, and whosoever fears other than Allah, will
be overpowered by it.272

Psychological illnesses
We are not specialists in the field of psychological illnesses; these
illnesses have their specialists whom we respect, but this does not
mean we cannot identify certain psychological conditions, which
can be apparently seen when a person does not have peace of
mind and contentment.

272 Bado’i al-Fawa'td, vol. 2, p. 238.
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There are a number of reasons for this:
Turning away from Allah, avoiding his remembrance and
committing sins, all cause a lack of relief and contentment. Allah
says:
^'A *

But whosoever turns away from My Reminder verily, for him is
a life of hardship.
Surah Ta-Ha, verse 124

Also, constant pressures and difficulties in life may also cause
certain psychological problems, for a person witnesses many
things throughout his life which cause his affairs to be reversed.
For example, if a person is informed of the death of a relative or a
loved one, and he does not have the faith (hnan) that causes him
to submit to the decree of Allah, this will cause him distress, and
he may becomes saddened for a long period of time.
Rather, even physical illnesses cause a person to become
distressed, and this distress causes him to change the way he
deals with his family and other people. If for example, a person
stayed awake all night due to some pain he was feeling, what
would his situation be in the morning? Even too much free time
can lead to uneasiness.
This book also relates to these psychological conditions, for
magic can cause a psychological illness which will not allow
the afflicted to be content in any matter. In certain cases, this is
also applicable to the one who has convulsions, so psychological
conditions cover a vast territory.
The cure to any illness is through Tman, the Qur’an, returning to
Allah and submitting to His decree. One can also seek modern
cures for psychological illnesses as long as they are not unlawful
(haram).
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However, it should be known that so long as psychological cures
are not connected with iman in Allah then their success will be
limited. A specialist in psychology once informed us that certain
people come to him with illnesses, and he tries to cure them, but
some people do not benefit from this. Then, after some time he
sees them and they are better, and when he asks about this, they
reply that they used the Qur’an.

Sins and their evil effects
Indeed, sins have an immense impact upon the one who commits
them, both in this life and the Hereafter. Ibn al-Qayyim said:
“Is there a single evil in this world whose cause is not sins and
misdeeds?”
Today, many people have become prisoners of their own sins
which have restricted and held them back. The shayatln from the
humans and jinn have overpowered them until their lives have
become unbearable, and the majority of those afflicted by magic
and its likes are usually far and distanced from Allah. Let us
travel with Ibn al-Qayyim as he mentions the ill effects of sins:
“From it, is a wilderness the sinner feels in his heart between him
and his Lord. This is not matched by the joy of leaving those
sins; were one to know this he would leave those sins to escape
from this wilderness. A man once complained to someone about
a feeling of wilderness that he would find himself in, so it was
said to him: ‘If sins have caused this feeling of wilderness, leave
them and become content. There is nothing more bitter for the
heart than the wilderness of sin upon sin.’
From it, is a wilderness he feels between himself and others,
especially the pious from amongst them. The stronger this
feeling becomes, the further he parts from them and their benefit.
The further one becomes from the party of the Most Merciful,
the closer he becomes to the party of shaytan. This continues
in strength until it comes between him and his wife, children,
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relatives and even his own self, until you see him discontent with
himself.
From it, is darkness in his heart, which is as real as the darkness
of the night. The darkness of sins envelops his heart just as the
darkness of night covers his eyes, for obedience is light, and sins
are darkness; the stronger the darkness becomes the more his
bewilderment increases.”273

The cure for the evil-eye
Firstly: To ask the one who inflicted the evil-eye, if he is known,
to bathe.
This is the best way to cure the evil-eye. If the inflictor bathes,
the same water is taken and poured over the head of the afflicted.
Also, a pot can be brought to the one who inflicted the evil-eye.
He should enter his hand in it, then gargle and spit the water
back into the pot. He should then wash his face in the pot, and
then put his left hand in it and use the right hand to wash it with.
The right hand should be used to wash the left hand. This should
all be done once. Next, the right forearm should be washed and
then the left. The right foot should be washed next followed by
the left. Lastly, the right shin should be washed and then the left.
All of this should be done in the pot of water, which should then
be poured once over the head of the afflicted from behind.274
The evidence for this bathing is established by the Prophet (5t)
in the hadith of Abu Umamah ibn Sahl ibn Hanlf: “My father
was bathing, so he removed his cloak and ‘Amir ibn RabTah saw
him. Sahl was very fair and handsome, and ‘Amir said: 7 have
never seen the flesh of a virgin to be similar to what I am seeing
today/ Sahl became severely ill on the spot. The Prophet (%) was
171 Al-Jaivab al-Kaft.
i7* Al-Ayn Haqq, p. 44.
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informed of his illness; he was told that Sahl was even unable to
lift his head. The Prophet (%) asked: ‘Do you blame anyone**
They replied: “Amir ibn Rabfah.’ So the Prophet ($*) called him
and became angry with him saying: ‘Over what does one of you
kill his brother.<* You should have asked that he be blessed. Bathe
for him.’ So fAmir washed his face, hands, forearms, shins, feet
and under his lower robe all in a pot, then it was poured over Sahl
/row behind him, and he was cured instantly. ”275 The Prophet
(2s) said: “If you are asked to bathe then do so.” This hadlth has
already been mentioned.
‘A’ishah said: “The one who used to inflict the evil-eye would
be ordered to make wudu, and the afflicted would wash from
it.”276
How to identify the person who has inflicted the evil-eye
He can be known by a number of ways:
1. He is well known amongst people to inflict the evil-eye with
the permission of Allah. Someone he was sitting with may have
been afflicted.
2. When someone speaks about someone else, either in their
presence or absence. If it is in their presence, he is ordered to
bathe, and if it was in their absence, he is told to fear Allah. If it
is known that the person has become afflicted, he is also told to
bathe.
How to approach the one who has inflicted the evil-eye
One of the major problems that people face is how they should
approach the one who has inflicted them with the evil-eye. They
fear this may cause him to become angry, or it may result in the
severance of ties. We say to them:
275 Collected by Malik and Nasa’I, see Sahib al-Jam?, vol. 4, p. 37.
274 Collected by Abu DSwud.
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Firstly: One should be certain that it is that person who inflicted
the evil-eye, for the Prophet (3*) asked the companions in_the
story of Sahl: “Do you blame anyone?” They mentioned cAmir
ibn RabTah. A person becomes certain due to that person having
said something, or someone informs them of what he said.
Secondly: If one is not certain, they should at least be very
confident.
Thirdly: To look at that person and see whether he is someone
who fears Allah and accepts advice? If so, he is told what has
taken place.
Fourthly: If he is a person who becomes angry when approached,
then he should be reminded of Allah, and advised to fear Him.
Those who are close to him and those whom he respects are
asked to help in this matter.
Fifthly: If he refuses, should he be forced? The scholars have
differed in this. Al-Mazirl said: “What is correct is that he is
forced, especially if the afflicted will die as a consequence because
then, it is a case of saving someone’s life. ”277
Secondly: Incantation (ruqyah) from the evil-eye:
It has been established by the authentic Sunnah that one can
make incantation from the evil-eye. Evdience for this includes:
1. The hadlth of‘A’ishah who said: “The Prophet (%) would order
me, or order that we make incantation from the evil-eye. ”278
2. The hadlth of Anas (<&•): “The Prophet (%,) allowed incantation
from fever, the evil-eye and ants. ”279

277 Sahih Muslim: Shark al-Nawawi, vol. 5, p. 37.
27t Sahih al-Bukhari, vol. 7, p. 23, and Sahih Muslim, vol. 4, p. 1725.
279 Sahih Muslim, vol. 4, p. 1725.
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3. The hadith of Ibn ‘Abbas (4fe): “The Prophet ($$) would recite
upon Hasan and Hussayn and say: 7 seek refuge for you in the
perfect and complete words of Allah from both every shaytan
and every vermin, and from every evil-eye which harms.' He
would say: *This is how Ibrahim would seek refuge for Ishaq and
Ismail.'"280
Incantation (ruqyah) from the evil-eye

Bismilldh urqiky min kulli da'in yu'dhik, iva min sharri kulli
nafsin aw faynin hdsidy Alldhu yashfik, bismilldh urqik.
In the name of Allah I make ‘ruqyah* over you, from every illness
which harms you, and from the evil of every envious soul or eye,
may Allah cure you, in the name of Allah I make ‘ruqyah’ over
you.281

Bismilldh yubrik, wa min kulli dd'in yushftk, wa min sharri
hasidin idha hasad, wa min sharri kulli dhi (ayn.
In the name of Allah may He cause you to recover, and from
every illness cure you, and from the evil of the envier when he
envies, and from the evil of the one who inflicts the evil-eye.282

ATidhu bi-kallimdt illahi at-tammdt min sharri md khalaq.
I seek refuge in the complete and perfect Words of Allah from the
evil of what He has created.
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210 Sahib al-Bukhari, vol. 4, p. 119.
2,1 Sahib Muslim, vol. 4, p. 1718, no. 2186.
212 Ibid, no. 2185.
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A'udhu bi-kallimat illahi at-tdmmab min kulli shaytanin wa
hammab wa min kulli {aynin Idmmah.
I seek refuge in the complete and perfect Words of Allah from
every devil and every vermin, and from the evil-eye which
harms.

A(udhu bi-kallimat illahi at-tammat allati la yujawizubunna
barruti wa la fajir, wa min sbarri ma khalaqa wa dbara’a wa
bara’a, wa min sharri ma dbara’a fil ard, wa min sbarri md
yakhruju minha wa min sharri fitan al-layli wan-nabar, wa min
sharri tawariq al-layli wan-nabar ilia tariqun yatruqu bikbayr yd
Rahman.
I seek refuge in the complete and perfect Words of Allah which
cannot be passed by any pious or impious, from the evil of what
He has created, made and originated, and from the evil of what
He has sowed in the earth and the evil of what sprouts from it,
and from the evil trials of the night and day, and from the evil of
those who visit by night and day except the one who visits with
good, O the Most Gracious.

Acudhu bi-kallimdt illabi at-tammdt min gbadabihi wa ciqabihi
wa min sharri cibadihi wa min hamazat ash-shayatm wa an
yabdarun.
I seek refuge in the complete and perfect Words of Allah from
His anger, His punishment, and from the evil of His slaves, and
from the whisperings of the devils and that they should come
near me.
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Alldhumma inrii aTidhu bi-wajhika al-karim wa kalimatika attammat min sharri md anta akhidhun bi-nasiyatih, Allahnmma
anta taksbifu al-ma’tham wal-maghram, Alldhumma la yuhzamu
jundttka wa la yukhlafu wa(duka, snbhdnaka wa bi-hamdik.
O Allah! I seek refuge in Your Noble Face and Your complete
and perfect Words from the evil of that which requires Your
provision, O Allah You uncover sin and debt, O Allah Your
army is not defeated, and Your promise is not broken, Glory be
to You and be You Praised.

.i

A(udhu bi-wajh illahi alJazim alladhi la shay’a a(zamu mink,
wa bi-kallimatihi at-tammdt allati la yujawizuhunna barrun wa
la fajir, wa bi-asmd illdhi al-husna md (alimtu minha wa md la
a‘lam, wa min sharri md anta dkhidun bi-nasiyatih, inna rabbi
cala sirat mustaqim.
I seek refuge in the Great Face of Allah which there is nothing
greater than, and in His complete and perfect Words which
cannot be passed by the pious or impious, and in the beautiful
Names of Allah, those which I know and those which I do not
know, and from the evil of that which requires Your provision.
Verily, my Lord is on the Straight Path.
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Alldhumma anta rabbi la ilaha ilia anta,1alayka tawakkaltu wa
anta rabbul (arsh al-azttn. Md shd’ Allah kdn, wa md lam yasha*
lam yakun, wa la bawla wa la qiiwwata ilia billah, a(lamu anna
Allah eala kulli shay*in qadlr, wa anna Alldha qad ahdta bi-kulli
shay’in Uinta., wa ahsd kulla shay’in radada, Alldbnmma innl
a'udhu bika min sharri nafsl wa sharri ash-sbaytan wa shirkih,
wa min sharri ddbbatin anta akhidhun bi-nasiyatiha, intta rabbi
rala sirdt mustaqlm.
O Allah, You are my Lord, none has the right to be worshipped
but You, in You I trust, and You are the Lord of the exalted
Throne, that which Allah wills happens, and that which He does
not will does not happen, and there is no power nor might except
by Allah, I know that Allah is able to do all things, and that
Allah surrounds all things in (His) knowledge, and that He has
enumerated everything. O Allah! I seek refuge in You from the
evil of myself, and from the evil of shaytan and his partners, and
from the evil of that which requires Your provision. Verily, my
Lord is on the Straight Path.
ji

‘
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Tahassantu bil-ilah alladhl la ilaha ilia hnwa, wa ilayhi kullu
shay’, waUasamtu bi-rabbi wa rabbi kulli shay’, wa tawakkultu
{ala al-Hayy alladhl la yamuwt, wastadfatu ash-sharr bi-la hawla
wa la quwwata ilia billah, hasbiy Allah wa ni(m al-wakll, hasbiy
ar-rabb min al-Ubad, hasbiy al-khaliq min al-makhluq, hasbiy arraziq min al-marzuq, hasbiy Allah huwa hasbiy, alladhl biyadihi
malakutu kulli shay’, wa huwa yujlru wa la yujarti (alayh, hasbiy
Allah wa kafd, samic Allah liman daca, wa laysa ward’ Allahi
marma, hasbiy Allah la ilaha ilia huwa, ealayhi tawakkaltu wa
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huwa rabbitl ‘arsh al-aztm.
I seek strength from the true God, none has the right to be
worshipped but Him, to Him belongs everything, I rely upon
my Lord and the Lord of everything, and I trust in the EverLiving who will never die, and I seek to repel evil by the power
and might which is not except for Allah, Allah is sufficient for
me, and He is the Best Disposer of affairs, the Lord suffices me
from the slaves, the Creator suffices me from the creation, the
Provider suffices me from the provided, Allah is sufficient for me,
in whose Hand is the sovereignty of everything, and He protects
(all) and there is none to protect from Him, Sufficient is Allah
for me, Allah hears the one who invokes Him, there is nothing
beyond Allah, Allah is sufficient for me, none has the right to be
worshipped except Him, in Him I place my trust, and He is the
Lord of the Magnificent Throne.
Whosoever utilises these du'as will realise the great benefit they
possess, and the great need people have of them. They prevent
the evil-eye, and remove it after it has befallen. All of this is
dependent upon the strength of iman one possesses and the
strength of his heart and soul, for it is a weapon, and the weapon
is only as strong as the one yielding it.
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Chapter 14

Jealousy

Definition
Linguistically, it means to wish to have what someone else has
been blessed with, or to take it from him, or to see someone else
with a blessing and wish for its removal, or to wish that he has
less than it. ‘Ghabt’ is to hope to have a similar blessing whilst
not wishing for its removal from that person.283
In the sharTah jealousy means ‘to wish for the removal of the
blessing the envied possesses, even if the envier does not receive
it. It can also be to wish that others do not receive blessings.
Its reality
The reality of jealousy is that it comes as a result of hatred, which
stems from anger.

Jw Lisan at-Arab, vol. 3, p. 148-149.
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Establishing the existence of jealousy
The Qur’an and Sutinab have both mentioned the existence of
jealousy amongst people.
Evidence from the Qur'an:
Allah says:

S*
Many of the people of the Scripture (Jews and Christians) wish
that if they could turn you away as disbelievers after you have
believed, out of envy for their own selves.
Surah al-Baqarah, verse 109

He also says:

Or do they envy men (Muhammad and his followers) for what
Allah has given them of His Bounty? Then We had already
given the family of Ibrahim the Book and Al-Hikmah (Divine
Revelation to those Prophets not written in the form of a book),
and conferred upon them a great kingdom.
Surah al-Nisa’, verse 54

Evidence from the Sunnah:
“Jealousy eats good deeds just as fire eats wood. ”284
“Do not be jealous of one another, nor cut off from one another,
nor hate one another, nor desert one another, rather be the slaves
of Allah as brothers. ”285
2U Collected by Abu Dawud and Ibn Majah.
J,i Collected by al-Bukharl and Muslim.
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Verily my nation will be afflicted with the illness of all nations.*
They asked: (What is the illness of all nations?’ He replied:
'Evil, arrogance and greed, and competing for this world and
becoming distanced, and jealousy until there is oppression and
then turmoil/"286
The difference between jealousy and the evil-eye
The jealous and those who give the evil-eye are similar in one
respect, and differ in another. They are similar in that they both
turn and adjust themselves to the one they wish to harm. They
both inflict their harm upon others, whether they are present or
not.
They differ in that the one who gives the evil-eye may do so
without being jealous of him, even though he has some form of
jealousy in him, for he may give the evil-eye to an animal or even
himself. This is because he has seen something which amazes
him. Therefore, jealousy is more general than the evil-eye, for
everyone who has the evil-eye possesses some jealousy, but the
jealous do not always inflict the evil-eye. Seeking refuge from the
jealous also includes those who inflict the evil-eye.
The levels of jealousy
There are three levels of jealousy:
1. To wish that a blessing is removed from another - this level is
the most dangerous and the most impermissible.
2. To wish that another does not receive blessings - a person
dislikes that Allah should bestow His blessings upon others.
Instead, he wishes they resume their weak state of poverty,
ignorance etc. This is also impermissible.

2,6 Authentic, collected by al-Tabarani.
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3. The jealousy of ‘ghabf: This is to wish for a similar blessing,
without its removal from others. This is allowed and is similar to
competing, as Allah says:

...and for this let (all) those strive who want to strive (i.e.
hasten earnestly to the obedience of Allah).
Surah al-Mutaffif!n, verse 26

The Prophet (%) said: “There is no jealousy except in two: the
one to whom Allah has given wealth and he spends it upon his
dependants with truth and fairness, and the one to whom Allah
has given knowledge and wisdom, so he judges according to it
and teaches it to the people. >*237
The causes of jealousy
Jealousy has causes which make a person’s heart fill with hatred
and it makes a person despise other people. This hatred may even
cause him to kill.
Some of these causes are:
1. Lack of contentment with what Allah has given to him from
the affairs of this world. You will find such a person is always
angry: Why does so and so have wealth and I do not? Why is it
that so and so has a better job than me? etc.
2. Hatred and enmity - the one who has enmity does not the want
the person he hates to be blessed by Allah, rather he wants the
opposite for him. Allah says:

...but if some evil overtakes you, they rejoice at it.
Surah Al-‘Imran, verse 120

Sahih al-Bukhari, vol. 1, p. 6 and Sahih Muslim, vol. 1, p. 559.
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This enmity may cause a person to steal or even kill.
3. Amazement - this is a dangerous ailment which causes a person
to become jealous, indeed, it causes him to reject the truth, as
Allah says:

Do you wonder that there has come to you a Reminder from
your Lord through a man from amongst you.
Surah al-A‘raf, verse 63

Therefore, the one who is amazed by his own self dislikes that
another should be better than him.
4. The presence of rivalry between certain groups in society,
such as a businessman being jealous of other businessmen; this is
impermissible.
The cure to jealousy
Now that we know that jealousy is a grave illness, what is its
cure? The answer is in the following:
1. The jealous should know that they have participated with the
enemies of Allah in their hatred of the believers, for the enemies
dislike that the blessings of Allah should be bestowed upon the
believers. The one who has jealousy is similar to them in this
regard.
2. To know that their jealousy does not harm anyone except
themselves, for they are the ones who feel anxiety, despair and
sadness. Were Allah to answer the wishes of the jealous, no-one
would receive any blessings.
3. To be fully content with what Allah has given, for one does
not grieve over what has passed from this world, for it will all be
destroyed one day. He should know that this jealousy and lack
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of contentment is in opposition to what Allah has ordered. Allah
says:

jxl
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Is it they who would portion out the Mercy of your Lord? It
is We Who portion out between them their livelihood in this
worldy and We raised some of them above others in ranks,
so that they may employ others in their work. But the Mercy
(Paradise) of your Lord is better than the (wealth of this world)
which they amass.
Surah al-Zukhruf, verse 32

The effects of jealousy upon society
Jealousy is the disease of all nations, as the Prophet (3$) said: “The
illness of those nations before you has spread to you: jealousy
and enmity. ”288
When jealousy becomes apparent in a society it splits, becomes
weakened, lacks in motivation, its members plot against one
another, and the members of such a society continuously compete
with and hate one another; thus life in such a society becomes
unbearable. So, it is the duty of the Muslim to fear Allah, wash
his heart from the evils of hate and jealousy so that he may
become upright, and be good in his dealings with others. The
Prophet (^) said: “The believer to the believer is like a building,
each part of it supports the other.”2*9 He (3s) also said: “None of
you truly believes until he loves for his brother what he loves for
himself. ”290

241 Collected by al-Tirmidhl.
U9 Sahib al-Bukhari, vol. 3, p. 98, and Sahib Muslim, vol. 8, p. 9.
290 Al-Bukhari, see Sahib al-Jamf, vol. 6, p. 208.
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Allah says:

oiz^-^*3 ot
st
And wish not for the things in which Allah has made some of
you to excel others. For men there is reward for what they have
earned, (and likewise) for women there is reward for what they
have earned, and ask Allah of His Bounty. Surely, Allah is Ever
AU-Knower of everything.
Surah al-Nisa’, verse 32

So it is necessary for the jealous, those who inflict the evil-eye,
and others similar to them to know that these are dangerous
diseases which not only harm them, but harm society as a whole.
The jealous and those who give the evil-eye are more in need of
a cure than others.
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Chapter 15

True Incidents Relating to
Convulsions, Magic, the EvilEye and Fortune Tellers

These are a number of incidents relating to convulsions, magic and
the evil-eye, the majority of which we have witnessed personally,
and the rest are stories we were told by people we trust. We have
tried our best to only mention what we know to be true, for such
incidents are more often than not exaggerated. We are certain of
what we mention here because we know the people involved by
their names. We ask Allah to protect us from all evil.
1. During the month of Dhul-Hijjah (the 12th Islamic month)
in the year 1411 AH, one of us recited upon an old woman.
After a short while, the jinrii began to mutter in an unintelligible,
incoherent manner. Then he began to make sense, and the
following conversation took place:
Reciter: Why have you entered into this woman?
Jinnt: O shaykh, may Allah reward you with good.
Reciter: Do you know me?
Jitinh Yes, you are our shaykh, and I know you from last year
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when the family of this woman brought some Zamzam water for
you to recite upon, and then she drank from it.
Reciter: Then you are a Muslim?
Jinni: Yes, I am a Muslim and I pray.
Reciter: Then why did you enter into this poor woman?
Jinni: Six years ago, this woman went with a group to perform
Hajj. When they were returning they stopped close to Riyadh to
pray the Fajr prayer. This woman got off the bus and whilst she
was walking she tripped and fell on me hurting me. So I entered
her, and since then I have harmed her.
Reciter: Do you gain any benefit in harming her?
Jinni: No.
Reciter: Did she intentionally fall on you and harm you?
Jinni: No.
Reciter: So Allah says:

“...who repress anger and who pardon men”
You are also not being just in your oppression, for you harmed
her intentionally, and have continued to do so; this is unlawful.
jinni: That is true. Do you know what I used to do to her? I used
to cause her pain in her neck, and she would complain of this
regularly. Her sons would take her to the hospital, but I would
leave her at the door of the hospital, and when they checked her
they would find her well. When she would leave I would enter
her again and continue to harm her.
Reciter: Are you married?
Jinni: Yes, and I have children. I visit them and then return to
this woman.
Reciter: And now?
Jinni: As you wish.
Reciter: I want you to leave this woman and never return to her.
Jinni: I will leave for you.
Reciter: Rather, you will leave out of obedience to Allah.
Jinni: Do you know that we actually wanted to kill her?
Reciter: Do you own the souls?
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Jinrii: No.
Reciter: Then leave this talk; leave her and repent to Allah.
After this, the jinni left and the woman became well, but after a
few months, it returned again, and the following conversation
took place:
Reciter: Why have you returned when you promised not to do
so?
Jintti: I am the son of that jinnJ who left this woman. When she
fell, she fell on us both.
Reciter: What’s your name?
Jinni: Muhammad, and my father is ‘Abdul-Qadir.
Reciter: O Muhammad, we don’t want a long conversation. Fear
Allah, leave her and return to your father. So he left, and the
woman became well, by the grace and blessings of Allah.

2. In another instance, one of us recited upon a young man who
had been possessed, and the following conversation took place:
Shaykb: Who are you?
Jinni: I am Shaykh Faraj, the leader of a tribe.
Shaykh: Why have you possessed this man?
Jinni: Why do you make the man angry? Do you want me to
harm those who make him angry?
Shaykh: Are you a Muslim?
Jinni: Yes, I am a Muslim and I fear Allah.
Shaykh: Do you not know that happiness, sadness and anger are
all temporary states, for they can come upon a person at any time
and for any reason, and that they happen to humans and jinn?
Jinni: Yes, that is so, but I want to stretch my legs, as I am an
old man.
Shaykh: How old?
Jinni: 360 years, most of my friends have died.
Shaykh: O Shaykh Faraj, why do many of you harm people?
Jinni: Due to their distancing themselves from the religion and
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Allah.
Sbaykb: But many of you harm people who are practising, so
why don’t you advise them?
Jinni: We have no power over the jinn.
Sbaykb: Will you now leave this man?
Jinnt: I will now leave without you having to recite, but do you
want to go with me to Yemen?
Sbaykb: How?
JirtnJ: I will fly with you.
Sbaykb: We ask Allah for His protection, leave this man and
don’t fly with us and we won’t fly with you. After this, the jinnt
left the man, and the man did not realise what had happened.

3. A jinnt once possessed a woman, so I went to recite upon her.
After I began, the jinni spoke, and the following conversation
took place:
Sbaykb: What is your name?
Jinni: Mukhlid.
Sbaykb: Are you a Muslim?
Jinni: No, but I wish to accept Islam, ‘I testify that none has the
right to be worshipped except Allah, and that Muhammad is His
Messenger.’
Sbaykb: How many years have you possessed this woman? And
for what reason?
Jinni: For twenty years, and the reason is because whilst she was
young she used to urinate in the open, but she never used to seek
refuge in Allah so I possessed her.
Sbaykb: Now that Allah has blessed you with Islam, and Islam
forbids oppression, will you leave her?
Jinni: Yes, I will leave and I promise not to return.
So he left, and after two hours he returned asking for the Shaykh,
so the Shaykh returned:
Sbaykb: Why have you returned?
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Jinni: O Shaykh, you know that a child learns how to make wudu
and pray. I’ve accepted Islam but you haven’t taught me anything
about the religion; teach me how to make wudu and pray.
One of the brothers present brought some water and showed him
how to make wudu, and how to pray, and certain other things
about the religion. We advised him to find other pious jinn who
would help him learn about the religion. He said he knew noone, and if his family found out that he had accepted Islam, they
would kill him. We advised him to be patient and seek Allah’s
assistance; he then left.

4. Once a jinni possessed a married woman during the first Gulf
war, and after reciting upon her in the presence of her husband,
the jinni spoke and said:
Jinni: I love her, and want her to leave this area as it will be
demolished.
Shaykh: And who told you that?
Jinni: A magician.
Shaykh: Are you a Muslim or a disbeliever?
Jinni: I am a disbeliever, and so is the magician.
Shaykh: You and the magician have lied.
Jinni: We do not lie, we only steal news by listening.
Shaykh: You have lied, for Allah says:
Then, the Shaykh began to recite from Surah al-Saffdt, and he
repeatedly recited the verse:

They cannot listen to the higher group (angels) for they are
pelted from every side.
Jinni: I testify that none has the right to be worshipped except
Allah, and that Muhammad is His Messenger, I ask for Allah’s
forgiveness, and I repent to Him. Then, he learned about Islam,
and changed his name from Joshua to ‘Abdur-Rahman.
Shaykh: Is it true this area will be demolished?
Jinni: Allah know best...(three times)
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He then left the woman with great difficulty, due to his love for
her, but he was reminded of Allah and that this type of love is
unlawful, so he left.
Incidents relating to magic
One of the shaykhs whom we trust informed us that he saw
magic291 at the top of a tree. It was made of two small stones,
each the size of a hazelnut, and also a bandage and a rolled up
charm. All of this was placed inside a cement ball on the top of the
tree. So when the cement ball was broken, it was discovered that
everything inside it had been burned. When they tried to open
the bandage, it began to crumble. The bewitched happened to be
someone well known to us, who had memorised the Qur’an, and
would constantly recite upon himself, and would turn to Allah
frequently, so Allah cured him from his illnesses.
I once recited upon a young man who had studied in America.
I continued to recite upon him for nearly a whole year due to
the problems he was having, which caused his wife to leave him
and return to her family. She gave birth to a daughter who he
had not seen. Every time he would be recited upon he would
shake, and do strange things. We were confused as to whether he
was afflicted by magic, possession, or the evil-eye. All this caused
much pain for his family, especially his mother. After nearly a
year, I recited upon him with severity, and struck him. The jinnt
began to scream and speak; the more I struck him the more he
screamed, until it said it wanted to leave.
I said: Before you leave, who are you? And why did you come?
Jinnt: I have possessed him due to magic.
I said: Who bewitched him?
It said: I don’t know.
So I struck it and said: You know.

2,1 Perhaps the one who told him about the location of the magic, was the magician after he
repented to Allah.
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It replied: It was Judy, she bewitched him in America.292
So I said: Leave him.
It replied: I can’t. So I struck him severely, and it said: Ok, ok, I
will leave, so it left, and promised not to return.
I advised this man to repent to Allah, and observe the five daily
prayers, and recite the Qur’an. Consequently, he became better.
However, he did not continue this, so the magic returned, and
the reason for this and Allah knows best, is that when he became
negligent of the advice given to him, he was bewitched again.
Incidents relating to the evil-eye
The first incident:
One of the brothers whom we trust informed us, that a man who
was well known to give the evil-eye went to his friend’s farm, and
saw the chickens he had. They were ninety five in number. He
said: ‘What’s with all the traffic?’ The next day all the chickens
died.
The second incident:
A.L. told us whilst crying: I have been destroyed, I have been
inflicted with the evil-eye, and he told the following story:
I used to sit with my family in the garden every day enjoying the
serenity and peacefulness of last summer. One day just before
sunset, so and so knocked on the door. I met him in the guest
room, and one of my sons brought us coffee, dates, tea and fruit.
The guest spent his time looking around the room, admiring the
furniture and decorations, and I could feel arrows leaving his eyes
aimed for my heart. Before he left, he said: ‘You are a fortunate
man, you have gathered much in a small period of time, and you
have a big family and much wealth.’ After this visit, everything
w It seems Judy was someone he met in America, who bewitched him before he left so that
he would return.
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changed; my business became stagnant, and the son who served
us was injured, and nearly died were it not for the mercy of Allah.
My health deteriorated, so I closed my business and had to see
many doctors.
Stories of fortune tellers
1.1 once met a young man from the Gulf in India, and 1 sat with
him at ‘Arrivals.’ He was determined to go to a famous fortune
teller in that country, so I advised him and told him that the
Prophet (3§) said: “Whosoever goes to a fortune teller and asks
him something, and believes him, his prayer will not be accepted
for forty days.” However, he insisted on going, so I asked if
I could go with him to prove to him their lies, and he agreed.
When we entered upon the fortune teller, I began to speak to
him and made up a false story regarding the man with me. After
I finished he said: ‘What you have said is true, for this man has
been bewitched.’ The man was astonished knowing it was all
false, so he left and repented to Allah and realised that they are
just impostors.

2. A man facing marital problems went to one of these fortune
tellers thinking his problems were due to work etc, so the fortune
teller asked them to return the following day. They returned
the next day, and the fortune teller informed him he had been
bewitched, so the fortune teller was asked: “How long have these
problems existed?” He replied: “For seven years, since he got
married.” In reality he had only been married for two years.
An amazing story
Shaykh Yasln Ahmad ‘Ayn said: “Some time ago, a man passed
away and left a beautiful house, which had many rooms, was
very spacious, and was decorated with embroidery, ornaments,
and a marble courtyard, all surrounded by different coloured
decorations and water features.
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This man had no children to inherit from him, so the house was
abandoned. His relatives agreed to sell the house believing it
would be worth a small fortune, but as soon as they put the house
on the market, news spread that the house had been overtaken
by jinn. This news spread so much that it was the main topic
amongst people for days and nights. Whoever disbelieved the
story would go to the house, only to return the next day agreeing
that the house had shayatin in it.
So, people refused to buy the house, and the relatives of the
deceased feared many problems as a result of this, especially since
one prospective buyer had already paid a quarter of the price. So,
a strong man who had heard of the news, but was not daunted
by the prospect of the jinn went to the relatives and told them he
would eject the jinn from the house if they paid him for it. They
agreed and gave him half of the price.
That evening, the man went to the house armed with a gun. When
he arrived, he rested for a while, and after the candle extinguished,
he fell asleep. After a while, he felt something pulling his quilt,
so he grabbed the quilt and asked: ‘Who is it that is pulling the
quilt?’ A reply came: ‘I am the ‘ifrit (jinn), and I must take the
quilt or else I will possess you.’ The man let the quilt go, and the
jinn fell on its back. The man moved to pin him down, and put
the gun to its head, and said: ‘Tell me, who are you?’ At this it
became frightened and replied: ‘Let me go, and I will tell you.’
The man said: ‘Speak O ‘ifrit.y It replied: ‘I am neither an fifrit nor
a jinni, but a man like you; the only difference between us is my
dark complexion and ugly features.’ So, he let him go and lit the
candle, whereupon he saw a naked, black man. He said: ‘Tell me,
what you are doing here.’
He replied: ‘I am here out of necessity; I am a poor and
unemployed man, who has a large family dependant upon him.
I was looking for someone to employ me, and I found a man
who told me to come to this house every night, and whenever
someone approaches to clap and strike a tinplate which I brought
for this purpose. If that does not deter the visitor I turn on the
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water features, and shout and scream from around the house in
different voices. He then made me promise to keep this a secret.’
When the young man heard this, he took him to the relatives of
the deceased and told them the full story. They discovered that
the man who had employed him was the prospective buyer, who
had wanted the house for a cheap price.” (Summarised)
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Chapter 16

Fatawa (Rulings)
Firstly: Fatawa from the Permanent Committee of Scholars in
Saudi Arabia
These are a collection of fatawa we have chosen from the book:
Fatawa of the Permanent Committee of Scholars gathered by
Shaykh Ahmad al-Duwaysh, from the first volume, relating to
matters of ‘aqldah (belief).
Question 5, from fatwa no. 1515
Q: What is the ruling of writing Qur’anic verses and hanging
them on the upper arm, for example. What about placing them
in water and then sprinkling the water on a persons body, or
bathing in it. Is this from shirk? Is this permissible?
A: To write Qur’anic verses or all of the Qur’an and hang it on
the upper arm or somewhere else, in order to repel some harm, or
in the hopes of curing harm, is something the scholars of the past
differed over. Some of them forbade it, and included it amongst
the amulets which are forbidden, because of the saying of the
Prophet (3&): “Verily incantations, amulets and tiwalah (love
charms) are shirk.” Collected by Ahmad and Abu Dawud. They
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state that there is nothing which exempts the Qur’an from this
ruling, so it is also forbidden to use the Qur’an in this way, so as
not to open the doors of hanging that which is from other than
the Qur’an.
Thirdly, they say, that it is very likely that the one who wears
such things will forget to remove them whilst relieving himself
etc. This is the saying of ‘Abdullah ibn Mas‘ud (4i>), his students,
and it is the opinion supported by Imam Ahmad in a narration
chosen by some of his followers, especially the latter ones.
From the scholars who have allowed the hanging of amulets taken
from the Qur’an, or from the names of Allah, or His attributes,
are ‘Abdullah ibn 'Amr ibn al-‘As (4*), Abu Ja'far al-Baqir, and
Imam Ahmad in one narration; they see the previous hadlth as
only referring to those things which include shirk.
The first opinion is the strongest and safest for a person’s faqidah,
because it is more cautious in preserving one’s tawhid. That
which has been reported by Ibn ‘Amr refers to the memorisation
of the Qur’an, by writing the verses on tablets and then hanging
them around the neck. It is not meant as a means of preventing
evil or attaining benefit.
As for placing these verses in water, and then sprinkling it on the
body or bathing from it, there is nothing authentically reported
from the Prophet (3s) about this. It is reported that Ibn ‘Abbas
(*&>) would write words from the Qur’an and du'as and tell the
ill to drink from it, but this is not authentically reported from
him. Imam Malik narrates that ‘Amir ibn RabT'ah saw Sahl ibn
Hanlf bathing. ‘Amir said: “I have never seen the flesh of a virgin
similar to what 1 am seeing today.” Sahl immediately became
severely ill. The Prophet (5s) was informed of his illness, and the
fact that he was unable to lift his head. The Prophet (3s) asked:
“Do yon blame anyonet” They replied: “‘Amir ibn RabTah.” So
the Prophet (5s) called him and became angry with him saying:
“Over what does one of you kill his brother? You should have
asked that he be blessed. Bathe for him.” So, ‘Amir washed his
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face, hands, forearms, shins, feet and under his lower robe in a
pot, then it was poured over Sahl from behind, and he was cured
instantly.
This incident is also collected by Ahmad and al-Tabaranl. Some
of the scholars, based upon this, have allowed the writing of
verses and bathing from it etc. They base it either on an analogy
with this incident or on what has been reported from Ibn ‘Abbas
(4s), even though it is a weak narration.
Shaykh al-Islam Ibn Taymiyyah mentions that it is permissible
in the second volume of Majmuc Fatawa. He says: “Ahmad and
others have mentioned it is permissible.” Ibn al-Qayyim says in
Zad al-Ma'ad: “A number of the scholars of the past allowed it,
such as Ibn ‘Abbas, Mujahid and Abu Qilabah.” Whatever the
case, this action is not from shirk.
May the peace and blessings of Allah be upon our Prophet
Muhammad, his family and companions.
Deputy Head of the Committee: ‘Abdur-Razzaq ‘Aflfl
Member: ‘Abdullah ibn Ghudayyan
Member: ‘Abdullah ibn Munl‘
Question 2 from fatwa no. 4015
Q: Was the Prophet (3§) bewitched?
A: The Prophet (31) was human, so it is possible for him to be
afflicted with that which humans are afflicted with. This includes
pain, illnesses, oppression from others and similar things from
the affairs of this world for which he was not sent, nor was the
message he received due to it. So it is not far fetched to believe
he fell ill, or that someone bewitched him etc. In the affairs of
the world, this would cause him to think for example, he had
had relations with one of his wives when he had not. However,
these illnesses and bewitchment did not affect the revelation he
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received, or his conveying of the message from Allah. This has
been stated many times in the Qur’an and Sunnah, and it was also
the consensus of the scholars that he was perfect and safeguarded
in these affairs and the affairs of the religion.
Witchcraft is a type of illness winch the Prophet (3§) was afflicted
with, for it is established that ‘A’ishah (4c) said: “The Prophet
fc) was bewitched by a man from Banu Zurayq, known as Labtd
ibn Aesam, to the extent that the Prophet ($*) would think he
had done something when he had not. One day, he supplicated
and supplicated and then said: 7 feel Allah has informed me
of the cure of my illness: Two men came to me, one sat by my
head whilst the other at my feet. One of them asked the other:
‘What is his illness?’ He replied: ‘Bewitchment.’ He asked: ‘Who
bewitched him?’ He replied: Tabid ibn Arsam.’ He asked: ‘With
what?’ He replied: ‘With a comb and his hair all in the shape of
a man.’ He asked: ‘So where is it?’ He replied: ‘In the well of
Dharwdn.” The Prophet (%) went to it, and when he returned he
said tocA’ishah: ‘Its trees are like the heads of devils (shaydtin).’ I
asked: ‘Did you remove it?’ He replied: ‘No, as for me, Allah has
cured me. I feared that the well would bring evil for people, so I
buried it.’” Collected by al-Bukharl and Muslim.
The person who rejects this has opposed the evidence, as well
as the consensus of the companions and scholars of the past.
Instead, he has chosen to hold onto whims and doubts which
have no authenticity, and cannot therefore be relied upon. This
matter has been mentioned in great detail by Ibn al-Qayyim in
Zad al-Ma(ad, and by Ibn Hajr in Fath al-Bdri.
May the peace and blessings of Allah be upon our Prophet
Muhammad, his family and his companions.
Head of the Committee: ‘Abdul-'Aziz ibn Baz
Deputy Head: ‘Abdur-Razzaq ‘AflfT
Member: ‘Abdullah ibn Ghudayyan
Member: ‘Abdullah ibn Qu'ud
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Q: Is it allowed to recite the Qur’an for the ill, for the sake of
Allah or for a fee?
A: If the purpose is to make incantations upon the ill, then this
is allowed, indeed, it is recommended, because of the saying of
the Prophet (%): “Whosoever from amongst you can benefit his
brother, let him do so.” Collected by Muslim. Due to this being
the action of the companions, it is better to do it without taking
a fee, and if one takes a fee then it is allowed because it has been
mentioned in the Sunnah.
If the purpose here is to recite, with the intention that the reward
is going to the ill, it is best to avoid this as it is not mentioned in
the sharTah. The Prophet («) said: “Whosoever brings into this
affair of ours that which is not from it, will have it rejected. ” AlBukharT and Muslim.
May the peace and blessings of Allah be upon our Prophet
Muhammad, his family and his companions.
Head of the Committee: ‘Abdul-‘Aziz ibn Baz
Deputy Head: ‘Abdur-Razzaq ‘Aflfl
Member: ‘Abdullah ibn Ghudayyan
Member: ‘Abdullah ibn Qu‘ud
Question 1 from fatwa no. 4804
Q: A woman was bewitched by a magician because of her
marriage; she became insane, and the magician was caught by
the authorities and confessed, so what is his punishment?
A: If a magician does something in his magic which comprises of
disbelief, then he is killed as an apostate. If as a result of his magic,
he killed someone, then he is killed as a murderer. However, if
he did not commit an act of disbelief in his magic, or kill anyone,
then there is a difference of opinion as to whether he should be
executed or not. The correct opinion is that he is killed as an
apostate; this is the saying of Abu Hanlfah, Malik and Ahmad,
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because he is a disbeliever due to his magic. This is mentioned in
the following verse:
They followed what the shayatln (devils) gave out (falsely of the
magic) in the lifetime of Sulayman. Sulayman did not disbelieve,
but the shayatln disbelieved, teaching men magic.
The hadlth in Bukhari of Bajalah ibn ‘Abdah also mentions this:
“‘Umar wrote to us ordering that every male and female magician
be killed, so we killed three/* Likewise, Hafsah, the mother of
the believers, ordered that a slave girl who had bewitched her
be killed, so she was (collected by Malik). Also, Jundub said:
“The punishment of the magician is beheading.” Collected by
al-Tirmidhl.
Therefore, the ruling for the magician you are inquiring about is
that he is killed because this is the correct opinion of the scholars.
The one who verifies this claim of magic, and then carries out
its punishment is the Muslim ruler. This is in order to preserve
harmony and prevent chaos.
May the peace and blessings of Allah be upon our Prophet
Muhammad, his family and his companions.
Deputy Head of the Committee: ‘Abdul-‘AzIz ibn Baz
Member: ‘Abdur-Razzaq (AflfI
Member: ‘Abdullah ibn Qu‘ud
Q: What is the ruling of writing Qur’anic verses and drinking
from them, for I have seen people do this?
A: This has not been established by the Prophet (31), nor by his
Khallfahs nor his companions, so it is best to refrain from it.
Allah knows best.
May the peace and blessings of Allah be upon our Prophet
Muhammad, his family and his companions.
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Head of the Committee: ‘Abdul-*Aziz ibn Baz
Deputy Head: ‘Abdur-Razzaq cAfTfT
Member: ‘Abdullah ibn Ghudayyan
Member: ‘Abdullah ibn Qu‘ud

Secondly: Fatawa from Shaykh Ibn ‘Uthaymln
Q: What is the ruling of incantations (ruqyah) and writing verses
and hanging them on the neck of the patient?
A: Performing incantations on the one who has been bewitched
or afflicted with other illnesses is allowed if it is from the Qur’an
and those dtt'as which have been mentioned in the Sunrtah, which
the Prophet {$$) would say on his companions, such as:
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Rabbun Allah alladht fis-sama’i taqaddasa ismuk, amruka fissamd’i wal-ard, kamd rahmatuka fis-samd’i faj'al rahmatuka filard, anzil rahmatan min rahmatik, wa shifa’an min shifa’ik ‘ala
hadha al-wajac.
Our Lord is Allah whose name in heaven is glorified, Your decree
is in the heavens and the earth, and just as Your Mercy is in
the heavens then place Your Mercy on the earth, send down a
mercy from Your Mercy, and a cure from Your cure upon this
afflicted.

Bismilldh urqik min kttlli da’in yu’dhlk, wa min sharri ktilli nafsin
aw eaynin hasid, Allahu yashftk, bismillab urqik.
In the name of Allah, I make ‘ruqyah’ over you, from every illness
which harms you, and from the evil of every envious soul or eye,
may Allah cure you, in the name of Allah I make ‘ruqyah’ over
you.
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Likewise, it is allowed to place one’s hand on the part of the body
which is in pain, and say:
*
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A'udhu billahi wa ‘izzatihi min sharri ma ajidu wa uhddhir.
I seek refuge in Allah and in His Might from the evil that I feel
and am wary of.
Other such similar dtfas which the scholars have mentioned as
coming from the hadlths can also be recited.
As for writing verses and du'as and hanging them, the scholars
have differed over this. Some of them allowed it and others
forbade it. The stronger opinion is to forbid it, because it has not
been reported by the Prophet (3$). Rather what has been reported
is to recite over the ill. As for hanging verses and du'as on the
neck or hand, or placing them under ones pillow etc., the correct
opinion is that this is also not allowed due to it not having been
reported. By using something which is not from the sharTah, a
person commits a form of shirk, as he is placing as a means that
which Allah has not placed.293
Q: What is the ruling of hanging amulets and charms?
A: Hanging amulets and charms is of two types:
Firstly - that which is from the Qur’an.
Secondly - that which is from other than the Qur’an, from that
which has no meaning.
The first type is something the scholars have differed over both in
the past and present: Some have allowed it, considering it to be
included in the verse:

291 Fatawa Shaykh lbn *Uthaymm, vol. 1, p. 65, no. 30.
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And We send down of the Qur'an that which is a healing and a
mercy to those who believe.
Surah al-Isra’, verse 82

And in His saying:

This is) a Book (the Qur’dfi) which We have sent down to you,)
full of blessings.
Surah Sad, verse 29

From the blessing of the Qur’an is that it should be hung to
protect from evil.
Others from the scholars have forbidden it because it has not
been established by the Prophet (31) as being a permissible means
of preventing evil. The correct opinion in these matters is to
refrain from this, as it is not allowed to hang such amulets even if
they are from the Qur’an, or to place them under one’s pillow, or
hang them on the wall etc. Rather, one should make duca for the
ill and recite upon them as the Prophet (3i) used to.
The second category, (that which has no meaning from other than
the Qur’an) is not permissible in any situation, due to one not
knowing what has been written. Certain people write incantations
and joined words which cannot be read or distinguished; this is an
innovation and unlawful in any situation. Allah knows best.294
Q: What is the ruling of the bride placing her foot in the blood of
a slaughtered sheep?
A: This custom has no permissible (shareT) foundation, rather, it
is an evil custom, for it is:
1U Ibid, vol. 1, pp. 66-67, no. 32.
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1. A false belief not based on divine law (sbarTah).
2. It makes her foot impure because of the blood. One is ordered
to remove impurities, and stay away from them.
Here, I would like to mention to my Muslim brothers that it
is appropriate that when one has some impurity on them, they
hasten in its removal. This is the guidance of the Prophet (3§).
When the Bedouin entered the mosque and urinated in it, the
Prophet (^) ordered that water be poured on it. Likewise, when
the child urinated in the lap of the Prophet (sg), he asked for water
and cleaned it. Delaying the removal of impurities may cause a
person to forget about it. This may cause him to pray whilst in a
state of impurity, even though the correct opinion states that he
is excused and his prayer is correct. However, if he remembers
whilst in the prayer and is unable to clean the impurity whilst
praying, then, he must break his prayer and start anew after the
removal of this impurity.
Either way, the evil custom which is being referred to in the
question is from foolishness, for the shariah has ordered one to
remove impurities and clean them. I also fear that the sacrifice
may have been performed for some other reason, like sacrificing
it to the jinn or devils (shayatln) etc; this is from shirk, and it is
well known that shirk is a sin which is not forgiven by Allah.295
Q: Someone moved into a new house and began to be afflicted
with illnesses. This has caused him and his family to become
pessimistic regarding the house, so is it allowed for him to leave
due to this reason?
A: Certain houses, vehicles and spouses may possess misfortune
due to the wisdom of Allah. This may cause some harm, or the
removal of some benefit etc, so if this is the case then there is
nothing wrong with moving to another house. Allah may place

2,5 Ibid, vol. 1, pp. 69-70, no. 34.
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good for him in his new abode. It has been reported that the
Prophet (35) said: “Misfortune is in three: a house, a woman and
a horse.” So, certain vehicles possess misfortune, likewise certain
wives and houses. So if a person sees this, he should know it is
from the decree of Allah, and that Allah has decreed this in His
wisdom so that the person may move to another place. Allah
knows best.296
Q: What is the ruling of ‘nafath’ (lightly spitting) in water?
A: Spitting in water is of two types:
Firstly - To want some blessing from the saliva of that person.
Without doubt, this is impermissible and a form of shirk for
a person’s saliva does not possess any blessing or cure, so one
should not seek blessing from anyone else’s traces except the
Prophet (35). People used to seek blessings from his traces during
his lifetime. Likewise, after his death, if those traces were still
present, (Umm Salamah would have hairs of the Prophet (31) in
a silver container) they would be used to cure the ill by placing
water on them, then giving the water to the ill.
However, this is not allowed for anyone other than the Prophet
(35). Using a person’s saliva, sweat or clothes is unlawful and a
form of shirk, as the one who brings a cure which is not from
the sharfah or a natural cure, has brought a form of shirk. If a
person does this, he has made himself similar to Allah in placing
a cure, for these cures are only taken from the shariah, so the
one who relies upon a means and cure other than that which is
natural or from the sharfah, he has brought a form of shirk.
Secondly - To spit after having recited the Qur’an, such as reciting
Surah Fatihah, (which is from the best ‘ruqyahs’ to recite over the
ill). He recites it and then spits into the water; this is allowed, and
some of the pious predecessors would do it. It has been tried and

296 Ibid, vol. 1, pp. 70-71, no. 36.
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is beneficial by the will of Allah. The Prophet (%) before sleeping,
would recite Surahs Ikhlds, Falaq and Nas and then spit into
his hands, and wipe his face and whatever he could of his body.
Success is with Allah.
Q: Does magic have a reality? And was the Prophet (3£)
bewitched?
A: Magic exists without a doubt, and it has a reality, as is
mentioned in the Qur’an and Sunnah. In the Qur’an, Allah
mentions the sorcerers of Pharaoh who threw their sticks and
ropes, and bewitched the eyes of those watching, to the extent
that even Musa (*9) thought the serpents would bite due to the
magic. He became frightened, so Allah ordered him to throw his
staff, which turned into a serpent and ate their magic. There is no
confusion in this, and there are also many hadiths which establish
magic and its effects.
The Prophet (3s) was bewitched as has been established in the
hadith of ‘A’ishah and others that the Prophet (%) was bewitched,
to the extent he would think he had done something which he
had not, but Allah revealed to him Surahs Falaq and Nas, and he
was cured by them.297
Q: Is it allowed to remove magic from the bewitched (i.e.
‘nashrah’)?
A: The correct opinion is that this *nashrah’ is of two types:
The first: By using the Qur’an and authentic du‘as - there is
nothing wrong with this due to its benefits, and it possesses no
harm, rather sometimes it may even be necessary.
The second type: If it is by doing something impermissible, like
nullifying the magic by using other magic, the scholars have

2,7 Ibid, vol. 1, pp. 71-72, no. 37.
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differed over this - some have allowed it due to necessity whilst
others forbid it due to the saying of the Prophet (3s) when he
was asked about *nashrah*: “It is from the work of shaytan. ”
Collected by Abu Dawud with a sound chain of narration.
Therefore, using magic against magic is unlawful, instead, one
should turn to Allah making dn(a with humility and ask Him to
remove this harm. He says:

And when My slaves ask you (O Muhammad) concerning
Me, then (answer them), I am indeed near (to them by My
Knowledge). I respond to the invocations of the supplicant
when he calls on Me.
Surah al-Baqarah, verse 186

He also says:

Is not He (better than your gods) Who responds to the
distressed one, when he calls on Him, and Who removes the
evil, and makes you inheritors of the earth, generations after
generations? Is there any god with Allah? Little is that you
rememberi
Surah al-Naml, verse 62

Q: What is the ruling of reconciliation between a husband and
wife using magic?
A: This is impermissible and not allowed. It is known as *atfy
and that which causes a husband and wife to separate is known
as ‘sarf; this is also impermissible, and can be disbelief or shirk
at times. Allah says:
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But neither of these two (angels) taught anyone (such things)
till they had said: “We are only for trial, so disbelieve not (by
learning this magic from us).” And from these (angels) people
learn that by which they cause separation between man and his
wife, but they could not thus harm anyone except by Allah's
Leave. Arid they learn that which harms them and profits them
not. And indeed they knew that the buyers of it (magic) would
have no share in the Hereafter.
Surah al-Baqarah, verse 102

Q: Certain people call on the jinn using incantations and make
them discover buried treasures, which have been buried for a
long time. What is the ruling of this?
A: This is not allowed, because in the majority of cases, these
incantations they use to call the jinn with involve shirk, and shirk
is a dangerous matter. Allah says:
Oo
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Verily, whosoever sets up partners (in worship) with Allah,
then Allah has forbidden Paradise to him, and the Fire will be
his abode. And for the Zalimun (polytheists and wrong-doers)
there are no helpers.
Surah al-Ma’idah, verse 72

Those who go to these people deceive them and their own selves.
They deceive them by making them think they are on the truth,
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and they deceive themselves by giving them money. What is
obligatory is that one severs all ties with them, refrains from going
to them and tells his Muslim brothers to do the same, for in the
majority of cases, these types of people cheat others and extort
their money. They tells lies, and in some cases when these lies are
actually manifested, they spread the news and tell people how
what they said has taken place. If it fails to happen, they falsely
claim that they are the ones who prevented it from happening.
I advise these people and say: Beware of spreading lies amongst
people, and committing shirk with Allah, and taking peoples
money without just cause, for the duration of this world is short,
and the accounting of the Day of Judgement is severe, so it is
necessary for you to repent to Allah, rectify your actions and
purify your wealth, and Allah is the One who grants success.298
Q: Does the evil-eye inflict people? And how is it cured? And if
one is cautious about it, does this disavow his trust (tawakkul)
in Allah?
A: We know that the evil-eye is true; it is established by the
sharTab and by experience. Allah says:

And verily, those who disbelieve would almost make you slip
with their eyes (through hatred)
Surah al-Qalam, verse 51

Ibn ‘Abbas and others said in its explanation: “give you the evileye by their sight.” The Prophet (3s) said: “The evil-eye is true
and was anything to precede the decree of Allah it would be the
evil-eye, and if you are asked to bathe then do so. ” Collected by
Muslim.

2,1 Ibid, vol. 1, pp. 154-155, no. 111.
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Likewise, al-Nasa’I and others report that ‘Amir jbn RabT'ah
passed by Sahl ibn Hanlf whilst he was bathing. “'Amir said: 7
have never seen the flesh of a virgin to be similar to what I am
seeing today. ’ Sahl became severely ill on the spot. The Prophet ($$)
was informed of his illness, and he was told that Sahl was unable
to lift his head. The Prophet ($$) asked: *Do you blame anyone?'
They replied: “Amir ibn RabTah.’ So the Prophet (%) called him
and became angry with him saying: ‘Over what does one of you
kill his brother? You should have asked that he be blessed. Bathe
for him.’ So 'Amir washed his face, hands, forearms, shins, feet
and under his lower robe in a pot. It was poured over Sahl from
behind, and he was cured instantly.” Reality also supports this,
and one cannot reject it.
Once it befalls, one uses the permissible cures for it. They are:
1. Recitation - the Prophet (21) said: “There is no ‘ruqyah* except
from the evil-eye or fever.” Jibrll would make ‘ruqyah* over the
Prophet (21) and say: “In the name of Allah I make *ruqyah’ over
you, from every illness which harms you, and from the evil of
every envious soul or eye, may Allah cure you, in the name of
Allah I make ‘ruqyah* over you.”
2. To ask_the one who inflicted it to bathe, just as the Prophet (2s)
ordered ‘Amir in the previous hadith, then to pour this water on
the afflicted.
As for using his urine or faeces or other traces, there is no
foundation for this. What has been reported is that one should
wash his limbs, and under his garments; Allah knows best.
Being cautious of the evil-eye does not disavow one’s trust
in Allah, for tawakkul is to rely upon Allah whilst taking the
necessary means which one is allowed to take, or has been
ordered to take. The Prophet (21) would seek refuge for Hasan
and Husayn and say: “I seek refuge for you both in the perfect
and complete words of Allah from every shaytan a?id every
vermin, and from every eye which harms,” and he would say:
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“This is how Ibrahim would seek refuge for Ishaq and IsmcTJl. ”
Collected by al-Bukharl.299
Q: Certain people differ with regards to the evil-eye. Some say, ‘It
has no effects due to it opposing the Qur’an.’ What is the correct
opinion in this matter?.
A: The true opinion is what the Prophet (3s) said, “Verily the evileye is true. ” This is also something reality attests to. I know of no
verse which contradicts this hadith, in order for people to claim
it contradicts the Qur’an. Rather Allah has placed for everything
its cure. Some scholars of tafsir state in the explanation of the
verse:

And verily, those who disbelieve would almost make you slip
with their eyes (through hatred)
Surah al-Qalam, verse 51

“It is referring to the evil-eye.” Whether it is what is being referred
to in the verse or not, the evil-eye is without doubt real. Reality
attested to it in the time of the Prophet (3*) and continues to do so
today. What should the one who has been afflicted by the evil-eye
do? The answer:
He should recite upon himself. The one who inflicted it (if he is
known), should be asked to make wudit, and this water is then
poured over the head and body of the afflicted; with this he will
be cured insha’ Allah. It has become the custom here, to take
certain possessions of the person who inflicted the evil-eye, such
as his hat etc, and place it in water, then give the water to the
afflicted. We have heard that this is also beneficial, so if this is
the case, then there is nothing wrong with doing this. If a means
is established as being a cure in the sharTah or naturally, then it
is correct. As for that which is neither sharcI nor natural, then it

299 Ibid, vol. l,pp. 155-156, no. 112.
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is impermissible, such as those who rely upon amulets and its
likes, hanging them on themselves to repel the evil-eye; this has
no foundation to it, whether it is from the Qur’an or other than
it. Certain scholars allow amulets from the Qur’an if there is a
need for it.300
Q: Can the jinn affect people? And how does one protect
themselves from them?
A: There is no doubt that the jinn can affect people by harming
them which can at times lead to death, or by throwing stones
at them, or maybe frightening them etc. from that which has
been mentioned in the Snnnah or has been witnessed. It has been
established that the Prophet (2s) allowed some of his companions
to return to their families during one of the expeditions, and I
believe it was the Battle of the Trench. Among them was a young
man who was a newly wed. When he returned home he found
his wife on the roof of the house, so he rebuked her. She said:
“Enter”, so he did and found a snake which had coiled itself up
on the ground. He struck it with his spear until it died, and he
also died. It was unknown which of them died first. When the
Prophet (35) heard this, he forbade the killing of the jinn in the
house except the ‘abtar’ (short-tailed or mutilated-tailed snake)
and ‘dhu taftayn’ (the snake with two white lines on its back).
This is evidence to show that the jinn may attack people and
that they cause harm; reality also attests to this, for it has been
reported on many occasions that a person has come to a ruin,
and been hit by a stone, even though he sees no-one there, and
he may hear a rustling like that of leaves etc., all which frightens
and harms him. Likewise, the jinn may possess a human due to
love, or out of harm, or due to another reason, and Allah points
to this in His saying:

100 Ibid, vol. 1, pp. 155-156, no. 113.
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Those who eat riba (usury) will not stand (on the Day of
Resurrection) except like the standing of a person beaten by
Shaytdn leading him to insanity.
Surah al-Baqarah, verse 275

At times the jinni may speak from within the person, to the one
who recites over that person, and at times it may take an oath not
to return, and other such things which are well known and have
spread amongst people. Therefore, the way to protect oneself
from the jinn is to recite what has been mentioned in the Sunnah,
such as Ayat al-Kurst, for if one recites it at night, a guardian
from Allah will remain with him until the morning, so no shaytdn
will be able to approach. Allah is the Protector.301
Q: Is there any reality to the jinn} Do they have any effects? What
is the cure to that?
A: Allah knows best with regards to the reality of the jinn, but
we know that they have real bodies made from fire, and that
they eat, drink, marry and have children. Allah says regarding
shaytdn:

Will you then take him (IblJs) and his offspring as protectors
and helpers rather than Me while they are enemies to you*
Surah al-Kahf, verse 50

Likewise, they are also ordered to perform acts of worship, for
Allah sent to them the Prophet (36), and they attended and heard
the Qur’an, as Allah says:

301 Ibid, vol. 1, pp. 156-157, no. 114.
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Say (O Muhammad): “It has been revealed to me that a group
(from three to ten in number) of jinn listened (to this Qur’an).
They said: verily we have heard a wonderful Recitation (this
Qur’an)! It guides to the Right Path, and we have believed
therein, and we shall never join (in worship) anything with our
Lord (Allah).
Surah al-Jinn, verse 1-2

He also says:

bXr**-

And (remember) when We sent towards you (Muhammad) a
group (three to ten persons) of the jinn, (quietly) listening to
the Qur’an. When they stood in the presence thereof, they said:
“Listen in silence!” and when it was finished, they returned
to their people, as warners. They said: “O our people! Verily,
we have heard a Book (this Qur’an) sent down after Musa,
confirming what came before it: it guides to the truth and to the
straight Path (i.e. Islam). ”
Surah al-Ahqaf, verse 29-30

It has been established that the Prophet (3§) said to the jinn who
came to him and asked him for provisions: “In every bone that
the name of Allah has been recited upon, you will find it with the
fattest of meat.”
The jinn participate with a person whilst he is eating, if he does so
without taking the name of Allah. This is why saying ‘bismillah ’ is
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obligatory before eating and drinking as the Prophet (3*) ordered.
Therefore, the jinn are real and exist, and to deny them is to deny
the Qur’an and disbelieve in Allah. The jinn have been ordered to
do good and forbidden from evil, and their disbelievers will enter
the Fire, as Allah says:

Allah) will say: “Enter you in the company of nations who)
passed away before you, of men and jinn, into the Fire.” Every
time a new nation enters, it curses its sister nation (that went
before)
Surah al-A‘raf, verse 38

The believing jinn will enter Paradise, due to the saying of
Allah:

But for him who fears the standing before his Lord, there will
be two gardens (i.e. in Paradise). Then which of the Blessings of
your Lord will you both (jinn and men) deny? With spreading
branches. Then which of the Blessings of your Lord will you
both (jinn and men) deny?
Surah al-Rahman, verse 46-49

This includes both mankind and jinn. Allah also says:
\"u "T
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O you assembly of jinn and mankind! Did not there come to
you Messengers from amongst you, reciting unto you My verses
and warning you of the meeting of this Day of yours? They will
say: We bear witness against ourselves. It was the life of this
world that deceived them. And they will bear witness against
themselves that they were disbelievers.
Surah al-An‘am, verse 130

There are other such verses and hadiths which show that they
will enter paradise if they believe and the Fire if they disbelieve.
As for their effects on humans, this is also real and it exists.
Sometimes, they enter a person and cause convulsions and pain,
or they affect him by frightening him.
The cure to protect_oneself from their effects is to recite the
sharci dueas, such as Ayat al-Kursl, for if one recites it at night, a
guardian from Allah will remain with him until morning, so no
shaytan will be able to approach him. 302
Q: What is magic? And what is the ruling of learning it?
A: The scholars mention that magic linguistically means: ‘All that
which has a hidden cause, like all that which people do not see or
realise.’ This term includes astrology and fortune telling and the
effects of speech and eloquence, as the Prophet (^) said: “Verily
in speech there is magic.” So, everything which has a hidden
effect is magic.
In the sharTah, it has been defined by some as: “Amulets,
incantations, and knots which affect the hearts, minds and bodies;
it takes away ones intellect, causes love and hatred, separates a
husband and wife, causes illness to the body, and takes away
ones thoughts.”

WJ Ibid, vol. 1, pp. 157-159, no. 115.
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Learning magic is impermissible; indeed, it is disbelief if one uses
it to associate partners using the shayatln. Allah says:

gUEUj

U44 o

T/?ey followed ivhat the shayatin (devils) gave out (falsely of the
magic) in the lifetime of Sulayman. Sulaymdn did not disbelieve,
but the shayatJn disbelieved, teaching men magic and such
things that came down at Babylon to the two angels, Harut and
Mdrut, but neither of these two (angels) taught anyone (such
things) till they had said, “ We are only for trial, so disbelieve
not (by learning this ?nagic from us)”. And from these (angels)
people learn that by which they cause separation between man
and his wife, but they could not thus harm anyone except by
Allah's Leave. And they learn that which harms them and
profits them not. And indeed they knew that the buyers of it
(magic) would have no share in the Hereafter.
Surah al-Baqarah, verse 102

This type of magic i.e. by using the shayatin, is disbelief, and
using it is a form of disbelief, oppression and tyranny against
the creation. This is why the magician is killed either due to his
apostasy or as a punishment. If his magic is disbelief, then he is
killed as an apostate, and if it is not disbelief then he is killed as
punishment, and to protect people from his harm. 303

303 Ibid, vol. 1, pp. 159-160, no. 116.
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Q: Does magic have a reality?
A: There is no doubt that magic has a reality, and that its effects
are real. However, the idea that it turns things, or causes what is
still to move, or that which moves to be still, is untrue. Look at
the saying of Allah in the story of the sorcerers of Pharaoh:

^jit-j
...they bewitched the eyes of the people, a?id struck terror into
them, and they displayed a great magic.
Surah al-A'raf, verse 116

How did they place magic on people’s eyes? They placed magic
on them when people watched the ropes of the sorcerers move as
though they were serpents, as Allah says:

...by their magic, appeared to him as though they moved fast
Surah Ta-Ha, verse 66

So, magic in turning things, or moving others, or causing others
to be still has no effect, but magic affects the bewitched by causing
him to see that which is still as moving, and that which is moving
as still. These effects are very apparent, and have an impact on
the body and senses of the bewitched; it may even kill him.304
Q: What are the categories of magic? Is the magician a
disbeliever?
A: Magic is of two types:
The first type is knots and incantations, meaning phrases and
mutterings the magician uses as a means to associate partners
304 Ibid, vol. 1, pp. 164-165, no. 121.
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with Allah using the shayatin so as to harm the bewitched. Allah
says:

'}cS\
They followed what the shayatin (devils) gave out (falsely of the
magic) in the lifetime of Sulayman. Sulaymdn did not disbelieve,
but the shayatin disbelieved, teaching men magic
Surah al-Baqarah, verse 102

The second type is remedies and drugs which affect the body,
mind, inclinations and willpower of the bewitched; this is known
as ‘atf and 1sarf. They make a person succumb to his wife or
another woman, to the extent that he becomes like an animal,
and she can lead him as she pleases. ‘Sarf is the opposite; it affects
the body of the bewitched weakening it little by little until he is
destroyed. It also causes him to believe things which are untrue.
The scholars have differed over the disbelief of the magician.
Some have said he is a disbeliever whilst others have said he is
not. In using the categorisation we have mentioned we can say
that the ruling is: the one who uses shayatin in his magic is a
disbeliever, and as for the one who uses remedies and drugs, then
he is not a disbeliever but is still sinful.305
Q: Is the magician killed due to his apostasy or as a
punishment?
A: A magician may be killed due to his apostasy, or as a punishment,
depending upon what we have mentioned concerning whether or
not he is a disbeliever. When it is ruled that he is a disbeliever, he
is killed as an apostate, otherwise he is killed as a punishment for
his magic. Magicians should be killed whether they are considered
105 Ibid, vol. 1, pp. 165-166, no. 122.
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disbelievers or not, due to the immense harm they bring about,
for they cause a husband and wife to separate. They can cause
friendship between enemies for their own personal gratification,
such as wanting to fornicate with a woman. It is the duty of the
ruler to kill them without asking whether they repent or not, if
it is a punishment, because once a punishment comes before the
ruler he carries it out without asking about repentance. From
this, we can see the mistake of those who put ‘apostasy’ in the
chapter of punishments, for the killing of an apostate is not
considered from the punishments. This is because if he repents he
is allowed to live. Likewise, punishments are expiation for those
who commit sins, but not for the disbeliever, so the killing of an
apostate is not expiation. He is a disbeliever and hence is not
washed, prayed over or buried with the Muslims.
Thus, saying that the magician should be killed is in accordance
with the principles of the shariah, for they cause evil on the earth
and their evil is of the worst kind. If they are killed people will
be saved from their harm, and likewise people will refrain from
approaching them. 306
Q: Has it been established that the Prophet (3£) was bewitched?
A: Yes, it has been established in al-BukharT, Muslim and other
than them that the Prophet (3t) was bewitched. However, this did
not affect him with regard to matters of revelation and religion,
rather the extent of it was that he would think he had done
something when he had not. He was bewitched by a Jew known
as LabTd ibn A'sam, but Allah saved him and revealed to him
Surahs Falaq and Nas. The bewitchment did not affect his station
as a Prophet, as it did not affect him (^) with regard to matters
of revelation and worship.
Certain people have denied that the Prophet ($$) was bewitched,
saying that this would imply that the disbelievers were truthful
in their statement:

** Ibid, vol. 2, pp. 130-131, no. 230.
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You follow none but a bewitched man.
Surah al-Isra’, verse 47

However, there is no doubt that this does not mean that they were
truthful in their description of the Prophet (3§). They claimed that
the Prophet (3§) was bewitched in matters of revelation, and that
he raved as the magicians do. The bewitchment of the Prophet
(3§) did not affect anything to do with matters of revelation and
the religion. It is not allowed for us to deny authentic narrations
just because certain people misunderstand them. 307
Q: What is the ruling of asking a soothsayer?
A: Asking soothsayers can be divided into three categories:
The first category: To ask them and then to believe them; this is
impermissible (hardm), and is disbelief. This is because believing
what they mention from the unseen is a denial of what has been
mentioned in the Qur’an.
The second category: To ask them in order to see whether they are
truthful or liars, and not in order to believe them. This is allowed,
for the Prophet (^) asked Ibn Siyad: “What have I hidden from
you?” He replied: “Al-dukh.” The Prophet (%$) said: "Shame be
on you! You cannot cross your limits. ” So, the Prophet (31) asked
him about that which he had hidden in order to test him, not to
believe him.
The third category: To ask them so that their lies and weakness
becomes apparent, and this is something which should be done,
and may even be obligatory. 308

307 Ibid, vol. 2, pp. 134-135, no. 234.
M* Ibid, vol. 2, pp. 135-136, no. 235.
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Q: What is fortune telling? And what is the ruling of going to
fortune tellers?
A: Fortune telling is taken from ‘takahhunmeaning to guess and
search for the truth using methods which have no foundation. In
the days of ignorance (jahiliyyah) it was the work of people who
would be contacted by the sbayatln who would steal news from
the heavens. These people would take this news and add to it
what they pleased, then tell it to people. If something they said
conformed to reality, people would be deceived by them and take
them as a source of authority. They used them to learn about
matters of the future. Therefore, we say, a fortune teller is the
one who informs others regarding matters of the unseen in the
future.
Those who come to fortune tellers are of three types:
The first type: To ask a fortune teller without believing him this is unlawful, and the punishment of the questioner is that his
prayer will not be accepted for forty days. This is mentioned in
the hadith of SahJh Muslim that the Prophet (&) said: w Whosoever
comes to a fortune teller and asks him, bis prayer will not be
accepted for forty days or forty nights. ”
The second type: To ask the fortune tellers and believe in what
they claim - this is disbelief, for he has believed them regarding
what they have claimed from the matters of the unseen. To believe
men in these claims of the unseen is to deny the saying of Allah:

Say: “None in the heavens and the earth ktiows the Unseen
except Allah”
Surah al-Naml, verse 65

This is why the Prophet (?&) said: “Whosoever comes to a fortune
teller and believes what he says, has disbelieved in that which has
been revealed to Muhammad (%). ”
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The third type: To ask the fortune teller in order to expose his lies,
guesses and fabrications; this is allowed; the evidence for this is
that Ibn Siyad came to the Prophet (3£), and the Prophet thought
of something and then asked him about what he had hidden from
him. Ibn Siyad replied: “Al-dukh” meaning Surah al-Dukhan [he
guessed incorrectly], so the Prophet (3t) said “Shame be on you!
You cannot cross your limits. ” These are the three types of people
who approach the fortune teller:
1. To ask them without believing them and without wanting to
test them; this is haram, and the punishment of the questioner is
that his prayer is not accepted for forty days.
2. To ask them and believe them; this is disbelief, and one must
repent to Allah from this, or else he dies upon disbelief.
3. To ask them in order to test them and make their condition
apparent to people; this is allowed.309
Q: What is ‘tanjlm’ (astrology)? And what is its ruling?
A: The word ‘tanjlm’ comes from ,‘najm> (star); it is to use the
condition and state of the universe as a sign for predicting what
will take place on the earth. The astrologer connects that which
takes place, or will take place on the earth with the movement
of the stars; it’s rising, descent and patterns etc. This form of
astrology is a type of magic and fortune telling, and it is unlawful,
for it is based upon illusions which have no basis, as there is no
connection between that which takes place on the earth with that
which takes place in the heavens.
It was from the beliefs of pre-Islam (jahiliyyah) that the sun and
moon only eclipse when someone important dies. When the sun
eclipsed during the time of the Prophet (3s) on the same day his
son, Ibrahim, passed away, people said: “The sun has eclipsed

w Ibid, vol. 2, pp. 136-137, no. 236.
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due to the death of Ibrahim.” So, the Prophet (3t) gave a sermon
after praying the eclipse prayer, and said: “Verily the sun and
moon are two signs from the signs of Allah; they do not eclipse
due to the death or birth of anyone. ” Hence, the Prophet (3*)
rejected the connection between incidents which take place on
earth and the state of the universe. Just as this type of astrology
is a form of magic, it is also a reason for certain psychological
illusions which have no basis, so a person falls into a maze of
illusions and pessimism which have no end.
There is also another type of astrology, and it is to use the stars
as signs for times, periods and seasons. There is no harm in this
type, for example, to say that if such and such star is seen, then
it means the rain season will enter, or that it is the season of
ripened fruits etc. There is nothing wrong with this.310
Q: What is the connection between ‘tanjtm* (astrology) and
fortune telling? And which of the two is more dangerous?
A: The connection between the two is that both are based on
illusions and deception, unlawfully eating people’s wealth, and
filling their lives with sorrow and grief, and such similar things.
As for which of the two is more dangerous than the other, this
depends on how widespread they are, for it may be that in a
certain society tanjim has no effect, nor do they bother with it or
believe in it, but fortune telling is widespread amongst them and
therefore more dangerous, and vice versa. However, if both are
present, then fortune telling is the more dangerous of the two.311

1,0 Ibid, vol. 2, pp. 138-139, no. 237.
,n Ibid, vol. 2, p. 139, no. 238.
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Q: What is the ruling of the jinn serving humans?
A: Shaykh al-Islam mentions in the eleventh volume of Majmit*
Fatawd that the jinn serving humans is of three types:
The first type: To use them in the obedience of Allah or in the
assistance of those affairs which are needed. For example, using
them to convey Islam, just as if he had a believing jinni which he
teaches. The jinn then call other jinn and teach them; this is from
da'wah (calling) to Allah. The jinn attended a gathering with the
Prophet (&), and he recited for them the Qur’an and they then
returned to their people as warners. Amongst the jinn there are
those who are pious, worshippers, and scholars; a warner must be
knowledgeable with regards to that which he is warning about.
The second type: To use them in matters which are lawful; this
is allowed on the condition that the means in achieving this is
also lawful. If it is unlawful then to use them is also unlawful, for
example, being unable to use the jinni unless a person makes shirk
with Allah by sacrificing to the jinni, or bowing or prostrating to
it, etc.
The third type: To use them in that which is impermissible,
such as to steal people’s money and frighten them etc., - this is
impermissible due to it being oppression and tyranny, and if the
means to it is via shirk then it is more severe.312
Q: What is the ruling of asking questions to the jinn and believing
in what they say?
A: Shaykh al-Islam said in M.ajmTi( Fatawa: “To ask the jinn,
or to ask those who speak to the jinn, in order to believe them
is unlawful. However, if it is to test them, and if one is able to
differentiate between truth and falsehood, it is allowed.” He then
mentions evidence for this, and states what has been reported by

1,2 Ibid, vol. 2, pp. 239-240, no. 318.
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Abu Musa, that the news of ‘Umar was delayed in reaching him,
and there was a woman who had a friend from the jinn, so he
asked it, and it informed him that he left ‘Umar poisoning the
camels.313
Q: Do the jinn know the unseen?
A: The jinn do not know the unseen; no one knows the unseen
of the heavens and earth except Allah, as is mentioned in the
following verse:

Then when We decreed death for him (Sulayman), nothing
informed them (jinn) of his death except a liitle worm of the
earth which kept (slowly) gnawing away at his stick. So when
he fell down, the jinn saw clearly that if they had known the
Unseen, they would not have stayed in the humiliating torment.
Surah Saba’, verse 14

Whosoever claims to know the unseen is a disbeliever, and
likewise so are those who believe the claims of such people. This
is because of the following saying of Allah:

Say: “None in the heavens and the earth knows the Unseen
except Allah ”
Surah al-Naml, verse 65

Only Allah knows the unseen of the heavens and the earth. As for
those who claim such knowledge, they are from the fortune tellers.
The Prophet (^) said: “ Whosoever comes to a fortune teller and

J,J Ibid, vol. 2, p. 240, no. 319.
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asks him, his prayer will not be accepted for forty days. ” If he
believes in what he says, this is disbelief, for he has believed what
he has said of the unseen, and thus denied the verse:

Say: “None in the heavens and the earth knows the Unseen
except Allah”
Surah al-Naml, verse 65

Q: Certain people who cure others by reciting do things which
we are unsure of. Some of them sell particular vessels for a higher
price due to someone having recited in it seven times, whilst
other vessels are cheaper because it has only been recited in once.
Likewise, some of them tell the patients that they must capture
pigeons and hold them for the night, and that the patients cannot
recite upon themselves, rather they must be taken to these people
in order for them to be recited upon. Please inform us of the
ruling of all of this.
A: All that has been mentioned in this question has no basis in
it. Likewise, reciting in vessels, regardless of how many times it
is done has no foundation. Rather, what is known from some of
the scholars of the past is that they would write verses from the
Qur’an in saffron, such as Surah al-Fatihah and Ayat al-Kursi,
then pour water over this and give it to the ill to drink from.
As for reciting seven times, this has no basis to the best of my
knowledge. Due to the increase of psychological illnesses in these
times, these people bring things which have no foundation.
Our advice to such people is that they should not overstep what
the pious predecessors would do, for they were closer to the truth
and their opinions were more correct.314

,u Da'u/ah magazine, issue no. 1455, 18th Rabi* al-Awwal, 1415 AH.
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Q: A person has been diagnosed with chronic neurosis. This illness
has caused him many problems, such as raising his voice to his
parents, severing the ties of kinship, anxiety, embarrassment and
fear, so is such a person exempt from the rulings of the sbarTah?
And will he be held to account for these actions? What is your
advice to him?
A: He is not exempt from the rulings of the sharTab so long as
he is sane. When he loses his sanity, and is unable to control his
mind, he is excused. My advice to him is to increase his du'a to
Allah, increase his remembrance of Allah, ask for His forgiveness,
and seek refuge in Allah from sbaytan when he becomes angry.
May Allah cure him.
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Conclusion

All praise is due to Allah, with whose blessing does one complete
righteous actions.
The completion of this book has been made easy for us, by the
grace and bounty of Allah. Through it we have endured much,
and as Allah knows, it has taken much effort and time from us.
It pleases us, dear reader, to place a summary of what we have
mentioned at the end for you:
1. This topic is very important due to the need people have for a
book comprising of both the theological and practical aspects, in
a subject which is both old and new, and which affects people in
every time and place.
2. There are a certain number of important principles the Muslim
should be aware of, and which he should apply throughout life.
These include belief in Allah, the unseen, the pre-decree, patience
upon calamities etc.
3. The jinn were created before mankind from fire. They are
ordered with the worship of Allah, and are included in the
sharTah of the Prophet (£$). Whosoever from amongst them
believes, performs righteous actions, and dies upon that will
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enter Paradise, and whosoever from them disbelieves, rejects, and
chooses other than the Straight Path will enter the Fire, and what
an evil abode that is.
4. The jinn are part of a hidden world which one must believe
in; their existence has been established by the Qur’an, Sunnah
and by the agreement of the scholars. Whosoever denies this,
has denied something in the Qur’an and Sunnah, and whosoever
twists this has taken a dangerous path.
5. The jinn reside in many places, such as open spaces, caves,
deserts and ruins etc, so one should protect himself with the du'as
mentioned in order to be safe from harm.
6. There are many ways in which one can protect themselves from
the evil and harm of the jinn. Whosoever takes and preserves
these means will be protected by the will of Allah, and will be
safe from them, and whosoever is negligent and lazy in this has
only himself to blame when calamity befalls.
7. The touching and possession of humans by the jinn is
established in the sharTah, intellectually and by reality. It has
many symptoms which are apparent on the afflicted, such as
convulsions, fainting, screaming and bodily pains which have no
apparent reason.
8. The reasons for convulsions are many. Sometimes they come
as a test and trial from Allah, sometimes because the afflicted
is distant from Allah, and sometimes becuase the jinn possesses
love for the afflicted, such as a male jinni loving a woman or vice
versa. In some cases, it is due to the foolishness and oppression
of the jinn; this is common (and sometimes as a result of humans
harming them; this is also common).315
9. Seeking medication is permissible as is mentioned in the Qur’an
and Sunnah. Allah has pointed to many types of cures, and there

3,5 What is in between the brackets was added by Shaykh Ibn Baz.
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is no illness except that it has a cure. Know it those who know it,
and be ignorant of it those who are ignorant of it.
10. Not every person is suitable to make incantation (ruqyah).
There are certain matters which must be present in the one
reciting the incantation, and the one being recited upon. When
these conditions have been met, the cure will be beneficial, by the
will of Allah.
11. There are many medicines which are beneficial in the curing
of convulsions, and these cures have been tested and their benefit
has been established, insha’ Allah.
12. The daily prayers, patience and other such things have many
beneficial effects in curing the ill, no matter what the illness is.
We have witnessed these benefits ourselves on many occasions.
13. Magic consists of invented incantations and murmurings
which the magician submits to shaytan, and thus the shaytan
does the magicians bidding regardless of whether it is lawful or
unlawful.
14. Magic has been established in the Qur’an, Sunnah, and by the
consensus of the scholars; it is real and exists.
15. It is impermissible to learn magic in any situation, and the
punishment of the magician is beheading.
16. There are many ways to prevent magic, before or after it
occurs, and whosoever takes these means whilst relying upon
Allah, and trusting in Him, will be cured by Allah.
17. The evil-eye is true, and was anything to precede the decree
of Allah, it would be the evil-eye; its effects are mentioned in the
Qur’an and Sunnah.
18. Jealousy is the illness of all nations, and it is most commonly
between people. It has split nations and communities, destroyed
families and relations, and it only stems from evil souls which
dislike good and crave evil.
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19. There are many ways to protect oneself from the evil-eye.
These comprise of permissible (shar'I) incantations and natural
medicines, which will cure the one afflicted by it, insha’ Allah.
We have tried many of them ourselves and have seen their benefit,
by Allah’s grace.
20. The evil-eye can occur from one who does not normally inflict
it, when he hears of something, or wishes for it. This results in
the evil-eye which is not from his nature, and this is something
well known and witnessed.
21. We have dedicated a chapter to incidents which we have
witnessed without adding or subtracting from them, and have
tried our utmost in only mentioning that which we are certain of.
This is the most truthful thing we can use as evidence from reality,
and many of our friends know these incidents to be true, as we
mentioned it to them, or they witnessed them, or it happened to
one of their relatives.
Finally:
Dear brother, here is the cure in your hands, from the Book of
Allah and the Sunnah of the Prophet (31), and from the actions of
the pious predecessors and those who have followed in their way.
It has been tested and is without doubt beneficial. Whosoever
does not benefit from it, let him examine himself. Does he rely
upon Allah, trust in Him, and make a covenant with Allah not to
go to those impostors and deceivers who will only fill his heart
with grief and remorse, extort his money, and distance him from
Allah and cause him to commit that which is unlawful?
We hope and pray that is the case and we ask Allah that He gives
us all good health and protection in this life and the Hereafter,
and may Allah’s peace, blessings and mercy be upon you.
May the peace and blessings of Allah be upon our Prophet
Muhammad, his family and all his companions.
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Appendices
Two Short Treatises
by
Shaykh 'Abdul-Aziz ibn 'Abdullah ibn Baz
(may Allah have mercy upon him)

Treatise 1:
A clarification regarding the jinn entering humans, and a
refutation of those who deny it
Treatise 2:
Seeking cures from the magicians and fortune tellers poses a
great danger for Islam and the Muslims
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Appendix 1
A Clarification Regarding the
Jinn Entering Humans, and
a Refutation of Those who
Deny it
All praise is due to Allah, and may the peace and blessings of
Allah be upon His Messenger, his family, companions and all
those who follow his guidance. To proceed:
Certain domestic newspapers reported in Sha‘ban 1407AH,
various incidents wherein the jinn who had possessed a certain
Muslim sister announced its Islam in my presence, after already
having done so in the presence of‘Abdullah ibn Mushrif al-‘Amri,
of Riyadh. He had recited upon this afflicted sister and spoken to
the jinni, reminding it of Allah, and that oppression is unlawful
and a major sin. Upon learning that the jinni was a Buddhist, he
called it to Islam and told it to leave the afflicted woman. The
jinni accepted this call to Islam and announced his Islam.
Br. ‘Abdullah and the family of the woman then desired to bring
the woman to me so that I may hear the jinni announce his
Islam. They came, and I asked the jinni why he had possessed
this woman, so he informed me. He was speaking through the
woman, but with a male and not a female voice. She was sitting
in a chair next to me in the presence of her brother, sister, Br.
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‘Abdullah and other shaykhs who were present and heard the
jinni speak.
He then clearly announced his Islam, and mentioned that he was
originally an Indian Buddhist. I advised him to fear Allah, and
that he should leave this woman and refrain from harming her,
so he agreed. I also advised him to call his people to Islam now
that Allah had guided him. He promised to do so, and then left.
His final words were, ‘Assalam ‘Alaykum\
The woman then spoke with her own voice and said she felt much
better. A month later, she returned with her two brothers, sister
and uncle to inform me that she was still doing well and that the
jinn had not returned alhamdulillah. I then asked her how she
used to feel when she was possessed. She responded saying she
would have evil thoughts contradictory to the teachings of Islam,
and a clear inclination towards Buddhism. She said she would
want to read books on that religion, but after she was cured by
Allah these thoughts and desires left her, and she returned to her
normal state.
It then reached me that Shaykh Tantawl had denied the
occurrence of any such events; he argued that it was all deception
and trickery, and maybe the voice was recorded and not from the
woman. I asked to hear the cassette in which he had made these
claims, and I was very surprised that he thought it all came from
a recording, especially when I had asked the jinni a number of
questions and it answered. How is it possible for a cassette to ask
and answer? This is from allowing the impossible.
He also claimed that the acceptance of Islam by the jinni
at the hands of a human contradicts the verse in the story of
Sulayman:

...and bestow upon me a kingdom such as shall not belong to
any other after me
Surah Sad, verse 35
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There is no doubt that he is mistaken in this, may Allah guide
him, and that he has misunderstood. There is no contradiction
between a jinni accepting Islam at the hands of a Muslim and
the dii'a of Sulayman, for many of the jinn accepted Islam at the
hands of the Prophet (21).
This has been made clear by Allah in Surahs Ahqaf and Jinn;
it has also been established in al-Bukharl and Muslim, in the
hadith of Abu Hurayrah (4*>), in which the Prophet (2s) said:
“Verily shaytan came to me and tried to break my prayer, but
Allah enabled me to overpower him. I wished to tie him to a
pillar so that you may see him in the morning, but I remembered
the statement of my brother Sulaymdn: "and bestow upon me
a kingdom such as shall not belong to any other after me. ” So
Allah returned him (shaytdn) defeated.”
In the wording of Muslim: "An 'ifrit from the jinn tried to kill
me last night in order to break my prayer, but Allah enabled me
to overpower him, and I wished to tie him to a pillar from the
pillars of the mosque so that you may see him in the morning,
but I remembered the statement of my brother Sulayman: “and
bestow upon me a kingdom such as shall not belong to any other
after me.” So Allah returned him (shaytdn) defeated.”
Al-Nasa’T reports from ‘A’ishah that whilst the Prophet (2s) was
praying, shaytdn came to him, so he took hold of him, knocked
him down and choked him. The Prophet (21) said: "...until I felt
the wetness of his tongue on my hand, and were it not for the
du'a of Sulaymdn he would have been tied up, so that the people
could have seen him in the morning. ”
It is also reported by Ahmad and Abu Dawud from the hadith of
Abu Sa'Id: "...so I pinned him with my hand, and I continued to
choke him until I felt the wetness of his saliva betiveen my two
fingers, the index finger and the one next to it. ”
Also, al-Bukharl reports in his Sahih that Abu Hurayrah (4i>) said:
"The Prophet ($z) deputised me in the safeguarding of the charity
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of Ramadan. Someone came to me and continued to urge me for
some foody so I took him and said: ‘By Allah, I will hand you
over to the Prophet (%$).’ The man said: 7 am needy, and have
many dependants and am in great poverty;’ so 1 left him. In the
morningy the Prophet (%) said: ‘What did your prisoner do last
night?’ I replied: ‘O Messenger of Allah, he complained ofpoverty
and many dependants, so l had mercy on him and released him. ’
He said: ‘Indeed he lied to you, and he will return.’ So I knew
he would return because the Prophet ($$) said so. I watched out
for him, and he came looking for food, so I took him and said:
‘By Allah, I will hand you over to the Prophet ($$).’ But he said:
‘Leave me for I am ?ieedy, and have many dependants and I will
not return,’ so again I felt mercy for him and released him. In
the morning, the Prophet (%) again asked: ‘O Abu Hurayrah,
what did your prisoner do last night?’ I replied: ‘O Messenger of
Allah, he complained of poverty and many dependants, so I had
mercy on him and released him.’ He said: ‘Indeed he lied to you,
and he will return.’ So I waited for him a third time, and he came
looking for food, so I took him and said: ‘By Allah, I will hand
you over to the Prophet (%). This is the last tune; you say you
will not return and then do so.’ He said: ‘Let me go and I will
teach you something tuhich will benefit you.’ I said: ‘What is it?’
He said: ‘Before you sleep recite Ayah al-KursI, for if you do so
a guardian from Allah will remain with you until the morning,
and no shaytan will approach you.’ So I released him, and in the
morning the Prophet (%) asked: ‘What did your prisoner do last
night?’ I replied: ‘O Messenger of Allah, he claimed he would
teach me something beneficial, so I released him.’ He said: ‘What
was it?’ I replied: ‘He said before you sleep recite Ayah al-KursJ,
for if you do so a guardian from Allah will remain with you until
the morning, and no shaytan will approach you’ - and they used
to be eager to do good - so the Prophet (%) said: ‘He has told
the truth even though he is a liar. Do you know who you were
speaking to for three nights, O Abu Hurayrah?’ I replied: ‘No’.
He said: ‘That was shaytan.’”
The Prophet (^) has informed us in the authentic hadlth of
Safiyyah: “Verily shaytan runs in the son of Adam just as blood
runs. ”
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Imam Ahmad reports in his Musnad, with an authentic chain
of narration from TJthman ibn Abil ‘As (40 that he said: “O
Messenger of Allah, shaytdn comes between me and my prayer
and recitation. ” He replied: “That is a shaytdn known as khinzab,
so if you feel his presence seek refuge in Allah, and lightly spit on
your left three times."
Likewise, it has been authentically established from the Prophet
(eg) that every human has a companion from the jinn, even the
Prophet (^) except that Allah assisted him, so it became a Muslim
and only ordered that which was good.
The Book of Allah, the Sunnah of the Prophet (2t) and the
agreement of the scholars all show the possibility of the jinn
possessing humans. How is it possible for those who consider
themselves to have knowledge to deny this? They are not basing
it upon knowledge or guidance, but rather they are blindly
following the people of innovation? All assistance is from Allah,
and there is no power or might except with Allah. I will mention
to you what I am able to from the sayings of the scholars insha'

Allah.
The sayings of the scholars of tafsir regarding the verse:

Those who eat riba (usury) will not stand (on the Day of
Resurrection) except like the standing of a person beaten by
Shaytdn leading him to insanity.
Surah al-Baqarah, verse 275

Imam al-Tabari said: “This is how shaytdn besots him in this
world; he causes his downfall and chokes him with possession.”
Imam al-BaghawT said: “It refers to possession; it is said one is
possessed meaning he is insane.”
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Ibn al-Kathlr said: “It means that they will stand from their
graves on the Day of Judgement, like the one who has convulsions
(convulsions) stands from his condition after shaytan has struck
him; that is, he stands improperly.”
Ibn ‘Abbas (<&) said: “The one who eats riba will be resurrected
on the Day of Judgement insane and being choked.” Collected
by Ibn Abl Hatim, and he said: “The same has been reported
from ‘Awf ibn Malik, Sa‘!d ibn Jubayr, al-Suddl, Rabl‘ ibn Anas,
Qatadah and Muqatil ibn Hayyan.”
Imam al-Qurtubl said: “In this verse, there is evidence showing
the futility of all those who deny convulsions from the jinn.
Instead, they claim it is something natural, and they argue that
shaytan does not possess people and does not inflict insanity.”
The sayings of the scholars of tafsir regarding this issue are
numerous. Those who wish to know it will find it. Shaykh alIslam Ibn Taymiyyah says in MajmiV al-Fatawa: “A group from
the Mu'tazilah denied this, including al-Jubba’I, Abu Bakr alRazT and others. They deny that the jinn enters the body of the
afflicted, but they do not deny the existence of the jinn, as the
former has not been as widely reported from the Messenger as
the latter, even though they are mistaken in this. This is why alAsh'arT mentions from the sayings of Ahlus Sunnah: They state
that the jinrit enters into the body of the afflicted, as Allah says:

Those who eat riba (usury) will not stand (on the Day of
Resurrection) except like the standing of a person beaten by
Shaytan leading him to insanity.
Surah al-Baqarah, verse 275”

He also says in Majmue al-Fatawa: “The existence of the jinn is
established in the Qur’an, Sunnah and by the agreement of the
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scholars, likewise, the entering of the jinn into humans is agreed
upon by the scholars of Ahlus Sunnah. Allah says:

Those who eat riba (usury) will not stand (on the Day of
Resurrection) except like the standing of a person beaten by
Shaytdn leading him to insanity.
Surah al-Baqarah, verse 275

A hadlth also states: “ Verily shaytan runs in the son of Adam just
as blood rims. "
‘Abdullah ibn Ahmad ibn Hanbal said: “I said to my father,
‘Certain people claim that the jinn do not enter the body of the
afflicted.’ He replied: ‘O my son, they lie, he is the one who is
speaking on their tongues.’” This is something that is well known,
for the jinnt possesses a person and speaks in an unknown tongue.
Also, he is beaten severely so much so that it would even greatly
harm a camel, but the patient feels nothing. The jinn! may at
times pull things, like the carpet, or change the furniture or go
from place to place. Whoever witnesses this knows for certain
that the one speaking and moving is a different being, and not
from mankind.
There are no scholars from the Muslims who deny the entering
of jinn into humans. Whoever denies this and claims that the
sharTah also denies this, has himself contradicted the shariah.
There is no evidence proving his point.”
Ibn al-Qayyim said in Zdd al-Mafdd, “Convulsions are of two
types: a type that is a result of the mixing of evil spirits, and the
other type is that which the doctors discuss and cure.
As for the convulsions caused by spirits, their leaders and
intellectuals accept this and do not reject it, and they agree that
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the cure for it is to repel them using good and pious spirits, which
nullify the effects of the evil spirits. This is something mentioned
by Apocrates in some of his books in which he discusses
certain cures for convulsions. He says: This is beneficial for the
convulsions which are a result of physical ailments. It does not
benefit that which is a result of spirits.”
Those ignorant doctors who are involved in heresy deny the
possession that can be caused by spirits, and that they affect the
body of the afflicted, and they have nothing except ignorance
for there is nothing in medicine which denies this, rather reality
attests to it, and their claim that it is due to natural causes is true
in certain instances, not in all.
“The cure for this is with two things, the first involves the
patient and the second involves the one who is curing. As for the
patient, a strong resolve is needed. Alongside this, the patient
must sincerely turn to the One who has created these spirits, and
seek protection from Him with both the heart and tongue in
agreement. For indeed, it is a type of battle; and one can only win
a battle if he has a weapon which fulfils the following criteria:
1. That the weapon itself is good and solid
2. That the arm which yields this weapon is strong
If one of these two characteristics is missing then the weapon
is of no benefit even if it is big. This is even more so if both of
these characteristics are absent, like the person who is devoid of
tawhld, trust in Allah and fear of Him, and he does not possess
a weapon either.
These two characteristics should also be possessed by the one
who is curing. From those who cure others are some who only
need to say: ‘leave’, or ‘bismillah’ or ‘there is no power or might
except with Allah.’ The Prophet (3s) would say: ‘Leave O enemy
of Allah for I am the Messenger of Allah.'
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I witnessed our shaykh send someone to speak to the spirit inside
a person who had convulsions. He said: ‘The shaykh tells you to
leave for this is not something halal (permissible) for you.’ So,
it would leave, and sometimes he would speak to them himself.
In some cases, the spirit would be a ‘marid’ so he would force
it to leave by beating it. When it left the afflicted would awake
without feeling any pain, and we have seen him do this many
times.”
Ibn al-Qayyim concludes by saying that this type of convulsion
and its cure is only denied by those who have little knowledge,
intellect and insight. “In the majority of cases, the possession
occurs because the possessed has very little religion and their
hearts and tongues have become negligent of the remembrance of
Allah, and seeking His protection. These evil spirits meet the one
who has isolated himself and has no weapon and thus are able to
affect him.” This is what we intended to mention from him, may
Allah have mercy upon him.
From the evidence that has been mentioned from the sharTah
and the sayings of the scholars, it is conceivable that the jinn can
enter and possess a human being. This evidence is a sufficient
refutation against those who deny this. It is also a refutation
against the mistake made by Shaykh Tantawl when he denied
this. The shaykh promised in his statement to return to the truth
when it is shown to him, so hopefully he will return to the truth
after he reads what we have mentioned. We ask Allah to guide us
and him, and give us success.
Dr. Muhammad ‘Arfan mentioned in the ‘Nadwah* newspaper,
dated 14/10/1407 AH, page 8, that the word ‘madness’ has been
concealed from the medical dictionary, and that the possession
of humans by jinn is a total and complete misunderstanding.
All this is wrong; it stems from a lack of knowledge concerning
the affairs of the sharlcabi and that which the scholars have
agreed upon from Ahlus Sunnah. If such a thing is not known
by a large number of doctors, it is not proof of its non-existence.
Rather, it shows their great ignorance with regard to what is
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known by scholars who are recognised as truthful, trustworthy
and are known to have insight in the affairs of the religion. The
possession of humans by jinn is a phenomenon whose existence
is agreed upon by Ahlus Sunnah. Ibn Taymiyyah mentions this,
and states that it was related by Abul Hasan al-AslTarl. Likewise,
it was related by al-Ash'arl through Abu ‘Abdullah Muhammad
ibn ‘Abdullah al-Shibll al-Hanafl, who died in 799AH.
It has already been mentioned that Ibn al-Qayyim stated that this
is something attested to by the intellectual and leading doctors. It
is only denied by the ignorant ones who have chosen the path of
heresy. So know all this, dear reader, and hold onto that which
we have mentioned from the truth, and do not be deceived by the
ignorant doctors and their likes, nor by those who speak in these
matters without knowledge or insight. Do not blindly follow
these ignorant doctors and those from the people of innovation;
Allah is the One who helps and from Him alone is assistance
sought.
Important Note
What we have mentioned from the authentic hadlths and the
statements of the scholars, regarding speaking to the jinni,
reminding him, calling him to Islam and his acceptance of this
invitation, all shows that it is not in contradiction to the verse in
Surah Sad, (in the story of Sulayman) which states:

Jr*#
My Lord! Forgive me, and bestow upon me a kingdom such
as shall not belong to any other after me: Verily, You are the
Bestower.
Surah Sad, verse 35

Likewise, for one to order the jinn with good, forbid it from evil,
and strike it if it refuses, does not contradict the aforementioned
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verse; rather, it is obligatory to do so. If one does this, he prevents
evil, helps the oppressed, orders good and forbids evil. It is done
with the jinn just as it is done with humans.
We have already mentioned the authentic badith of the Prophet
(3£) in which he choked shaytan until he felt his saliva on his
hands, and said: “Were it not for the du'a of Sulaymdn I would
have tied him, so the people could see him in the morning. ”
In a narration in Muslim from the badith of Abu Darda5, the
Prophet (&’) said: “ Verily the enemy of Allah, Iblls came to me
with a star from fire in order to place it in my face, so I said: 7
seek refuge in Allah’ from you three times, and then said: 7 curse
you with the complete curse of Allah', but he did not leave. I
did this three times. I wanted to capture him, and were it not
for the duea of our brother Sulaymdn, he would have awoken
restrained, and the children of Madtnah would have been playing
about with him. ”
These are the sayings of the scholars; I hope that what we have
mentioned is sufficient and in it is contentment for the one who
seeks the truth. I ask Allah by His most beautiful Names and
lofty Attributes, that He grants us and all the Muslims the ability
to understand the religion, be firm upon it, and that He graces us
by guiding us to the truth in sayings and actions, and to protect
us from speaking about that which we have no knowledge of. He
is the one who is able to do all things.
May the peace and blessings of Allah be upon His slave and
Messenger, our Prophet Muhammad, his family, companions
and all those who follow in their way.
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Appendix 2
Seeking Cures from the
Magicians and Fortune Tellers
Poses a Great Danger for Islam
and the Muslims
There has been an increase in the number of impostors and
deceivers in these latter times. These people claim to have medical
knowledge, and cure using magic and fortune telling. Their
practices are spreading in certain countries; and these people
take advantage of those who are naive and mostly ignorant.
Therefore, I saw that it is from sincere advice to Allah and His
slaves to clarify the great danger this poses for Islam and the
Muslims, due to it comprising of relying upon other than Allah,
and opposing the order of Allah and His Messenger (3s). I say this
while asking Allah for His assistance:
By consensus, it is allowed to seek cures for illnesses. It is also
permissible for the Muslim to go to a doctor who specialises in
psychological, physical or neural illnesses, in order to diagnose his
condition and cure it with the appropriate and lawful medication.
This is from taking the necessary means; it does not disavow
one’s trust in Allah, because Allah has sent down illnesses and
their cures. These cures are known to those who know it, and
unknown to those who do not know it. However, Allah has not
placed as a cure for His slaves that which He has made unlawful
for them.
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So, it is not allowed for the one who is ill to go to fortune tellers
who claim to know the unseen, in order to diagnose his illness, just
as it is not allowed for him to believe in their claims as they only
guess, or seek the presence of the jinn so that they can assist them
in their needs. These people are upon disbelief and misguidance
due to the fact that they claim to know the unseen. Muslim has
reported in his SahJh that the Prophet (%) said: “'Whosoever goes
to a fortune teller and asks him something, his prayer will not be
accepted for forty days. ”
Abu Hurayrah (4°) narrated that the Prophet (^) said: “ Whosoever
approaches a fortune teller and believes in what he says, has
disbelieved in what has been revealed to Muhammad (%).” This
has been reported by Abu Dawud and others and authenticated
by Hakim. Also, on the authority of ‘Imran ibn Husayn (<&>) that
the Prophet (^) said: “He is not from among us who flies or is
flown for, the one who fortune tells or it is done for him, and the
one who practises magic or it is practised for him. Whosoever
approaches a fortune teller and believes in what he says has
disbelieved in what has been revealed to Muhammad. ” Collected
by Bazzar with a good chain of narration.
So, these hadiths forbid people from approaching fortune tellers
and their likes, asking them, and believing them; they also mention
the relevant punishment for those who do so. It is the duty of
the Muslim rulers and people in a position of authority to reject
these visits to the fortune tellers and their likes. Some of them are
present in the markets; this should be forbidden severely.
One should not be deceived when they are correct in some
of their claims, nor by the amount of people who go to them
from those who claim to have knowledge. Such people have no
knowledge; they are ignorant because they are doing something
impermissible. The Prophet (^) has forbidden approaching them,
asking and believing them due to the great sin and immense
dangers it involves for they are liars.
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Likewise, these hadJths show the disbelief of magicians and
fortune tellers. These people claim to have knowledge of the
unseen; this is disbelief. They cannot achieve their goals unless
they serve and worship the jinn; and this is kufr and shirk. The
one who believes their claims of knowing the unseen and attests
to this is like them. The Prophet (3s) freed himself from all those
who perform such actions those who take from them.
It is not allowed for the Muslim to succumb to their claims of
being able to cure. Their muttering of incantations, pouring lead
and other superstitious acts is all from trickery and the deception
of people. Whosoever accepts and is pleased with this has assisted
them in their evil and disbelief.
Also, going to them for information regarding who one’s son
or relative will marry, or about those affairs which will take
place between a husband and wife, and their families (from love,
hatred and separation etc), is from the unseen which nobody
knows except Allah.
Magic is from the forbidden affairs, as Allah said regarding the
two angels in Surah al-Baqarah:
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... but neither of these two (angels) taught anyone (such things)
till they had said, “We are only for trial, so disbelieve not (by
learning this magic from us)”. And from these (angels) people
learn that by which they cause separation between man and his
wifey but they could not thus harm anyone except by Allah's
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Leave. And they learn that which harms them and profits them
not. And indeed they knew that the buyers of it (magic) would
have no share in the Hereafter. And how bad indeed was that
for which they sold their own selves, if they but knew.
Surah al-Baqarah, verse 102

This verse shows that magic is disbelief, and that magicians cause
a husband and wife to separate. It also shows that magic in and
of itself does not have any effect except by the permission of
Allah, as Allah is the One who created good and evil.
The evil and harm these people possess has increased, for many
people have taken these sciences from the disbelievers, and
deceived many weak people through them. Indeed to Allah we
belong and to Him we shall return.
Likewise, this verse shows that those who learn magic only learn
what harms them; it will not benefit them. It also shows that
they have no alliance or connection with Allah; this is a grave
punishment and shows the immense loss they face in this life
and the Hereafter. They have sold themselves for the cheapest of
prices. Allah censors them by saying:

And how bad indeed was that for which they sold their own
selves, if they but knew.
We ask Allah that he protects and saves us from the evil of the
magicians, fortune tellers and all those who deceive people, as we
ask Him to protect the Muslims from their own evil, and that He
gives the Muslims the ability to stay away from them and apply
His law with regards to them so that people can seek respite from
their evil. Indeed, He is the most Gracious, the most Kind.
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Allah has placed for His slaves that which will protect them from
the evils of magic before it befalls, and that which will cure it
after it befalls, as a mercy from Him, and from His kindness
to His slaves, and as a perfection of His blessings. We will now
mention certain things which protect one from magic before it
befalls, and cure one from it after it has befallen. These are things
which are allowed in the sharTah.
Firstly: That which people do in order to protect themselves from
the dangers of magic before it befalls. The most important and
beneficial thing is to protect oneself with the relevant du'as and
remembrances, such as reciting Ayah al-Kursi every time after
one has finished saying the other remembrances which are said
after the prayer. Likewise, it should be recited before going to it
sleep. It is the greatest verse in the Qur’an. It is:
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Allah! None has the right to be worshipped but He, Al-HayyulQayyum (the Ever Living, the One Who sustains and protects
all that exists). Neither slumber nor sleep overtakes Him. To
Him belongs whatever is in the heavens and whatever is on the
earth. Who is he that can intercede with Him except with His
Permission? He knows what happens to them (His creatures)
in this world, and what will happen to them in the Hereafter.
And they will never compass anything of His Knowledge except
that which He wills. His Kursi (footstool) extends over the
heavens and the earth, and He feels no fatigue in guarding and
preserving them. And He is the Most High, the Most Great.
Surah al-Baqarah, verse 255
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Also, one should recite Surahs lkhlds, Falaq and Nas after every
prayer, and recite them thrice after Fajr and Maghrib prayers.
Likewise, reciting the last two verses from Surah al-Baqarah at
the beginning of every night has benefit. They are:

0
T/?e Messenger (Muhammad) believes in what has been sent
down to him from his Lord, and (so do) the believers. Each
one believes in Allah, Flis Angels, His Books, His Messengers.
(They say), “We make no distinction between one another of
His Messengers'*- and they say, “We hear, and we obey. (We
seek) Your Forgiveness our Lord, and to You is the return (of
all). Allah burdens not a person beyond his scope. He gets
reward for that (good) which he has earned, and he is punished
for that (evil) which he has earned. “Our Lord! Punish us
not if we forget or fall into error, our Lord! Lay not on us a
burden like that which You did lay on those before us (Jews
and Christians); our Lord! Put not on us a burden greater than
we have strength to bear. Pardon us and grant us Forgiveness.
Have mercy on us. You are our Mawla (Patron, Supporter and
Protector etc.) and give us victory over the disbelieving people. ”
Surah al-Baqarah, verses 285-286
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It has been authentically reported that the Prophet (^) said:
“Whosoever reads Ayah al-KttrsI at night, will have a guardian
from Allah until the morning, and shaytan will not approach
him.” He (^) also said: “Whosoever recites the last two verses
of Surah al-Baqarah at night, it will be sufficient for him. ” The
meaning of this and Allah knows best is [protection] from every
evil.
Likewise, one should often seek refuge in Allah by saying:
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I seek refuge in the perfect and complete words of Allah from the
evil which He has created.
This should be said in the night, in the day, when entering a
building, in the desert, in the air and at sea. This is because the
Prophet (£$) said: “Whosoever enters a place and says: 7 seek
refuge in Allah with His complete words from the evil which He
has created/ will not be harmed by anything so long as he is in
that place. ”
Also, one should say three times at the beginning of the day and
night:

In the name of Allah with whose Name nothing harms in the
earth or the heavens, and He is the All-Hearer, the All-Knower.
It has been authentically reported that the Prophet ($5) encouraged
this, and that it protects from evil.
These du'as and their likes are from the greatest ways in which to
protect oneself from the evil of magic and other evils. One should
strive to preserve them with truth, tman, trusting in Allah, relying
upon Him and opening ones heart to their meaning. It is also
from the strongest of weapons with which to repel magic after it
has befallen. It also humbles a person in front of Allah as making
du'a to Him to cure these illnesses.
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Also, from the established dn'as in curing magic and other illnesses,
is what the Prophet (3§) would read on his companions:

O Allah! Lord of mankind, remove this harm, cure for You are
the One who cures, There is none who cures except You, a curing
which causes the illness to depart.
The incantation (ruqyah) that JibrTl would read over the Prophet
(31) is as follows:
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In the name of Allah I make ‘ruqyah’ over you, from every illness
which harms you,
from the evil of every envious soul or eye,
way Allah cure you, in //?<? name of Allah I make ‘ruqyah’ over
you.
From the beneficial cures for magic, especially for a person who is
prevented from having marital relations due to magic, a beneficial
cure is to take seven leaves of green sidr, grind them, place them
in a vessel, pour water on it (enough so a person can bathe in it),
and recite over it: Ayah al-Kurst, Surah Kafirun, Surah Ikhlds,
Surah Falaq and Surah Nas, and the following verses:

And we revealed to Musa (saying): “Throw your sticky” and
behold! It swallowed up straight away all the falsehood which
they showed. Thus truth was confirmed, and all that they did
was made of no effect. So they were defeated there and returned
disgraced.
Surah al-A‘raf, verses 117-119
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And Pharaoh said: “Bring me every well-versed sorcerer. ” And
when the sorcerers came, Musa said to them: “Cast down what
you want to cast!” Then when they had cast down, Musa said:
“What you have brought is sorcery; Allah will surely make it
of no effect. Verily, Allah does not set right the work of the
evil-doers. And Allah will establish and make apparent the
truth by His Words, however much the Mujrimun (polytheists,
criminals, sinners etc.) may hate it. ”
Surah Yunus, verses 79-82
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They said: “O Musa! Either you throw first or we be the first to
throw f” [Musa] said: “Nay, throw you (first)!” Then behold!
Their ropes and their sticks, by their magic, appeared to him as
though they moved fast. So Musa conceived fear in himself. We
(Allah) said: “Fear not! Surely, you will have the upper hand.
And throw that which is in your right hand! It will swallow up
that which they have made. That which they have made is only
a magician's trick, and the magician ivill never be successful, to
whatever amount (of skill) he may attain.
Surah Ta-Ha, verses 65-69
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After he recites what has been mentioned, he drinks some of it,
and bathes with the rest, and insha9 Allah with that he will be
cured. There is no harm in repeating this twice or more if there
is need to do so.
From the most beneficial cures for magic is to search for the place
of magic in the earth or on a mountain etc; if it is found and
destroyed the magic will be nullified.
This is what we have been able to mention from the affairs which
protect one from magic and cure it; with Allah is all success.
As for curing magic by going to other magicians and worshipping
the jinn by sacrificing to them, this is impermissible and is from
major shirk. Hence, one should beware of this and avoid it. It is also
impermissible to seek a cure by asking fortune tellers, soothsayers
and their likes, and to use what they say, for these people who
claim to know the unseen and deceive people disbelieve and are
liars. The Prophet (3s) warned against approaching them, asking
and believing them; this has already mentioned at the beginning
of this treatise.
Allah is the One who is able to protect the Muslims from all evil,
preserve their religion, grant them understanding and save them
from all that opposes it.
May the peace and blessings of Allah be upon His slave and
Messenger Muhammad, his family, and companions.
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